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In this first chapter, we introduce the object of our research, the cytoskeleton.
After reviewing its biological functions, some key aspects of the two networks of
interest for this work - intermediate filaments and microtubules - will be enhanced.
Mechanical features of the cytoskeleton will not be discussed in this chapter and
will be the focus of chapter 2.

1.1

A network of crosslinked filamentous biopolymers

Eukaryotic cells - which have their genetic material packed into a specific compartment called nucleus - are able to divide, migrate, resist deformations, adapt
their size and shape to their environment, exchange materials with the outside, etc.
Nonetheless, neither the cytosol that contains the cellular organelles - being purely
liquid - nor the plasma membrane - which is rather soft - are able to achieve these
functions: the cytoskeleton, a network of filamentous structures, provides both
strength and elasticity to the cell, and supports the functions mentioned above.
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Figure 1.1: Fluorescence micrograph of a cultured fibroblast showing actin (blue, stained with
phalloidin), microtubules (green) and intermediate filaments (red). Taken from [Pollard &
Goldman 2018].

The cytoskeleton is mainly composed of three types of filaments: microtubules,
actin filaments (also known as microfilaments) and intermediate filaments1 . A fluorescence microscopy image of a cell stained with fluorescent markers targeting the
three cytoskeletal subcomponents is shown in figure 1.1. These three components
share the common property of being a repetition of small units of typically 10 nm
length called monomers that assemble2 in order to give rise to polymer networks
that spread on much larger distances, typically up to 10 µm which is the the usual
order of magnitude for the size of a cell. However, microtubules, actin filaments and
intermediate filaments differ in their size, structure, roles, stability and localization
inside the cell. While the role of each cytoskeleton will be detailed in section 1.2,
here we describe their structural features:
• Actin filaments are the thinnest filaments of the cytoskeleton: their diameter is between 7 nm and 8 nm. Actin filaments - F-actin - are composed of
actin monomers - G-actin - which have a globular structure. G-actin is soluble in the cytoplasm and the amino acid sequence of cytoplasmic G-actin is
extremely conserved among all eukaryotic organisms, including humans, actin
being one of the most highly conserved proteins [Hanukogle et al. 1983]. A
G-actin protein contains 374 amino acids: its molecular weight is 42 kDa for
a diameter of 5.5 nm. In cells, G-actin polymerizes into two parallel F-actin
Functions, roles and mechanics of septins, the fourth cytoskeletal subcomponent which can
form hetero-oligomeric complexes as well as filaments and rings, will not be discussed in this
manuscript.
2
The way filaments assemble can be more or less complex and depends on their nature.
1
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strands lying on top of each other, creating a double-strand helix repeating
every 370 Å. G-actin monomers are composed of four different domains, making them assymetric. Therefore, G-actin is a polar protein: the (-) end is
called pointed end and the (+) end is called barbed end. This implies that association constants are different according to the end. During polymerization,
barbed ends bind pointed ends: an actin filament is thus a polar structure
with a barbed end and a pointed end (see figure 1.2.A).
• Intermediate filaments are the most complex structures of the cytoskeleton.
First, their is a high variety of intermediate filament proteins: in human,
there are more than seventy different types. Intermediate filaments measure
between 8 nm et 12 nm in diameter: they are mid-sized between actin filaments and microtubules, as their name suggests. Depending on their amino
acid sequences, human intermediate filament proteins can be subcategorized
into six types [Szeverenyi et al. 2008]. Unlike actin filaments, intermediate
filaments are made of fibrous proteins, such as keratins, desmin or vimentin.
We will describe the different types of intermediate filament proteins in 1.3.1.
Second, intermediate filaments assembly occurs in several steps: for most intermediate filaments, the basic element is a tetramer. Eight tetramers are
required to associate laterally and form a structure called unit-length filament (see figure 1.2.B). Unit-length filaments assemble into protofilaments,
then into filaments. This unique way of polymerizing makes intermediate filaments the most stable and the least dynamic structures of the cytoskeleton.
Intermediate filaments are the only structures of the cytoskeleton which are
not polar, due to the symmetry of tetramers. A more precise description of
intermediate filament assembly will be given in 1.3.2
• Microtubules - contrary to actin filaments and intermediate filaments - are
hollow tubes. Their outer diameter ranges from 23 nm to 27 nm and their inner
diameter is between 11 nm and 15 nm. Microtubules are formed by two different globular proteins: α-tubulin and β-tubulin. Tubulin consists of 450 amino
acids and it has a molecular weight similar to actin: 50 kDa. Heterodimers of
α- and β-tubulin polymerise into thirteen protofilaments arranged in a ring
shape (see figure 1.2.C). As for actin, due to the assymetry of heterodimers,
microtubules are polar: the (-) end is where α-tubulin is exposed and the
(+) end corresponds to the extremity with β-tubulin exposed. Microtubules
are highly dynamic structures that switch between polymerization phases at
their (+) ends and depolymerization phases at their (-) ends [Desai & Mitchison 1997]. Dynamic instability of microtubules and its implications will be
described in 1.4.1. Microtubules can reach important lengths, typically 10 µm,
which is still much smaller than their persistence length (see table 1.1).
Table 1.1 gives an overview of the structural characteristics of the cytoskeletal
subcomponents.
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Figure 1.2: Structure of the three major cell cytoskeletal filaments. From [Mofrad 2009].

Actin filament
Intermediate filament
Microtubule

Outer diameter
6 nm
10 nm
25 nm

Turnover
< 1 min
1h
10 min

Persistence length
10 µm
≤ 1 µm
> 1 mm

Polarity
Yes
No
Yes

Table 1.1: Temporal and spatial features of the cytoskeletal filaments.

The three cytoskeletal filaments do not act separately: for most cell functions,
more than one cytoskeletal component is required. Filaments can be connected to
the plasma membrane, to the nucleus or to specific intracellular organelles, and to
other filaments: the cytoskeleton is a highly crosslinked network. Many experimental studies have characterized a given cytoskeletal component, especially with
in vitro assays of polymerized filaments or reconstituted gels of cytoskeletal polymers. This approach greatly improved our understanding of each cytoskeleton, from
structural, functional or mechanical points of view. However, to take into account
the high level of crosslinking within the cytoskeleton, in vitro reconstitution of more
than one cytoskeleton and/or experiments in living cells have to be performed in order to describe the functional and mechanical interactions between actin filaments,
microtubules and intermediate filaments.

1.2. Functions of the cytoskeleton in eukaryotic cells

1.2
1.2.1
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Functions of the cytoskeleton in eukaryotic cells
Actin filaments regulate cell shape and movement

Discovered in the 1940s in muscle cells [Straub 1942], actin is the most studied
subcomponent of the cytoskeleton so far. Actin forms filaments that are key players
in mechanical support and in cell movement and that are implicated in a number
of biological processes in eukaryotic cells. Providing an exhaustive list is not the
aim here and we will only mention three of the most crucial biological processes
involving actin in eukaryotic cells:
• Myosin motors bind actin and transport organelles along actin filaments. Myosin proteins - a superfamily of actin motor proteins - use cycles
of Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis to walk along actin filaments.
In other words, myosins convert chemical energy (taken from ATP) into mechanical energy to generate forces and movements. In many eukaryotic cells,
the actin network is referred to as the actomyosin network. Cells use myosin
motors to transport organelles along actin filaments (see figure 1.3.C). For instance, myosin V walks from the pointed end to the barbed end, transporting
vesicles and intracellular organelles.
• Contractile rings of actin filaments allow animal cells to perform
cytokinesis. Other myosins, such as myosin II, are associated with contractile activity. During the last step of the cell cycle, the two daughter cells get
separated in a process called cytokinesis. Several organisms, such as fungi,
animals and amoebas, pinch their cells in two by using a contractile ring of
actin filaments and myosin II. The process relies on myosin II polymerization
into bipolar filaments able to produce a contraction by pulling actin filaments
together (see figure 1.3.D). In animal cells, this contractile ring machinery is
found in muscle cells, in which the actomyosin complex is very abundant.
• Cellular motility is achieved by actin filaments acting as a treadmill.
The ability to migrate is a key feature of eukaryotic cells: embryonic morphogenesis mostly relies on cell migration; tissue integrity and regeneration is
ensured by migrating cells; the motility of immune cells allows them to search
and destroy pathogens; and many diseases - like cancer - take advantage of
this cellular ability in order to move inside the organism. Cell polarization is
essential to migration: the molecular processes at the front and at the back
of a moving cell are different [Ridley 2003]. Actin plays a key part in the
migration process which occurs in several steps. First, a complex linked to
actin (called Arp2/3, see figure 1.3.A) initiates a protrusion at the front of
the cell by growing branches of actin, making structures called lamellipodia
and filopodia. These structures push the plasma membrane forward. During the extension of actin protrusions, the cell forms focal adhesions at the
front of the cell to provide adhesion to the extra-cellular environment. Next,
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a forward force is generated by contractions of the actomyosin network. Finally, retraction fibres pull the rear of the cell in the direction of the leading
edge [Mattila & Lappalainen 2008] (see figure 1.3.B). The treadmilling effect
of actin is a meaningful description of this cycle of localized polymerizations
and depolymerizations of actin which allows cells to move.

Figure 1.3: Actin-based movements in animal cells. Adapted from [Pollard & Cooper 2009].

1.2.2

Intermediate filaments maintain cellular integrity

Despite the great diversity of intermediate filament proteins, our knowledge of intermediate filament functions is still very young and fragmented. Unlike microtubules
and actin filaments, the expression of intermediate filament proteins is extremely
dependent on the cell type. Also, intermediate filaments can be found in the cytoplasm or in the nucleus (the nuclear intermediate filaments are called lamins). In
this section, we will only mention cytoplasmic intermediate filaments:
• Because of their unique physical properties, intermediate filaments
control cell shape and prevent cells from irreversible mechanical
damage. Intermediate filaments are the only cytoskeletal subcomponent

1.2. Functions of the cytoskeleton in eukaryotic cells
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which is not polar: they are symmetric and no molecular motor associated
with any intermediate filament type is known so far. Also, as indicated in table
1.1, typical persistence lengths of intermediate filaments range from 100 nm to
1 µm. Their persistence length being much smaller than microtubule and actin
persistence lengths, they are the most flexible cytoskeletal subcomponent. As
a consequence, intermediate filaments play a peculiar role in cell mechanics
by providing strength and resistance to cells. For instance, in keratinocytes,
keratin loss leads to significant cell softening [Ramms et al. 2013]. Intermediate filaments also seem to exhibit an adapted response to the applied forces.
Strain-stiffening of individual vimentin filaments has been measured in vitro:
at low forces, intermediate filaments are fully elastic whereas at high forces,
they stiffen and deform in a plastic manner [Block et al. 2015]. Intermediate
filaments can be seen as a guardian of cellular integrity, providing mechanical
resistance to avoid large and fast cellular deformations.
• Intermediate filaments are associated to several linkers and membrane-associated proteins and play a crucial role in intracellular organization. Along with microtubules and actin filaments, cytoplasmic intermediate filaments are connected to the nucleus by the Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton (LINC) complex, an assembly of proteins connected to
the nuclear envelope [Dupin & Etienne-Manneville 2011]. It has been shown
that intermediate filaments regulate the size, shape and rigidity of the nucleus, but also chromatin organization [Keeling et al. 2017]. As previously
stated, intermediate filaments are not associated to any molecular motor.
Unlike microtubules, they are not major players in vesicular transport. However, intermediate filaments interact with virtually all intracellular organelles,
among which mitochondria or the Golgi apparatus, through linking proteins.
Keratins, desmin and neurofilaments control mitochondrial location and function, and Golgi positioning is regulated by keratins, vimentin and neurofilaments, and endosomal/lysosomal protein distribution by vimentin [Toivola
et al. 2005].
• Intermediate filaments are involved in many dynamic cellular processes. Most of our knowledge related to intermediate filaments comes from
diseases in which cells have major disregulations of some intermediate filament
proteins. Not only are intermediate filament proteins drastically different from
one cell type to another, but they also evolve during the cell cycle and dynamic
processes within a given cell type. Intermediate filaments has been found to
play a crucial role in the regulation of apoptotic events by protecting cells
from apoptosis [Omary et al. 2004]. Mutations on some keratins correlate with
increased cell apoptosis and liver injury [Omary et al. 2009]. Intermediate filaments are also critical in cell migration: in astrocytes, intermediate filaments
depletion slows cell migration [Dupin & Etienne-Manneville 2011]. In many
cell types, intermediate filaments facilitate cell motility and migration, so that
increased intermediate filament protein expression can be associated with can-
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cer progression and metastasis in some cases [Etienne-Manneville 2018]. Finally, intermediate filaments impact cell size, cell growth and proliferation.
Figure 1.4 depicts the role of intermediate filaments in cellular responses to
extracellular stimuli.

Figure 1.4: Intermediate filaments: role in cellular responses to extracellular stimuli. From
[Etienne-Manneville 2018].
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Microtubules provide a structural framework and orchestrate intracellular trafficking

Microtubules have become a resarch topic per se during the 1960s. Their association
with several molecular motors and their dynamics make microtubules a key player
in cell polarity, cell organization and intracellular transport. Here, we give three of
the main functions of microtubules:
• Microtubules establish the global polarity of the cell. One of the
most important properties of the microtubule network is that they are highly
dynamic, constantly polymerizing and depolymerizing, as we will describe in
1.4.1. Microtubule half-time vary during the cell cycle, but it ranges from 10 s
to 10 min. Interestingly, cells lacking a proper dynamic microtubule network
- e.g. after using drugs affecting its dynamics - are often much less motile
and poorly polarized. While actin structures are crucial in cell motility, it
has been shown that microtubules induce cortical polarity and regulate actin
dynamics [Siegrist & Doe 2007]. Microtubules, rather than establishing cell
polarity, ensure its maintenance by mediating the distribution of inhibitory
signals [Zhang et al. 2014]. Microtubules also impact the organization of
the nucleus and of other organelles. For instance, in Xenopus, microtubule
dynamics is balanced spatially and temporally for nuclear formation and its
perturbation changes nuclear morphology [Xue et al. 2013].
• Molecular motors associate with microtubules to perform intracellular trafficking. As myosins bind actin filaments to transport vesicles along
them, two types of molecular motors bind microtubules : kinesins and dynein.
Discovered in 1985, kinesins are anterograde transport motors, which means
that they transport vesicles, organelles and other cargoes towards the (+) ends
of microtubules from the center of a cell to its periphery [Vale et al. 1985].
Fourteen families of human kinesins exist and all share a common amino
acid sequence of the motor domain. Conversely, cytoplasmic dynein moves
on microtubules towards their (-) ends: it is a retrograde transport motor.
Dynein-induced retrograde transport is important to send endocytosis products to the center of the cell. As myosins, both kinesins and dynein convert
the chemical energy stored in ATP into mechanical work.
• Microtubules spatially regulate mitosis and cytokinesis. We already
mentioned the crucial role of actin, making contractile rings, to perform cytokinesis. This contraction occurs at the end of mitosis, whereas the first steps
of mitosis (and also cytokinesis) are regulated by microtubules. First, microtubules determine the cleavage plane and position the site of division. Second,
they transport vesicles to the cleavage plane. Microtubules form the mitotic
apparatus (composed of the mitotic spindle and of the aster) which pulls the
sister chromatides in opposite directions. The construction of this machinery is spatially regulated by microtubules but also requires the coordinated
activities of many proteins [Straight & Field 2000].
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Intermediate filaments
Diversity of intermediate filaments in eukaryotic cells

With more than seventy different proteins, intermediate filaments show a high variability. They are subcategorized in six different types that we will brielfy describe
below and which are recapitulated in table 1.2.
Keratins are part of type I (acidic keratins) and type II (neutral or basic keratins).
There are more than fifty different keratins in animal cells. They are among the
smallest intermediate filament proteins with a molecular weight between 40 kDa
and 70 kDa. Keratins are mostly expressed in epithelial cells, in which one type
I keratin copolimerizes with one type II keratin to give rise to a keratin filament.
Keratins are widespread in the cytoplasm of epithelial cells, but also form specific
structures like hair, nails and horns.
Type III intermediate filament proteins include vimentin, which can be found in a
lot of cell types, from fibroblasts to endothelial cells. Another well-characterized
type III protein is desmin, which can be found in muscle cells. Glial Fibrillary
Acidic Protein (GFAP) is specifically expressed in glial cells. All type III intermediate filament proteins have molecular weights around 55 kDa.
Neurofilaments constitute the type IV intermediate filament proteins. As their
name suggests, they are found in neurons, specially in the axons of motor neurons.
They are thought to be crucial for these long and thin processes than can reach
1 m to join neurons between them. Type IV intermediate filament proteins are the
largest ones with molecular weights up to 240 kDa3 .
Notably, type V intermediate filament proteins are not part of the cytoskeleton:
they are part of the nuclear envelope and are called lamins. Lamins have a molecular weight around 70 kDa
Finally, type VI4 intermediate filament proteins are structurally quite different from
the other types, being characterized by a long C-terminal tail. Among them, some
proteins are specifically found in lens.
Most of our knowledge regarding intermediate filaments comes from studies of intermediate filament-associated diseases. For instance, early-onset megalencephaly,
progressive spasticity and dementia characterize Alexander disease, which is caused
by a mutation on the gene coding for GFAP [Omary et al. 2004]. Mutated desmin
cause myopathies, and Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (characterized by symmetrical
muscle weakness, wasting, foot deformitites, difficulty walking, reduced tendon reflexes) is due to mutations in lamins [Omary et al. 2004]. The research carried out
on these diseases have led to greatly improve our understanding of the functions
and the diversity of intermediate filament proteins.
Some type VI intermediate filament proteins - like nestin and synemin - are considered by
some papers to be part of type IV because their genomic structure is similar to the neurofilament
family and α-internexin [Liem 2013].
4
They are historically referred to as "orphans".
3
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Type
I
II

III

IV
V

VI
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Name
Acidic
keratins
Neutral-Basic
keratins
Vimentin
Desmin
GFAP
Peripherin
Syncoilin
Neurofilaments
α-internexin
Lamins

Size (kDa)

Genes

44 − 66

> 25

52 − 68

> 25

57
54
50
57
64
68 − 240
66
62 − 78

1
1
1
1
1
3
1
3

Synemin

41 − 180

1

Nestin
Filensin
Phakinin

240
94
49

1
1
1

Tissue distribution
Soft epithelia (skin, liver, etc.)
Hard epithelia (hair, nail, etc.)
Mesenchyme
Muscle
Glial cells
Neurons
Muscle
Neurons
Neurons
Ubiquitous (nuclear)
Neural stem cells, muscle,
endothelium
Neurons, astrocytes, muscle
Lens
Lens

Table 1.2: Classification of intermediate filament proteins by type. Adapted from [Cooper 2000],
[Chung et al. 2013] and [Leduc & Etienne-Manneville 2015]

1.3.2

Structure and assembly of intermediate filaments

• The tripartite monomer structure of intermediate filament proteins.
Like all proteins, intermediate filament proteins have two ends: an amine
group, called the N-terminus and a carboxylic group, called the C-terminus.
As they are translated from messenger Ribonucleic Acid (RNA), they are created from N-terminus to C-terminus. The domain next to the N-terminus
of intermediate filament proteins is called the head and the one next to the
C-terminus is called the tail. Between these two domains, we can find several
α-helical structures: they form the rod (see figure 1.5.A). All intermediate
filaments share this tripartite monomer structure. Under stress, the rod domain can stretch and some parts of the α-helical domain can be uncoiled
and form β sheets instead [Qin et al. 2009]. Nuclear intermediate filaments
- lamins - also have this structure. Their structural singularity relies on the
much longer C-terminal domain in which can be found a Nuclear Localization
Signal (NLS), required for transport into the nucleus (see figure 1.5.B-C that
compares human lamin and human vimentin structures).
• Assembly of intermediate filament proteins depends on their type.
All intermediate filaments are assembled from fibrous proteins that exhibit a
central α-helical rod domain which facilitates the formation of dimeric coiledcoil complexes. However, their assembly vary a lot depending on the type of
intermediate filament protein involved. The first step common to all interme-
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Figure 1.5: Detailed structure of cytoplasmic and nuclear intermediate filament proteins.
A. Intermediate filaments are composed of head, rod and tail domains. Adapted from [Lopez
et al. 2016] B & C. Structural models of human vimentin, a cytoplasmic intermediate filament
protein (B) and human lamin A, a nuclear intermediate filament protein (C). Scale bar: 5 nm.
From [Herrmann et al. 2007] D & E. Electron microscopy of recombinant human lamin A (D)
and recombinant vimentin (E). Scale bar: 200 nm. Arrow heads indicate prominent "beadings"
of the filaments, which are typical structures found when lamins are reconstituted in vitro.
From [Herrmann & Aebi 2016].
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diate filament proteins is the formation of a dimer after two monomers bind to
each other by their rod domain. The two monomers involved can be identical
and form homodimers or they can be different and form heterodimers. Keratins, for instance, always form heterodimers by associating a type I keratin
protein (acidic) with a type II keratin protein (neutral-basic). The next step
varies:
– for cytoplasmic intermediate filament proteins, two dimers form a tetramer
in a half-staggered manner through the rod domains aligned in an antiparallel orientation. This tetramer is non polar and is called protofilament. Then, eight tetramers are aligned laterally to form a unit-length
filament. Several unit-length filaments will finally anneal end-to-end to
form a non-polar and mature intermediate filament. This process is depicted in figure 1.6.A.
– regarding lamins, dimers bind their N-terminus to the C-terminus of another dimer by a peptide bond, forming a long polar structure. Two of
these structures will then align laterally in an anti-parallel orientation to
form a protofilament. Protofilaments then assemble to create a symmetric filament, which now is also non-polar, like cytoplasmic intermediate
filaments (see figure 1.6.B.)
Figure 1.5.D-E shows electron microscopy images of these intermediate filaments.
Unlike microtubules and actin filaments, ATP and Guanosine Triphosphate
(GTP) are not directly required in the assembly of intermediate filaments
because the different steps (monomer to dimer, dimer to tetramer, etc.) do
not rely on ATP-bound or GTP-bound monomers. However, immature intermediate filaments are transported along microtubules, or actin filaments for
most keratins, and therefore require chemical energy for their transport.

1.3.3

Vimentin, an intermediate filament protein present in many
cells

With keratins, vimentin is among the most studied intermediate filament proteins.
It can be found in many different cell types, specially in mesenchymal cells. Human
vimentin is a 57 kDa protein the structure of which appears in figure 1.5.A-B,E.
Here, we review some of the key aspects of vimentin5 .
• Vimentin is crucial in the epithelial-mesenchymal transition. Animal
tissues can be divided into four different families. Among them, epithelium
corresponds to the cells lining the outer surfaces of organs and blood vessels.
Epithelial cells are highly polarized and are strongly connected by several
junctions between them. Epithelial cells can leave their original tissue and,
5

Mechanical aspects of vimentin filaments will be detailed in chapter 2.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of the assembly of intermediate filaments.
A : Assembly of cytoplasmic intermediate filaments. Adapted from [Hohmann & Dehghani 2019]. B : Assembly of nuclear intermediate filaments (lamins). Adapted from [Dittmer
& Misteli 2011].

after losing their polarity and breaking cell-cell adhesions, become multipotent cells called mesenchymal cells. This process is called the EpithelialMesenchymal Transition (EMT) and is required for numerous developmental
processes, wound healing but also to initiate metastasis during cancer. Gene
expression is modified during EMT and, while vimentin expression is quite
low in epithelium, it is upregulated in mesenchymal cells. For instance, it
has been shown that vimentin promotes EMT phenotypes in breast cancer
cells by mediating the expression of slug, an EMT protein [Liu et al. 2015].
Vimentin is not only involved in signalling pathways, but also in migration.
Non-metastatic breast cancer cells MCF-7 - an epithelial cell line than normally does not express vimentin - rapidly adopt mesenchymal shapes after
vimentin transfection. Conversely, silencing vimentin causes mesenchymal
cells to adopt epithelial shapes [Mendez et al. 2010]. Along with these shape
transitions, increase in cell motility and in focal adhesions dynamics were measured to be coincident with vimentin filament assembly [Mendez et al. 2010].
In the context of the EMT, vimentin appears to play a major role in the gain
of migratory properties, as shown in figure 1.7.A.
• Vimentin in organelle positioning. In addition to increasing migration properties, vimentin filaments also regulate the positioning of several
organelles in eukaryotic cells. For instance, vimentin interacts a lot with
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Figure 1.7: Selected functions of vimentin. Adapted from [Lowery et al. 2015].

mitochondria. Cells lacking an intact vimentin filament network exhibit an
increased level in the motility of mitochondria [Nekrasova et al. 2011]. The
authors suggest than vimentin intermediate filaments bind to mitochondria an
anchor them within the cytoplasm. Vimentin has also been shown to interact
with the Golgi apparatus [Gao & Sztul 2001] and with melanosomes, forming
an intricate cage around them [Chang et al. 2009]. Finally, vimentin has been
recently described to form ball-like structures and rings around the nucleus
during the first step of adhesion that are able to strongly deform the cell nucleus [Terriac et al. 2019]. These features are schematically recapitulated in
figure 1.7.B.
• Vimentin in astrocytes and glioma cells. As my PhD resorts to a cell
line derived from a human malignant astrocytoma6 , we focus here on vimentin
- as well as its links to other intermediate filament proteins - in astrocytes and
glioma cells. Like in other cancers [Satelli & Li 2011], vimentin is upregulated
in glioma and glioblastoma, a grade IV glioma. Interestingly, using withaferinA (a chemical inhibitor of vimentin) in glioblastoma induces glioblastoma cell
morphology changes, inhibits the motility of glioblastoma cells and leads to a
reduction of glioblastoma cell growth in vitro [Zhao et al. 2018]. More than
being a marker of tumour in glial cells, vimentin is a marker of a poor outcome
in gliobastoma patients [Zhao et al. 2018].
Another type III intermediate filament protein is expressed in astrocytes (and
is even specific for glial cells): the Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP).
Even though studies on the link between GFAP expression and malignant phenotypes or tumour growth are controversial, it has been shown long ago that
6
The brain is mainly made of two cell types - neuronal cells and glial cells. Among glial cells, we
can find several subtypes, such as astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, etc.. Tumours derived from these
cells are called glioma, astrocytoma, oligodendrocytoma, etc.
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Figure 1.8: Imaging of intermediate filaments in astrocytes.
A: Epifluorescence image of nestin, GFAP and vimentin. Scale bars: 20 µm. B: 3D structured
illumination microscopy picture. Scale bars: 10 µm (main image) and 1 µm (inset). Both
fluorescence intensity profiles were obtained along the corresponding dotted arrow. From [Leduc
& Etienne-Manneville 2017].

human gliomas co-express GFAP and vimentin [Herpers et al. 1986] and that
both proteins copolimerize in the same intermediate filament system [Wang
et al. 1984]. More recently, epifluorescence microscopy and 3D structured illumination microscopy images have shed light on the distribution of cytoplasmic
intermediate filaments in astrocytes [Leduc & Etienne-Manneville 2017]. In
addition to GFAP and vimentin, the authors studied another intermediate
filament protein: nestin. Figure 1.8.A shows that astrocytes have a heterogeneous expression of intermediate filament proteins but their distributions are
similar. Besides, they strongly colocalize in cells expressing several intermediate filament proteins. Figure 1.8.B uses a superresolution imaging technique
to show that single filaments are composed of several intermediate filament
proteins.
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Microtubules
Dynamics of microtubules

Unlike intermediate filaments, microtubules are extremely dynamic: they exhibit
a fast turnover in living cells. In 1986, in vitro experiments showed that 80% of
the microtubules in interphase cells turn over in 15 min [Schulze & Kirschner 1986].
Microtubules exhibit a cyclic behaviour, oscillating between long and progressive
phases of polymerization and short and brutal depolymerization events. This process has been named dynamic instability and will be defined below.
• Microtubule polymerization is initiated by nucleation on pre-existing
seeds7 . If recruiting heterodimers of αβ-tubulin to elongate an already
formed microtubule is an energetically favourable process which explains why
microtubules polymerize fast, initiating microtubule polymerization is a highly
unfavourable process. Hence, initiation is the rate-limiting step in microtubule
polymerization. In vitro, microtubule initial growth progresses slowly, as it
proceeds from small entities for which dissassembly is energetically favoured
over assembly (see figure 1.9.A). In cells, some preformed nuclei are found
at Microtubule-Organizing Centers (MTOCs). For instance, γ-tubulin ring
complexes (γ-TuRC) are made of γ-tubulin, another member of the tubulin
family. These complexes are the structural basis of the thirteen protofilament
structure of microtubules (see figure 1.9.B). In bulk assembly assays, the presence of preformed nuclei increases the fraction of polymerized microtubules
with time (see figure 1.9.C) [Kollman et al. 2011].
• Growing and shrinking, the dynamic instability of microtubules.
The complexity of microtubule dynamics goes further than nucleation-elongation processes. While microtubules elongate, their polymerization is regularly
and abruptly stopped by depolymerization phases. The transition point between polymerization and depolymerization is called catastrophe. Conversely,
when a microtubule is (quickly) depolymerizing, it can switch back to a polymerization phase by an event called rescue (see figure 1.9.D-E). Microtubules
are therefore constantly growing and shrinking [Mitchison & Kirschner 1984],
and what governs the transitions between these phases - especially rescues is still not totally established.
Catastrophes have long been viewed as the result of the loss of a protective
end structure [Mitchison & Kirschner 1984] [Desai & Mitchison 1997]. Under this hypothesis, the probability of a catastrophe event has to be constant
over time. However, this does not match the measurements. It is now accepted that catastrophes are not a single step process but a multiple step
process, which implies that the probability of undergoing a catastrophe in7
In many studies, this nucleation seed is simply called nucleus. We have used here the word seed
- as in thermodynamics - to introduce the concept and avoid any confusion with the cell nucleus.
In the following, we use the word nucleus to better match the literature.
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Figure 1.9: Microtubule assembly and dynamic instability.
A: De novo formation of microtubules from heterodimers of αβ-tubulin is energetically unfavourable until a sufficiently large oligomer is formed (after N steps). B: Preformed nuclei
(such as the γ-TuRC complex) allow microtubule to bypass the slow phase in vivo. C: Influence
of the presence of a preformed nucleus on the polymerization kinetics. Adapted from [Kollman
et al. 2011]. D: Microtubule length against time depicting dynamic instability and showing
catastrophes and rescues. Adapted from [Mauro et al. 2019]. E: Schematic representation of
dynamic instability of microtubules. (1) Closure of the terminal sheet structure generates a
metastable, blunt-ended microtubule (2) which may pause, undergo further growth or switch to
the depolymerization phase. A shrinking microtubule is characterized by fountain-like arrays of
ring and spiral protofilament structures (3). This cycle is completed by exchanging GDP of the
disassembly products with GTP (4). Adapted from [Dráber et al. 2012].

creases with time: microtubule catastrophe can be viewed as an aging process [Gardner et al. 2013]. The rescue process remains much more debated.
It was shown in vitro that rescue events increase with free tubulin concentration [Walker et al. 1988]. More recently, after observing with a specific
antibody that microtubules host some GTP-tubulin islands (or remnants)
within their lattice, it has been hypothesized that rescue events initiate from
these remnants [Dimitrov et al. 2008]. Molecular dynamics simulations and
in vitro experiments show that GTP-tubulin remnants regulate the kinetics
of depolymerization [Bollinger et al. 2020]. But how these remnants appear
in the lattice is still an open question.
• Microtubule dynamics and drugs targeting tubulin. Regulating microtubule dynamics in cells can be of interest, as microtubules are implicated
in many cellular functions (see 1.2.3). For example, paclitaxel - also known
as taxol - is used for the treatment of many cancers. Its action is well known:
while it poorly binds to soluble tubulin, it has a high affinity for the β-
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tubulin subunit along the length of the microtubule. By doing so, it stabilizes
the microtubule and increases microtubule polymerization, which drastically
reduces microtubule dynamic instability. From a therapeutic point of view,
suppression of microtubule dynamics by paclitaxel leads to a mitotic block
and prevents the dividing cancer cells from proliferating and eventually leads
to apoptosis [Jordan & Wilson 2004]. Another key drug for my PhD is nocodazole. Nocodazole binds to an arginine residue on β-tubulin and has an action
that depends on its concentration. At high concentrations - typically 10 µM
-, nocodazole rapidly depolymerizes microtubules [De Brabander et al. 1976].
At low concentrations - typically 0.1 − 1µM -, nocodazole inhibits microtubule
dynamic instability [Vasquez et al. 1997]. Because microtubules are not able
to properly polymerize when they are in presence of nocodazole, the mitotic
spindle is not formed when cells enter metaphase. Hence, nocodazole is also
frequently used to synchronize cells in mitosis.

1.4.2

Microtubules and post-translational modifications

Even if they are composed of a single heterodimer motif of αβ-tubulin, microtubules
can show some diversity in cells. First, α-tubulin and β-tubulin consist of isotypes
encoded by different genes in amino acid sequence. In human, there are seven
isotypes of α-tubulin and eight isotypes of β-tubulin [Ludueña & Banerjee 2008].
This point will not be discussed further in the present manuscript.
Second, microtubules can undergo a variety of Post-Translational Modifications
(PTM) that decorate both α-tubulin and β-tubulin. Together, these modifications
form the so called tubulin code.
• Tubulin PTM: nature, localization, mechanism, functions. Several
PTM can decorate microtubules. Some of them were already known in other
contexts, such as phosphorylation, acetylation, methylation, palmitoylation,
etc., whereas others were discovered in the specific context of microtubule
studies: tyrosination, glycylation, glutamylation, etc. [Janke & Bulinski 2011].
These modifications can take place on the tubulin body, either on the βtubulin subunit - like phosphorylation or polyamination -, or on the α-tubulin
- like methylation or palmitoylation. Some of them can occur on both: for
instance, there are five different known sites for phosphorylation and there are
also two different sites for acetylation. Other modifications are seen on the
C-terminal tails of the tubulin subunit, such as tyrosination, polyglycylation,
polyglutamylation. Most of these PTM are catalyzed by enzymes that in
general preferentially bind tubulin assembled within microtubules over soluble
tubulin. Some modifications are reversible (acetylation, detyrosination) but
for many of them no reverse reaction or enzymes is known. Microtubule PTM
can modify microtubule properties and, by doing so, favour or impair some of
their cellular functions. How PTM impact cell mechanics will be discussed in
detail in chapter 2. They also have consequences on cellular and physiological
processes [Janke & Magiera 2020] which are out of the scope of this work.
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• Acetylation, the most studied microtubule post-translational modification. The cell line used for my PhD work - derived from an astrocytoma
- shows a very low basal level of acetylated microtubules. Hence, studying
the effect of acetylation on the cytoskeleton mechanics can be of interest. As
acetylation can occur at different sites, it is important to mention at this
stage that we will deal with Lysine 40 (K40) acetylation in which lysine 40
on α-tubulin gets acetylated. This post-translational modification is the only
one known to date which takes place inside the microtubule, in the intraluminal region (see figure 1.10.A). It is also known to occur only on microtubules
as it is not found on soluble tubulin [L'Hernault & Rosenbaum 1985]. How
this acetylation is catalyzed remained unknown for a long time but in 2010
α-Tubulin N-Acetyltransferase 1 (ATAT1) (also known as aTAT1, αTAT1 or
simply TAT1) was discovered as an acetyltransferase facilitating K40 acetylation [Shida et al. 2010]. The way ATAT1 precisely accesses the lumen is
still controversial but the current hypothesis is that it uses defects in the microtubule lattice (cracks) and, once in the lumen, it modifies available K40
sites (see figure 1.10.B-C) [Janke & Montagnac 2017]. ATAT1 is also thought
to be able to enter from the open ends of microtubules (see figure 1.10.B).
Conversely, two deacetylases have been identified so far: Histone Deacetylase 6 (HDAC6) [Hubbert et al. 2002] and Sirtuin Type 2 (SIRT2) [North
et al. 2003]. Like ATAT1, HDAC6 is thought to be able to enter the microtubule lumen from the open ends, but recent evidence indicates that HDAC6
can also enter through the lattice as deacetylation was observed all along microtubules in vitro [Miyake et al. 2016]. The main difference with ATAT1 is
that HDAC6 preferentially binds soluble tubulin.
Acetylated microtubules are also known to be more stable and long-lived
structures. The causal link between stability and acetylation has been debated [Janke & Montagnac 2017] and we will come back to this point in
chapter 2. However, it is important to mention at this stage that acetylation efficiently protects microtubules from mechanical stress in vitro [Xu
et al. 2017].
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Figure 1.10: Modes of K40 acetylation by ATAT1.
A: Structure of the tubulin heterodimer. The position of lysine 40 (K40) is shown in orange.
B: Different entry sites of ATAT1. C: Hypothetical mechanistic model for ATAT1 access to
the lumen. ATAT1 scans the outer surface of microtubules (1) in order to find accessible K40
modification sites at microtubules ends or at cracks in the microtubule lattice (2). From [Janke
& Montagnac 2017].
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Cells are complex biological objects composed of several organelles. Attempting
to specifically measure the mechanical properties of the cytoskeleton is an exciting
challenge considering that the mechanical properties of a cell can also be influenced
by its environment, in particular by the presence of neighboring cells. Hence, many
studies on the cytoskeleton have been carried out in vitro - using minimal systems
and following bottom-up approaches - with a reduced number of control parameters. Mechanical constants of a given cytoskeletal subcomponent can be measured
at different time scales, and compared to other conditions. The complementary
approach is to work in cellulo and to modify some features of the cytoskeleton (e.g.
composition, dynamics, PTM, etc.), and compare them to control cells: this is a
top-down approach. In this case, the mechanics of the whole cytoskeleton, or even
of the cell, is probed. Both the theoretical models and the experimental aspects
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differ considerably depending on the chosen approach. In this chapter, after reviewing past and current methods to measure mechanical properties which are relevant
in cell biology, we will summarize the known (to date) mechanical properties of
the microtubule and the intermediate filament networks, both in vitro and in living cells. The mechanical interactions between these networks will be developed in
chapter 3.

2.1
2.1.1

Measuring mechanical properties in cell biology
Cytoskeletal mechanics measurements in vitro

The cytoskeletal subcomponents come in many forms. They can be soluble proteins
in the cytoplasm, form individual filaments, bundles 1 or networks. Studies carried
out in vitro reflect and explore all this hierarchical organization, from individual
filaments to crosslinked networks. Experimental techniques are accordingly selected
for each biological object which is being probed, and we will detail here the main
methods that have been developed to study the mechanics of the cytoskeleton in
vitro. We can distinguish between two different types of measurements of mechanical properties: active measurements, where a force is applied on the cytoskeletal
filament and passive measurements, where spontaneous fluctuations give access to
the mechanical properties.
• Probing the mechanics of individual filaments and bundles.
– Imaging fluctuations to measure mechanical properties.
Cytoskeletal filaments are biopolymers. Hence, many studies resort to
tools standardly used by polymer physics whose theoretical framework
needs to be developed here. In particular, the stiffness of biopolymers
is related to its persistence length. The persistence length lp is defined
as the length over which correlations in the direction tangent to the
polymer are lost. To provide an expression of the persistence length, let
us consider a cytoskeletal filamentous polymer of total length L. The
parameter defining the position along this filament is the curvilinear
abscissa s. The shape of this filament is given by the tangent vector
−
d→
r (s)
→
−
−
t (s) =
tangent to the polymer at position s where →
r (s) is the
ds
distance to the (arbitrary) origin (see figure 2.1).
Due to thermal fluctuations, this filament bends over a typical length the persistence length lp - given by [Brochard-Wyart et al. 2019]:
s
→
−
→
−
h t (s) · t (0)i = exp −
lp

!

(2.1)

1
A bundle, also called fiber is a structure composed of a lot of very close individual filaments
which acts as a single entity. This structure is mostly observed for actin and intermediate filaments.
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Figure 2.1: Persistence length of polymers.
All introduced parameters appear in this scheme, along with another representation of
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
t (s) · t (0) by introducing θ such as cos θ = t (s2 ) · t (s1 ). Adapted from [Brochard-Wyart
et al. 2019].

where hi is the temporal mean. In particular, we can check that for
→
−
→
−
s  lp , h t (s) · t (0)i −→ 1. In this case, both tangent vectors have the
same direction: at this length scale, the filament appears to be straight.
→
−
→
−
Also, for s  lp , we have h t (s) · t (0)i −→ 0. The spatial correlations
are lost as the two tangent vectors have independent orientations. Given
the persistence lengths appearing in table 1.1, it is interesting to notice
that intermediate filaments, actin filaments and microtubules are in three
different regimes. To illustrate this, we can give an order of magnitude
of the length of cytoskeletal fibers in living cells: typically L ≈ 10 µm.
For microtubules, the persistence length is larger than the typical microtubule length in cells (L  lp < 1 mm), which makes them appear often
as straight structures2 when imaged: microtubules are rigid biopolymers.
In sharp contrast, mature intermediate filaments are flexible biopolymers:
their lengths exceed by far their persistence length: L  lp > 1 µm.
This explains why intermediate filaments looks curly in cells. Actin filaments are in the intermediate regime, where L ≈ lp ≈ 10 µm: actin
filaments are semiflexible biopolymers.
Next, it is important to link these different behaviours to the mechanical properties of cytoskeletal subcomponents. The flexural rigidity κ
of the filament (in N m2 ) - the resistance of the polymer to bending
perpendicular to its long axis - is related to its persistence length lp
2

Microtubules can also be bent due to buckling: this point will be discussed later in this chapter.
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by [Brochard-Wyart et al. 2019]:
lp =

κ
kB T

(2.2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. This mechanical parameter is directly related to the elastic modulus E of the
polymer (in N m−2 ) by κ = EI with I the second moment of area of the
cross section (in m4 ) which takes into account the geometric properties
of the polymer. By combining equations 2.1 and 2.2, we have a direct
relationship between the fluctuations of the filament and its mechanical
properties.
Imaging the shape fluctuations of filaments can thus provide measurements of lp and hence κ and E. The easiest way to use the theory
mentioned above is to label a cytoskeletal filament with a fluorescent tag
and then mount it between a microscope slide and a coverslip. In 1993,
the persistence length of single actin filaments and microtubules were
measured for the first time with this method [Gittes et al. 1993] [Ott
et al. 1993]. More recent studies adapted this method and used spectral analysis methods to determine the flexural rigidity of cytoskeletal
filaments [Valdman et al. 2012]. However, for some cytoskeletal subcomponents like microtubules, due to sliding between protofilaments while
bending, persistence lengths can depend on the total length of the filament [Pampaloni et al. 2006]. However, in cells, spatial dynamics of a
given cytoskeletal filament (or bundle) is strongly influenced by interactions with the nucleus, organelles and other cytoskeletal subcomponents:
this will be the focus of section 2.4 and chapter 3. It is thus a very precise method to study the mechanics in vitro - where interactions can be
monitored accordingly - whereas in cells other methods are preferred.
– Bending filaments.
Beside this passive method, active methods have been developed to measure flexural rigidities in the cytoskeleton in vitro by using optical traps3
or hydrodynamic flows [Kikumoto et al. 2006]. By using beads attached
to both ends of a filament (one fixed bead and one bead trapped with
optical tweezers), it is possible to measure the rigidity of buckling filaments [Kurachi et al. 1995]. Several parameters can lead to independent
estimations of the flexural rigidity, such as the critical load of buckling, the deflected length and the angles of bending to show the selfconsistency of the method depicted in figure 2.2.A. This method was
later improved with a double optical tweezers where both beads could be
displaced [Kikumoto et al. 2006]. By docking one end of a microtubule to
an axoneme4 and putting it into an hydrodynamic flow (see figure 2.2.C),
it is possible to derive from the shape of the filament at equilibrium its
3
4

More details about optical trapping will be provided at the end of this section.
An axoneme is a long microtubule-based cytoskeletal structure that forms the core of a cilium
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Figure 2.2: In vitro measurements of flexural rigidity.
A: The distance between two trapped beads attached to the ends of a cytoskeletal filament
is decreased to measure the flexural rigidity of the corresponding filament. B: A cantilevered
cytoskeletal filament is deformed by an optically trapped bead that exerts a force on the filament.
At t = 0, the tweezers - which was on - is set off. The filament reaches the equilibrium at
t = τ . C: A cantilevered cytoskeletal filament is subject to a hydrodynamic flow. The flow
being precisely known, the flexural rigidity of the filament is deduced from its shape.

mechanical properties [Venier et al. 1994]. The authors compared it to a
thermal fluctuation method and showed both methods led to similar results. Finally, this system can be used with an optical trap: after docking
one end of a filament, it is possible to impose a displacement to the other
end trapped with an optical tweezers and, by imaging the dynamics of
the relaxation process and knowing the expression of the hydrodynamics
drag force, to determine the flexural rigidity [Felgner et al. 1996] [Felgner
et al. 1997]. A scheme of this method can be found in figure 2.2.B.
– Elongating filaments.
As previously stated, the flexural rigidity is related to the elastic modulus E. Indeed, for a filament with an original length L0 undergoing
a longitudinal deformation that increases its length by ∆L on which a
force F is applied on a surface area A, the elastic modulus E gives the
relation between the stress σ = F/A and the strain ε = ∆L/L0 in the
elastic linear region:
σ = Eε
(2.3)
Thus, by exerting an orthogonal force or performing traction force assays on a specific cytoskeletal filament in vitro, it is possible to change
the filament length and determine the elastic modulus E of this filament. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) can be used to deform individual filaments by applying a force along a line perpendicular to the filament [Guzmán et al. 2006] [Kreplak et al. 2008]. Two situations occur:
sometimes the filament breaks to the applied force, sometimes it elonor flagellum. In this experimental setup, it is an efficient way of anchoring the microtubule to the
microscope stage.
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Figure 2.3: Deflection of an individual filament using AFM.
Left: AFM image after the application of the force perpendicularly to the filament. Right:
Schematic representation of the force and the shape of the filament. From [Kreplak et al. 2008].

gates in a typical V-shape (see figure 2.3). By combining a microfluidic
device and a double optical trap, individual filaments trapped between
two beads have also been stretched longitudinally [Block et al. 2017].
The results of this experiment will be detailed in section 2.3 and the
experimental setup appears in figure 2.8.
In summary, by applying forces on cytoskeletal subcomponents and imaging
their deformations or looking at their fluctuations, the mechanical properties
of (individual) filaments have been measured. The viscoelastic properties of
reconstituted networks in vitro have also been measured by many different
rheologic methods to decipher how this higher level of organization impacts
mechanics.
• Measuring forces in gels or networks.
To reconstitute networks in vitro, cytoskeletal subcomponents are purified
and crosslinked at a concentration high enough to form a gel. Whilst the mechanical properties of individual filaments have been mostly described using
elastic constants, gels - by their semi-solid nature - have interesting viscoelastic properties. Their study is therefore performed with experimental setups
called viscometers or rheometers, which are standard techniques in fluid mechanics to characterize complex fluids.
One of the most classical viscosimeter is the falling-sphere viscometer which
allows to measure the viscosity of a transparent Newtonian fluid. A fallingsphere viscometer is composed of a vertical tube filled with the fluid of interest
in which a sphere of known size and density is allowed to fall through the fluid.
Stokes law establishes a linear relationship between the viscosity of the gel and
the terminal velocity of the falling sphere (or ball). Historically, the first measurements of the viscosity of gels of different types of intermediate filaments
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Figure 2.4: Fluid particle under a shear stress

were carried out with this method [Leterrier & Eyer 1987]. In reconstituted
gels of cytoskeletal filaments, most studies rely on methods in which networks
undergo shear stresses. The mechanical parameter obtained in this case is the
shear modulus G that links the shear stress τ = F/A and the shear strain
γ = ∆x/l (see figure 2.4) by:
τ = Gγ
(2.4)
It is important to mention that this relation is only valid if we consider purely
elastic materials (hookean solids), i.e. if viscous effects are neglected compared
to elastic effects. In general, we consider gels in which the viscosity has to
be taken into account. Conversely, in purely viscous materials, the dynamic
dγ
viscosity η is related to the time derivative of the shear strain γ̇ =
and
dt
the shear stress τ by:
τ = η γ̇
(2.5)
In continuum mechanics, both elasticity and viscosity often have to be considered, leading to more complex relations. In many studies on viscoelastic materials, oscillatory shear stresses are applied and the oscillatory5 shear strain
is measured. Complex representations can be used to define the shear strain:
(

γ = γ0 eiωt
τ = τ0 ei(ωt+δ)

(2.6)

where ω = 2πf with f the frequency of the oscillatory strain, t is time and δ
the phase lag between stress and strain. The complex shear modulus G∗ links
these two mechanical parameters:
G∗ =

τ
τ0
= eiδ = G0 + iG00
γ
γ0

(2.7)

where G0 = Re(G∗ ) is the shear storage modulus (which corresponds to the
elastic response) and G00 = Im(G∗ ) the shear loss modulus (which corresponds to the viscous response).
Shear rheometers can be used to obtain the complex shear modulus of gels
of reconstituted cytoskeletal networks. In 1991, Janmey et al. compared
5

The resulting strain is oscillatory provided that shear stresses are not too high.
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the viscoelastic properties of gels made of the three major cytoskeletal subcomponents by using a torsion pendulum [Janmey et al. 1991]. More recent studies have used oscillatory [Leterrier et al. 1996], [Wagner et al. 2007],
parallel plate [Janmey et al. 2006] [Lin et al. 2010a], cone-plate [Yamada
et al. 2003], [Lin et al. 2010b], [Schopferer et al. 2009], [Esue et al. 2006], [Bousquet et al. 2001] shear rheometry, etc. In order to improve the number of
gels probed, high-throughput strategies have been recently developed [Pujol
et al. 2012] [Osada et al. 2016]. As values of complex shear moduli strongly
depend on several control parameters - such as the filament concentration or
the crosslinking level - comparisons of complex shear moduli between several
conditions (type and concentration of cytoskeletal subcomponent, effect of
crosslinkers) have provided more insights on the viscoelastic properties of the
cytoskeleton in vitro. Besides, the variety of experimental setups allows to
probe viscoelastic properties at different time scales. We will detail below the
results obtained for microtubules (see section 2.2) and intermediate filaments
(see section 2.3).

2.1.2

Whole-cell-scale, cortical and intracellular force measurements

In living cells, performing direct measurements of mechanical properties of cytoskeletal subcomponents is difficult, as they are surrounded by the cytosol, organelles, linkers, membranes, vesicles, etc. In particular, the techniques mentioned
above do not apply in cells: measuring the persistence length or moduli of a single
filament (or even of a bundle of filaments) remains technically extremely challenging. Other biological elements interfere, contribute to and have to be taken into
account to infer the mechanical properties of a cytoskeletal subcomponent. Hence,
very few studies claim to precisely measure the mechanics of a given cytoskeleton
in cells. Yet, several studies have investigated the influence of the cytoskeleton on
cellular mechanics at different scales.
• Measuring the contribution of the cytoskeleton to cell mechanics.
A large number of studies analyzing the role of the cytoskeleton in cellular
mechanical properties have used the deflection of a cantilever whose indenter
tip is in contact with the top of a cell. In most cases, the tip of an AFM is
used to indent the cell. Optical measurement of the cell indentation allows the
experimenter to determine the Young’s modulus E of the cell - the deflection
of the cantilever being known [Kuznetsova et al. 2007] and using the Hertz
model. By disrupting, stabilizing or modifying the expression of cytoskeletal
proteins, it is possible to study their contribution to the elastic modulus of the
cell. Using AFM raises the question of which part of the cell is mechanically
probed. The shape of the tip seems to be crucial: while sharp tips emphasize
properties of the actin-rich shell of the cell, round tips emphasize those of the
noncortical intracellular network [Vahabikashi et al. 2019]. Other techniques
based on deflections of cantilevers have been set up. For instance, single cell
rheometers are made of two parallel microplates (one rigid, one flexible) to
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which a cell can adhere [Desprat et al. 2006]. In this case, whole-cell-scale mechanics (and not local mechanics) is measured. Interestingly, we have shown
using this technique that the scale at which cell mechanics is probed is crucial,
as intracellular techniques applied on the same cell line can exhibit opposite
mechanical features [Alibert et al. 2021] (see below).
Rather than applying forces, other methods to quantify cytoskeletal mechanics
focus on detecting forces developed by the cell. For instance, Traction Force
Microscopy (TFM) is based on analyzing the deformation of the substrate on
which a cell is plated thanks to the movement of fluorescent markers incorporated into this substrate. This tracking allows to calculate the cell-induced
traction stresses [Tseng et al. 2011]. Such a method is very useful to probe
the mechanics of the cell cortex, and modifications on e.g. the actin network
can be made to assess how they impact mechanics [Ehrlicher et al. 2015].
• Intracellular measurements.
The order of magnitude of the size of a cell being around 10 µm, using objects
of smaller sizes - typically around 1 µm - provides access to mechanical properties at smaller length scales. Micrometric objects (e.g. beads) controlled
with different methods are powerful tools to sense intracellular mechanics.
First, optical trapping is largely used, both in vitro and in cellulo. The experimental setup which is used is called optical tweezers and relies on a laser beam
highly focused on micrometric objects which can therefore be held or moved
appropriately [Ashkin 1970]. The physics of optical tweezers will be described
in more details in 5.6. We simply draw here an analogy between an elastic
spring and optical tweezers: the trapped microscopic object behaves as if it
were elastically linked to the trap center - its position at rest. Hence, the force
applied by the optical tweezers on the object (in the range of 1 − 1000 pN)
is proportional to the distance between the object and the trap center. As
there is no physical contact between the cell and the experimental setup which
generates the force, intracellular measurements can be performed without interfering with the membrane or the cortex mechanics [Zhang & Liu 2008].
Many studies have carried out rheology experiments in the cytoplasm with
optical tweezers and have investigated the role of cytoskeletal filaments in its
rigidity [Guo et al. 2013] [Mandal et al. 2016] [Charrier et al. 2018].
Other researches resort to magnetic micromanipulation techniques to look at
intracellular mechanics [Robert et al. 2012]. As in optical trapping, magnetic
tweezers use (superparamagnetic) microscopic objects that can be trapped
and used to measure forces. Even though the physics of magnetic tweezers differ from that of optical trapping, the applied forces (in the range of
1 − 100 nN) allow to perform local measurements without probing the mechanics of the whole cell. The force on the bead is proportional to the gradient
−
1− →
−
of the potential U = − →
m · B (where →
m is the magnetic moment of the bead
2
→
−
immersed in the magnetic field B ), which gives a force proportional to ∇B 2
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if the magnetic field is not too strong6 [Neuman et al. 2007]. Compared to
optical tweezers, magnetic tweezers do not heat the bead microenvironment
and appear to be less phototoxic. Along with optical trapping, they constitute complementary approaches, and studies can use both techniques to
perform intracellular mechanical measurements [Charrier et al. 2018]. Even
if not central for the present work, the role of magnetic and optical tweezers
to probe membrane mechanics (e.g. membrane tension) has to be mentioned
here [Nussenzveig 2017] [Hosu et al. 2007]. Another technique relies on applying a magnetic field: Magnetic Twisting Cytometry (MTC). MTC uses
ferromagnetic beads in a homogeneous magnetic field on which are applied
forces and torques [Wu et al. 2018]. MTC has been mostly used to measure
shear moduli, especially at the plasma membrane and at the cell cortex [Guo
et al. 2013].

2.1.3

Our approach: combining optical tweezers-based intracellular rheology with live cell imaging

To probe the mechanics of the cytoskeleton in living cells, we chose a novel approach
based on a micromanipulation technique that combines optical trapping microrheology and fast confocal in living cells. The principle is to 1) trap endocytosed
beads which are close to a cytoskeletal fiber, 2) deflect the fiber by applying a force
perpendicular to its axis, 3) image the displacements of the fluorescent bead and
the deflection of the fluorescent cytoskeletal fiber using confocal microscopy. The
physics of optical tweezers and our experimental approach will be detailed in chapter 5.
Optical tweezers have been used previously by us and others to carry out mechanical measurements in living cells [Guo et al. 2013] [Guet et al. 2014] [Mandal
et al. 2016] [Hu et al. 2019]. The originality of our approach is that our aim is to
perform rheology experiments directly on cytoskeletal elements and infering their
viscoelastic constants in different conditions. The experimental setup that we use
allows us to image the deformations of the cytoskeleton in order to locally probe
the mechanics of a given cytoskeletal subcomponent (see chapter 5).

2.2
2.2.1

Mechanics of microtubules in vitro
Anisotropic stiffness of microtubules

As stated above, microtubules exhibit the highest persistence length among the cytoskeletal subcomponents. In one of the first flexural rigidity measurement [Gittes
et al. 1993], the authors wrote in the abstract: "If tubulin were homogeneous and
isotropic, then the microtubule’s Young’s modulus would be ∼ 1.2 GPa, similar to
Plexiglas and rigid plastics." More than measuring for the first time the flexural
−
→
The magnetic field has to remain below the material-dependent saturation magnetic field B sat
to have this simple relation.
6
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rigidity of microtubules in vitro, they raised a very important question: can microtubules be considered homogeneous and isotropic? Based on their structure,
polarity and dynamics, this assumption seems rather mistaken. Yet, it is interesting to wonder whether these properties are reflected on the mechanics of microtubules. The first key feature of microtubules in vitro is that their flexural rigidity
is length-dependent, whether measurements were carried out using passive [Pampaloni et al. 2006] or active [Kurachi et al. 1995] techniques. In the latter, the
difference in flexural rigidity, using the exact same protocol, can reach two order
of magnitudes: from κ = 1.3 × 10−24 N m2 to κ = 1.2 × 10−22 N m2 , evaluated from
critical load measurements. Using AFM, Schaap et al. studied the effects of radial indentations at different locations of microtubules. With stiffness maps, they
showed that: 1) protofilaments appeared 10% softer than the gaps between them
and 2) the stiffness in the center and up to a few nm to each side was constant
and then decreased slightly toward its sides [Schaap et al. 2006]. Taken together,
these results suggest that microtubules have an anisotropic stiffness due to their
inhomogeneous and anisotropic structure. A more recent study showed that the
longitudinal bonds between tubulin dimers within protofilaments are stronger than
lateral interprotofilament bonds [Sui & Downing 2010]. This property makes microtubules similar to other biological materials - such as wood or bamboo - which
are also stiffer longitudinally [Hawkins et al. 2010]. High lateral deformability associated with high longitudinal stiffness have been reported as inherent properties
of assembled microtubules and appear to be crucial for their structural stability in
living cells [Huber et al. 2013].

2.2.2

Variability in the measurements of microtubule flexural rigidity

Many studies have measured the flexural rigidity κ of single microtubules in vitro,
using a wide range of techniques, and obtained values ranging from 1.3 × 10−25 N m2
to 2.0 × 10−22 N m2 [Hawkins et al. 2010]. This variability of about three orders of
magnitude seems to partially rely on specific experimental conditions that led to
under-estimate the persistence length, such as microtubules attachment by one
end which can lead to atypical positions [Mizushi-Masugano et al. 1983] [Hawkins
et al. 2010]. Also, microtubule polymerization speed is determinant for measurements of flexural rigidity: fast-growing microtubules have been shown to be less
stiff than slow-growing microtubules [Janson & Dogterom 2004]. One explanation
is that structural defects in the microtubule lattice - associated with a higher flexibility of microtubules as they affect bonds between dimers - are more likely to occur
during fast polymerization events [Huber et al. 2013].
The presence of Microtubule-Associated Proteins (MAPs), which decorate microtubules in cells and bind to the tubulin subunits, can also affect measurements of
flexural rigidity. It has long been established that MAPs increase microtubule stiffness [Mickey & Howard 1995] [Felgner et al. 1997]. These authors studied neuronal
MAPs - Tau and MAP2 - which stabilize long neuronal structures like dendrites
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and axons by increasing microtubule stiffness. More recent studies have shown
that other MAPs either have no effect on microtubule flexural rigidity [Cassimeris
et al. 2001] or decrease it [Portran et al. 2013].
Finally, the effect of taxol on microtubule mechanics is - to some extent - controversial. Most of the studies show that taxol decreases microtubule flexural rigidity [Dye
et al. 1993] [Venier et al. 1994] [Kurachi et al. 1995] [Felgner et al. 1996] [Kikumoto
et al. 2006] and this observation is confirmed by theoretical models which establish
that stabilizing microtubules with taxol should decrease their stiffness [VanBuren
et al. 2005]. In contrast, other publications reported that treating microtubules
with taxol had no effect on their mechanics [Vale et al. 1994] or increased their stiffness [Mickey & Howard 1995]. Even though the debate "more rigid or more compliant?" is still not totally closed, one hypothesis in the field is that taxol stabilizes
microtubules by enhancing the flexibility of the bonds between tubulin dimers [Sept
& MacKintosh 2010] [Hawkins et al. 2013].

2.2.3

Microtubule response to repeated mechanical stress

Most of the studies mentioned above have measured mechanical properties of microtubules with a large variety of active techniques. Yet, these techniques share
the common property of applying a single stress on a given microtubule. In cells,
microtubules undergo repeated stresses whilst being described as the cytoskeletal subcomponent with the highest persistence length. Surprisingly, microtubule
breakage is not frequently observed in cells. It is interesting to investigate how
microtubules react to repeated stress in vitro. Using a microfluidic device, Schaedel
et al. performed cycles of bending of 10 s with a hydrodynamic flow, separated by
pauses of 10 s without any flow [Schaedel et al. 2015]. They showed that a majority
of microtubules soften under mechanical stress, being twice as soft as their initial
state after six bending cycles (see figure 2.5.A-B). Interestingly, they showed that
when they increased the rest period from 10 s to 100 s, microtubule stiffness was
unchanged from one cycle to another (see figure 2.5.C). Their data suggested that
softened microtubules are able to self-repair over longer time scales. In agreement,
a protocol of five rapid bending cycles followed by a 100 s rest showed that most of
the microtubules which softened during the five bending cycles exhibited significant
recovery after the rest period (see figure 2.5.D). They proposed a model to interpret
their data composed of five main steps: 1) before any stress, defects in the microtubule lattice can pre-exist; 2) while being mechanically stressed, protofilaments
close to the defects are deformed as they have fewer lateral interactions; 3) the preexisting lattice defects enlarge due to dimer loss and crack propagation contributing
to global and local microtubule softening; 4) after the stress, the microtubule goes
back to its original shape and protofilaments progressively re-establish lateral interactions by dimer incorporation; 5) after self-healing, the microtubule has recovered
its original stiffness.
A later study by the same group questioned the role of K40 acetylation in microtubule mechanics and breakage, both in vitro and in living cells [Xu et al. 2017].
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Figure 2.5: Microtubule response to repeated mechanical stress.
A&C: Evolution of microtubule persistence length over successive bending cycles separated
by a 10 s rest period (A) or a 100 s rest period (C). Microtubules that soften appear in red,
microtubules that do not soften appear in green. The persistence length is normalized by
setting the persistence length in the first bending cycle at 1 for each microtubule. B: Overlay
of microtubule maximal deformation during each bending cycle corresponding to A. Scale bar:
3 µm. D: Evolution of microtubule persistence length following five rapid bending cycles. Data
shown correspond to softening microtubules. The delay between the first five bending cycles
was 10 s, while the delay between the fifth and the sixth bending cycle was 100 s. Microtubules
exhibiting significant recovery are shown in blue, the others in orange. Adapted from [Schaedel
et al. 2015].

The experiments carried out in cells will be presented in section 2.4. As far as in
vitro experiments are concerned, the authors compared two populations of microtubules made from enzymatically acetylated and deacetylated tubulin: one with
very high level of K40 acetylation (97.2%) and another one with almost no K40
acetylation (0.8%). They showed that microtubule flexural rigidity is decreased
by acetylation: highly-acetylated microtubules had an average persistence length
lp = 2 mm compared to lp = 5 mm for deacetylated microtubules. The authors then
slightly adapted their protocol by adding to the microfluidic device large beads close
to the microtubules to serve as fixed obstacles to be able to study the effect of acetylation on microtubule breakage. They showed that the time to breakage, as well
as the proportion of microtubules that did not break at a given mechanical stress,
was significantly increased when microtubule were acetylated. They concluded that
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intralumenal acetylation direcly protects microtubules from mechanical breakage.
This was confirmed in another study showing that acetylated microtubules do not
soften under repeated mechanical stress, as opposed to deacetylated microtubules
for which the flexural rigidity incrementally decreased with each bending cycle [Portran et al. 2017]. Acetylation thus suppresses microtubule fatigue and limits the
ageing of long-lived microtubules. A more recent publication has given insight into
the structure of microtubule and suggests that K40 acetylation, which occurs in an
unstructured loop of α-tubulin, reduces interprofotofilament interactions [EshunWilson et al. 2019]. This finding implies that protofilament sliding is facilitated in
acetylated microtubules, which could explain their higher flexibility.

2.3

Mechanics of intermediate filaments in vitro

Because of their short persistence length compared to actin filaments and microtubules, intermediate filaments are considered as flexible biopolymers. In 1991,
the mechanics of individual intermediate filaments has recently gained increasing
interest, especially in vitro.

2.3.1

Networks of intermediate filaments: highly deformable and
almost unbreakable

The first studies on intermediate filament mechanics were performed using reconstituted gels or networks. Janmey et al. compared the viscoelastic properties of
vimentin gels with microtubule and actin gels in vitro [Janmey et al. 1991]. In this
paper, the authors evidence the unique properties of vimentin networks compared
to other cytoskeletal subcomponents. Using a torsion pendulum, they measure that
microtubule can deform a lot (up to 60%) before breaking (and beginning to flow,
like a viscous liquid) under low stress and that actin filaments can not be deformed
more than 20% and then break and flow. On the contrary, vimentin filaments can
reach high deformations and undergo high levels of stress without breaking (see
figure 2.6). Also, the slope of the vimentin stress/strain curve shows that vimentin
gels exhibit a strain-stiffening behaviour, unlike actin filaments and microtubules.
The mechanics of neurofilaments and vimentin have later been compared [Leterrier et al. 1996] [Lin et al. 2010b]. Both networks exhibit predominantly elastic
behaviour with strong nonlinear strain stiffening. Interestingly, neurofilament gels
have a shear modulus G one order of magnitude higer than vimentin gels. Consistent
with one of the earliest mechanical studies on intermediate filament gels [Leterrier
& Eyer 1987], Lin et al. also demonstrated that divalent ions - such as Mg2+ - play a
crucial role in crosslinking both networks, as they do for actin gels [Tang et al. 2001].
The behaviour of vimentin and neurofilaments at high strain is one of the major
differences: unlike vimentin gels, neurofilament gels have been described to rupture
(typically at a 100%-strain) and rapidly recover afterwards [Wagner et al. 2007].
The authors conclude that intermediate filaments self-repair when they withstand
important deformations. Other intermediate filament proteins have been compared
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Figure 2.6: Shear stress/strain behaviour of microtubules, actin and vimentin filaments. Adapted
from [Janmey et al. 1991]

to vimentin. Desmin filaments (lp ≈ 900 nm) have been measured to be twice as stiff
as vimentin filaments (lp ≈ 400 nm), but remain much more flexible than actin filaments [Schopferer et al. 2009]. In both gels, electrostatic repulsion between divalent
ions affects the network stiffness but the ratio of repulsive to attractive electrostatic
interactions which induce the formation of junctions within the network is significantly weaker for desmin than for vimentin. The origin of attractive interactions
within intermediate filament gels have been investigated in keratin and vimentin
gels [Pawelzyk et al. 2014]. The authors demonstrate that electrostatic attraction
originates from hydrophobic and hydrogen bonds - mostly located in the tail domain
-, show that these properties determine the strain-stiffening behaviour of intermediate filament networks, and conclude: "Strain stiffening is another characteristic
and physiologically relevant feature of Intermediate Filament (IF) networks. This
requires stronger attractive forces at filament contact points." It is interesting to
mention at this point that strain-stiffening is also measured for individual intermediate filaments as we will see in 2.3.2. In gels, many studies mentioned earlier reported
that intermediate filament networks exhibit shear moduli ten times higher at high
strain (typically 100%) than in the regime of low strain [Charrier & Janmey 2016].

2.3.2

Individual intermediate filaments exhibit nonlinear strainstiffening

The mechanics of single intermediate filaments has been investigated more than a
decade after the first experiments on viscoelasticity of intermediate filament gels.
The mechanical properties of single desmin filaments, keratin filaments and neurofilaments were first probed by using AFM (see figure 2.3) [Kreplak et al. 2005]. By
performing lateral displacement and stretching of single filaments, they measured
an average 2.6-fold extension (ranging from 1.4 to 3.6) associated with a significant reduction in filament diameter, which suggests a structural change in the fil-
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aments. They also made the hypothesis that intermediate filaments could serve as
a protecting structure from the destructive effects of a repetitive mechanical stress,
comparing them to a security belt. Other publications by the same group used
the same experimental set-up (and electron microscopy) to specifically measure the
mechanical properties of vimentin individual filaments in vitro. They found that
the persistence length of vimentin filaments is 1 µm [Mücke et al. 2004] and that
the bending modulus of non-stabilized vimentin filaments ranges from 300 MPa to
400 MPa [Guzmán et al. 2006]. In the latter publication, the bending modulus of
stabilized intermediate filaments is also found to be twice or three times higher than
that of non-stabilized intermediate filaments.
• The α-helix to β-sheet transition.
Molecular dynamics simulations investigated the structural mechanism which
can explain the high extensions which have been measured [Qin et al. 2009].
The rod domain of vimentin filaments α helices can unfold and be replaced by
β sheets instead. These α − β transition processes can explain the diameter
reduction measured by Kreplak et al. With these molecular dynamics simulations, Qin et al. find that force-strain curves of single intermediate filaments
should have three regimes (see figure 2.7):
1. the pulling force increases linearly with strain until it reaches an angular
point, where a dramatic change in the slop occurs (the angular point
corresponds to the point were the first unfolding in the protein occurs);
2. the force-strain curve reaches a plateau, where the pulling force remains
almost constant with a slight increase of force at increasing deformation.
Unfolding of all α-helical domains occurs in this regime;
3. the stretching force increases rapidly as the strain increases, indicating
a significant stiffening of the local (tangent) elastic properties. This
is caused by pulling the unfolded polypeptide backbone of the protein,
where the stretching of covalent bonds leads to a much higher stiffness.
• Subunit gliding.
The numerical results are in agreement with many experimental studies [Ackbarow et al. 2007] [Ackbarow & Buehler 2007] [Kreplak et al. 2001]. In addition, another important mechanism involved in the high stretchability of
intermediate filaments has been established: subunit gliding. Using confocal
microscopy, longitudinal movements of dimeric or tetrameric subunits along
the intermediate filament axis have been observed thanks to a microfluidic
device that allows to mix fluorescent subunits and mature filaments [Nöding
et al. 2014]. When they associate laterally, intermediate filament tetramers
undergo molecular interactions (ionic and hydrophobic). This complex system
of binding activities enables intermediate filaments to tolerate high mechanical: subunit gliding - i.e. disassociations and reassociations within a given
intermediate filament - allows structural modifications in intermediate filaments upon longitudinal stretching [Köster et al. 2015]
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Figure 2.7: Molecular dynamics simulation of vimentin intermediate filament dimer under tensile
deformation.
Force-strain relations for tensile deformation of the vimentin dimer (pulling speeds: 0.01 Å ps−1
in blue and 0.1 Å ps−1 in red). From [Qin et al. 2009].

• Loading-rate-dependent responses of intermediate filaments.
The mechanical properties of individual intermediate filaments have been further investigated experimentally. The role of the loading rate, i.e. the speed
at which filaments are stretched (corresponding to the pulling speed in figure
2.7), has been assessed using AFM and optical tweezers [Block et al. 2017]. In
this study, the authors resorted to a microfluidic device coupled to a double
optical trapping system (see figure 2.8.A). First, this study is consistent with
the simulations done by Qin et al.7 : whatever the value of the loading rate, the
force-strain curves can be split into three regimes: a first linear increase at low
strain (elastic stretching of α-helical domains) followed by a plateaulike regime
that corresponds to uncoiling of α helices into β sheets. In the third regime,
the filaments stiffen with the strain, corresponding to increased pulling on the
β sheets (see figure 2.8.B). Second, it shows that the loading rate has a clear
effect on the evolution of the force with the applied strain. Even though it does
not change the strain at which the plateaulike regime begins (about ε = 0.1),
the loading rate has a dramatic effect on the length of this regime: the higher
the loading rate, the shortest the plateau. When the loading rate increases,
the filaments begin to stiffen at a lower strain and are much less extended
at a given force value, again similar to a safety belt. AFM data gave consistent data with these measurements performed by fluorescence microscopy. By
making the "safety belt" image their own, the authors have added a relevant
element: at slow deformation, intermediate filaments are easily deformable
and highly extensible whereas at fast deformation, they become much stiffer.
At slow deformation, the filaments can reach a 2-fold extension without needing a high force (F = 200 pN for ε = 1). At fast deformation, overcoming
7
However, it is worth mentioning that the order of magnitudes for the loading rate are totally
different: 1 µm s−1 [Block et al. 2017] compared to 106 µm s−1 [Qin et al. 2009].
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Figure 2.8: Role of the loading rate in the mechanics of individual vimentin filaments.
A: Schematic representation of the microfluidic device. Two beads are first captured in channel
1 with the optical tweezers, then by moving the microfluidic device with respect to the optical
traps, filaments are attached to the beads in channel 2. Experiments are carried out in channel
3. B: Force-strain curves at different loading rates. Thin lines: single experiments, thick lines:
average for each loading rate, black lines: averaged fits for each loading rate. From [Block
et al. 2017]

a 1.5-fold extension requires higher forces (F = 400 pN) increasing rapidly
as this point correspond to the third regime. These mechanical features of
vimentin filaments observed in vitro could play a role in cell mechanics by
providing strength to cells under large deformations and by absorbing large
amounts of energy through unfolding mechanisms, as already hypothesized in
earlier publications [Ackbarow & Buehler 2007] [Fudge et al. 2003].
• Repeated mechanical stress soften vimentin filaments.
By performing stretching cycles on vimentin intermediate filaments with a
double optical trap, a recent study highlighted a softening of vimentin intermediate filaments (figure 2.9.A-B), whatever the waiting time (figure 2.9.CE) [Forsting et al. 2019]. The authors hypothesized that, along with the two
conformational states mentioned above (α helices and β sheets), vimentin intermediate filaments can be found under a third conformational state, less
well defined: the unfolded conformation. After the first stretching, vimentin
intermediate filaments go from the α-helical to the unfolded state, and this
transition is assumed to be irreversible. This explains both the hysteresis observed when vimentin intermediate filaments return to equilibrium during the
first stretching cycle and the softening of vimentin intermediate filaments.
• Post-translational modifications
Like for microtubules, PTM seem to significantly contribute to intermediate
filament mechanics. A recent publication by the same group reports that phosphorylation softens vimentin filaments [Kraxner et al. 2021]. In this study,
they more generally show that additional negatively charged amino acids
soften vimentin filaments. How phosphorylation precisely soften vimentin
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Figure 2.9: Cyclic stretching softens vimentin intermediate filaments.
A: Force is plotted as a function of strain. Vimentin intermediate filaments are stretched
to increasing distances with each cycle. B: Experimental protocol: two stretching cycles are
separated by a waiting time twait . C, D and E: Examples of force-strain curves with different
waiting times: twait = 0 min (C), twait = 20 min (D) and twait = 60 min (E). Adapted from
[Forsting et al. 2019].

filaments is not clear, but mass spectrometry analysis indicate that phosphorylation decreases the number of cross-links between vimentin tetramers. The
authors thus hypothesize that decreased interactions within the individual vimentin filament leads to its softening.

2.4
2.4.1

Microtubules and intermediate filaments in cellulo
Measuring mechanics of cytoskeletal filaments in cellulo

Living cells are systems which are not at thermodynamic equilibrium. Many internal and external forces act on them. Therefore, measuring the mechanics of
organelles, nucleus or cytoskeleton subcomponents separately is highly challenging
as many unknown forces coming from active processes and external cues interfere
with the measurements. For instance, microtubule buckling requires active forces
that can be generated by or transmitted through MAPs [Pallavicini et al. 2017].
In an earlier study of microtubule buckling [Brangwynne et al. 2006], the authors
showed how the presence of the surrounding elastic cytoskeleton reinforces microtubules in living cells: free microtubules in vitro typically buckle on a length scale
L ≈ 10 µm of the filament, at a small critical buckling force fc . Microtubules in living cells are surrounded by a reinforcing cytoskeleton: the critical force is increased
and microtubules typically buckle on a shorter wavelength λ ≈ 1 µm (figure 2.10).
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For instance, an analysis based on lateral motion of microtubules and on Fourier decompositon of microtubule shape consistently measured persistence lengths around
20 µm, much lower than the values measured in vitro (lp ≈ 1 mm) [Pallavicini
et al. 2014].

Figure 2.10: Role of the surrounding cytoskeleton on microtubule buckling.
Top: in vitro, microtubules buckle on the large length scale on the filament L. Bottom: in living
cells, microtubules buckle on a shorter length λ, due to their interactions with the reinforcing
cytoskeleton. In living cells, a given microtubule of flexural rigidity κ can bear higher forces
before reaching the critical buckling force fc than in vitro. From [Brangwynne et al. 2006].

Cilia and flagella are long structures extending from the surface of some eukaryotic
cells containing bundles of doublet microtubules [Snell et al. 2004]. As they are spatially enclosed in a structure which can be seen as a cellular extension, microtubule
mechanics can be probed in a more direct way in cilia and flagella than when they
are surrounded by organelles, other cytoskeletal subcomponents, etc. Two studies
calculated the flexural rigidity and persistence lengths of microtubules in such conditions [Baba 1972] [Battle et al. 2015]. In [Baba 1972], the author writes: "The
Young’s modulus of the microtubule is estimated to be 5 − 9 × 1010 dyne/cm2
on the basis that the outer doublet microtubules are tightly connected with one
another." The Young’s modulus is therefore estimated to be 5 − 9 GPa, and the
flexural rigidity around 10−18 N m2 which is higher than the values measured in
vitro that range from 10−25 N m2 to 10−22 N m2 (see 2.2.2). Battle et al. make the
opposite hypothesis, by assuming that the crosslinking within the bundle is weak,
so that the bundle rigidity can be expressed as the sum of the flexural rigidities
of individual microtubules. They found that the flexural rigidity of a single microtubule is 3 − 4 × 10−24 N m2 , which is in the range of values measured in vitro.
Due to the low number of studies in living cells, it is difficult to assess the validity
of the hypothesis on the strength of the crosslinking within the microtubule bundle made by these two papers. The key importance of this hypothesis illustrates
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how challenging measuring mechanical properties of cytoskeletal subcomponents in
cellulo can be. Passive methods have also been used in living cells to measure the
mechanical properties of microtubules in cellulo.
As far as intermediate filaments are concerned, to our knowledge, there are only few
studies which have measured their flexural rigidity (or persistence length) in living
cells. Most of the time, experiments aimed at measuring the viscoelastic properties
of the whole cell or of the cytoplasm and quantifying the role of a given cytoskeletal
fiber/network. However, we can mention a recent work based on Fourier analysis of the shape of vimentin bundles [Smoler et al. 2020]. In this publication, the
authors show that the apparent persistence length of vimentin bundles typically
is lp ≈ 2 µm. This mechanical parameter also appears to be modified by some
cytoskeleton perturbations: this part of the results will be discussed in chapter 3.

2.4.2

Mechanical contribution of microtubules in cells

• Microtubule stability and cell mechanics.
In order to better understand the role of microtubules in the mechanical properties of eukaryotic cells, a large number of studies have used drugs targeting
tubulin. We cite below only a few of these studies, to highlight that contradictory results exist in the literature. By using an optical trap and endogenous
vesicles embedded in the cytoplasm of mouse oocytes, Ahmed et al. applied
an oscillatory force while measuring its displacement, and calculated the local shear modulus G. They showed that neither the storage nor the loss
modulus was significantly different under nocodazole treatment that induces
microtubule depolymerization [Ahmed et al. 2018]. However, it was reported
earlier that the same treatment in retinal pigmental epithelial cells (RPE1)
plated on micropatterns decreased both G0 and G00 [Mandal et al. 2016]. The
same study shows that stabilizing microtubules with taxol induces an important increase of G0 and G00 , which can be surprising given the results in vitro
that do not report such a dramatic increase. The hypothesis here is that taxol,
by decreasing microtubule dynamics, also decreases active forces acting on the
cytoplasm. This leads to increasing the rigidity of the cytoplasm8 . Some publications may thus appear contradictory and the complexity of a living cell,
its compensating mechanisms - added to the fact that studies often carry out
all their measurements in a specific cell line - make it even more challenging
to formulate general and reliable results in cells.
• Acetylated microtubules in living cells.
Microtubules have been shown to be protected from mechanical ageing in
vitro [Xu et al. 2017] (see 2.2.3). Using a Small Interfering Ribonucleic
Acid (siRNA) strategy in RPE cells, the same publication studied the impact
of the absence of K40 acetylation on microtubule mechanics. They treated
cells with nocodazole to depolymerize microtubules and noticed that the re8

Depleting ATP leads to a similar result
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Figure 2.11: Impact of K40 acetylation on long-lived microtubules.
A: Immunofluorescence images of siRNA-treated RPE1 cells treated with 2 µM nocodazole and
stained for α-tubulin (white), acetylated α-tubulin (red) and DNA (blue). (Bottom) The αtubulin channel alone. (Insets) Highly curved microtubules are present in control cells while
very short microtubules are observed in ATAT1-depleted cells. Scale bar: 10 µm (main panels).
Insets are 10 µm by 10 µm. B: Number of microtubules remaining after nocodazole treatment.
Adapted from [Xu et al. 2017].

maining microtubules were long and highly curved in control cells - which is
a typical phenotype of long-lived microtubules - whereas they were very short
in ATAT1-depleted cells. Microtubules were also less numerous in ATAT1depleted cells (see figure 2.11). By highlighting that microtubules are highly
acetylated in curved regions, this study suggests that the activity of ATAT1
is enhanced in these regions that had been previously described to be sites
where cracks and lattice defects are mostly found [Schaap et al. 2006]. They
could be entry points for the enzyme to repair the lattice defects and make
microtubules more resistant to mechanical stress. This finding challenges the
idea that K40 acetylation is a consequence of microtubule stabilization, as it
was shown that increased tubulin acetylation levels do not stabilize microtubules [Palazzo et al. 2003].

2.4.3

Mechanical contribution of intermediate filaments in cells

• Intermediate filaments in cortical and whole-cell-scale mechanics.
Many publications studied the role of intermediate filament proteins in cell
mechanics for at least two decades [Charrier & Janmey 2016]. Among these
proteins, vimentin has been (one of) the most studied. The mechanical properties of primary fibroblasts from vimentin Knocked-Out (KO) rats were
probed using rotational force magnetic twisting cytometry by two different
groups [Eckes et al. 1998] [Wang & Stamenović 2000]. Both studies reported
cortical softening in vimentin KO-cells; Eckes et al. quantified that the rigid-
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ity of the cortex was reduced by 40% compared to Wild-Type (WT) rats.
Hence, the vimentin network may contribute to the cortex stiffness by reinforcing it. However, this is still debated as a more recent publication using
magnetic twisting cytometry in primary fibroblasts from vimentin KO mice
reports no significant difference in the rigidity of the cortex [Guo et al. 2013].
As far as cortical mechanics is concerned, the role of desmin - another type III
intermediate filament protein which is specifically expressed in muscle cells - is
also quite controversial. In primary human fibroblasts from patients carrying
a desmin mutation (R350P) which disrupts the desmin network, the rigidity
of the cortex has been measured to be twice that of cells from control patients
whithout this mutation [Bonakdar et al. 2012]. Yet, by using three types of
cell rheometers, a recent study in mouse myoblasts (C2C12) in which desmin
was mutated shows that the mechanical properties of the cell cortex are not
correlated with the quantity, nor the quality of the expressed desmin [Charrier
et al. 2018].
At the whole cell scale, the effect of desmin and vimentin is much clearer.
The overexpression of wild-type-desmin increases the overall rigidity of C2C12
myoblasts [Charrier et al. 2016]. Similarly, cells treated with drugs targeting
vimentin - such as withaferin A and calyculin A - exhibit a higher deformability [Brown et al. 2001] and a lower stiffness [Gladilin et al. 2014]. Another
study in primary human articular chondrocytes reported a global 3-fold softening of cells in which the vimentin network had been disrupted with acrylamide [Haudenschild et al. 2011]. Locally, vimentin overexpression has been
recently found to stiffen the perinuclear region [Patteson et al. 2019]. The loss
of other intermediate filament proteins - mostly keratins and neurofilaments has also been described to decrease the elastic moduli of the cell and increase
its deformability: this might be a common feature for most of intermediate
filament proteins [Charrier & Janmey 2016].
• Intermediate filaments form crucial networks for cytoplasm stiffness.
Several groups have performed intracellular mechanical measurements with a
special focus on intermediate filaments. While they do not claim to measure
mechanical properties of these filaments, they studied the importance of intermediate filament networks on intracellular mechanics. Because this PhD work
mainly focuses on a type III intermediate filament protein, we highlight here
some of the key results for vimentin and desmin. In Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts (MEFs), Guo et al. used endocytosed beads optically trapped in WT
and deficient vimentin mice [Guo et al. 2013]. They found that the storage
modulus G0 is decreased in cells without vimentin whereas the loss modulus
G00 is not significantly different (see figure 2.12.A-B). The physical origin of
these moduli (elasticity for G0 , viscosity for G00 ) indicates that vimentin plays
an essential role in the elasticity of the cytoplasm by increasing it. In other
words, vimentin filaments stiffen the cytoplasm. In the same paper, they also
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observed the movement of endogenous vesicles. If the trajectories in both
conditions are random, the vesicles in vimentin deficient MEFs move further
over the same timescale (see figure 2.12.C): in WT MEFs, the vimentin network constrains the diffusive-like movement of organelles (see figure 2.12.D).
Similarly, in mouse myoblasts, the cytoplasmic stiffness has been shown to
be correlated to the amount of functional desmin [Charrier et al. 2018]. Conversely, the same study shows that the cytoplasmic stiffness is decreased when
a desmin mutant induces the formation of desmin aggregates in the (partially
depleted) desmin network. Taken together, these results suggest that both
vimentin and desmin filaments are determinants of the cell cytoplasmic mechanics.

Figure 2.12: Role of vimentin filaments in cytoplasmic mechanics.
A: Frequency-dependent cytoplasmic storage moduli G0 (solid symbols) and loss moduli G00
(open symbols) of the WT and V im−/− MEFs. B: Storage moduli at 1 Hz. Error bars: SEM.
C: Time evolution of mean square displacement in both conditions. D: Schematic representation
of random vescile movements in networks with and without vimentin. Adapted from [Guo
et al. 2013].

A more recent publication focuses on the role of vimentin filaments when
MEFs undergo large deformations [Hu et al. 2019]. The authors show how
the vimentin network is a key regulator of intracellular mechanics and how
it provides resistance to large deformations and thus maintains cell viability.
The vimentin network is hyperelastic and highly stretchable, and increases
three parameters related to cytoplasmic mechanics: the force relaxation, the
relaxation time and the resilience of the cytoplasm. They also study the link
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with the other cytoskeletal subcomponents by using ghost cells that do not
contain microtubules nor actin filaments. Interestingly, they find that the mechanical parameters are independent of the loading rate in ghost cells, whereas
they increase with the loading rate in both WT and vimentin deficient cells.
This finding is very interesting as it suggests that the dependence on the loading rate - here: the speed at which stage is displaced relatively to the optical
trap - in cells comes from interaction between cytoskeletal subcomponents.
Yet, in vitro, it has been shown that individual vimentin filaments show a
highly loading-rate-dependent behaviour [Block et al. 2017] (see 2.3.2). The
last important result of this publication for our work is the impact of repeated
mechanical stress - cyclic loadings - on cytoplasmic mechanics. By doing cycles
of loading and unloading in the cytoplasm (see figure 2.13.A), they quantify
the elastic and dissipated mechanical energy upon repeated stress. In ghost
cells, the loading and unloading curves collapse and remain unchanged over
more than 100 cycles. This confirms that energy dissipation is negligible in
the vimentin network (see figure 2.13.A). In both WT and vimentin deficient
MEFs, the loading and unloading cycle exhibit a hysteresis behaviour, typical
of dissipated energy (see figure 2.13.B-C). Interestingly, in both conditions,
when the cell is not mechanically stressed for 10 min, the loading curve after
this rest time is identical to the first loading curve. This result reflects the
self-reorganizing ability of other cytoskeletal subcomponents. In WT MEFs,
the cytoplasm softens during the first three cycles and becomes similar to
that measured in the ghost cell after 10 cycles (see figure 2.13.B). In vimentin
deficient MEFs, the resistant force is very weak from the first cycle (see figure 2.13.C). This suggests that cyclic loadings induce major cytoskeletal rearrangements and/or damage without vimentin. Finally, by integrating the area
looped by the first loading and unloading curves, they quantify the dissipated
and elastic energies. They find that both energies are decreased in vimentin
deficient cells compared to WT cells (see figure 2.13.D). However, measurements in ghost cells show that the contribution of the vimentin network per
se in energy dissipation is negligible. The observed enhancement in energy
dissipation in wild-type cells is thus likely due to the interactions between
the vimentin network and other cellular components (actin filaments, microtubules, cytosol). This highlights the dramatic role of cytoskeletal crosstalk
in cell mechanics that will be the focus of the next chapter.
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Figure 2.13: Role of the vimentin network in cells undergoing cyclic loadings.
A: Cyclic loading in ghost cells containing only intermediate filaments and no actin or microtubule networks (inset). The first and 100th loading and unloading curves in ghost cells overlap.
B-C: First and 10th cyclic loading curves in WT MEFs (B) and V im−/− MEFs (C). After being
damaged by repeated loadings, both cells recover to original levels in 10 min (curves labeled as
"loading in 10 min" in panels B and C). D: Extension work, dissipated and elastic energies in
ghost, WT and V im−/− cells. From [Hu et al. 2019].
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Dividing the cytoskeleton into different subsystems has long been the most
widespread approach to study its functions, structure or mechanics in eukaryotic
cells. Although they exhibit quite different structural and physical properties, these
subsystems are not independent and many cellular functions are achieved by more
than one cytoskeletal subcomponent. Most cell functions require a strong cytoskeletal crosstalk and microtubule, actin and intermediate filament networks are highly
connected and interacting. Here, although the coupling between actin and the
other cytoskeleton has been widely studied, we will mostly focus on the interactions involving microtubules and vimentin intermediate filaments1 , and how these
interactions influence cell mechanics, especially intracellular mechanics.

3.1

Cytoskeletal crosstalk involving vimentin intermediate filaments and microtubules

Direct binding between two cytoskeletal subcomponents is the more intuitive physical link that can be imagined. For instance, it was shown in vitro that actin
and vimentin intermediate filaments interact together in the absence of other proteins [Esue et al. 2006]. This interaction has been established to occur through the
binding of actin filaments to the tail domain of vimentin intermediate filaments: this
1
Many other intermediate filaments interact with microtubules, but in this chapter we focus on
vimentin as it is the intermediate filament protein of interest in our research.
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domain mediates inter-filament interactions. In cells, the crucial role of vimentin
in mitosis through its interplay with the actin cortex has been highlighted [Duarte
et al. 2019]. More precisely, the authors show that the vimentin tail was required
to observe a correct vimentin network distribution. Conversely, tailless vimentin
leads to aberrant mitosis. Nonetheless, it is difficult to determine whether these
interactions take only place through direct binding between actin and vimentin, or
if they also arise from the presence of actin-associated proteins, molecular motors or
crosslinking proteins like plectin. Broadly speaking, only few direct bindings within
the cytoskeleton have been demonstrated2 . Most interactions forming cytoskeletal
crosstalk are mediated by active (molecular motors) and passive crosslinking protein
complexes.

3.1.1

Crosstalk through molecular motors

• Myosins link actin filaments to microtubules.
By far, actin and microtubules have been the most studied elements of the cytoskeleton. In the early 1990s, the common conception in the field was that microtubules formed a network used for long-range transport whereas the actin
network was thought to achieve short-range transport [Langford 1995]. Yet,
direct interactions between a myosin (Va) and a kinesin (KhcU) were shown
to happen both in vitro and in a yeast two-hybrid screen [Huang et al. 1999].
The authors hypothesized that this crosstalk through an actin and a microtubule molecular motor should play a functional role in coordinating organelle
transport along these networks. Later studies have shown that myosin V can
undergo diffuse motions on microtubules [Zimmermann et al. 2011] and that
myosin X mediates podosome positioning by linking actin to the microtubule
network [McMichael et al. 2010].
In sharp contrast, there is little evidence that vimentin can be connected to the
actin network through myosins. To our knowledge, the only reported direct
bond between a myosin and intermediate filaments occurs in neurons through
Myosin Va, which binds to neurofilaments [Rao et al. 2002]. For other intermediate filament proteins, rather than myosins, crosslinking proteins ensure
the crosstalk with actin networks.
• Kinesins and dynein transport vimentin.
The assembly and maintenance of an extended vimentin network requires
an intact microtubule network. The idea that microtubules may transport
vimentin intermediate filaments via kinesin or dynein motors have been supported by several results. In fibroblasts, vimentin filamentous squiggles associate with conventional kinesin which is required for the assembly and maintenance of the vimentin network [Prahlad et al. 1998]. Similarly, in Chinese
Hasmter Ovary (CHO) cells, uniquitous kinesin heavy chain (but not dynein)
2
The other known-to-date direct binding involves neurofilaments and microtubules and will not
be described here.
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Figure 3.1: Role of microtubules in vimentin filament assembly and motility. From [Chang &
Goldman 2004].

is involved in recruiting vimentin to focal adhesions [Bhattacharya et al. 2009].
This result, obtained by using Short Hairpin Ribonucleic Acids (shRNA)
specifically targeting the dynein heavy chain or the ubiquitous kinesin heavy
chain, suggests that plus-end-directed microtubule motor proteins facilitate
this process. Moreover, the retrograde transport of vimentin was shown to
depend on the minus-end-directed motor complex that consists of cytoplasmic
dynein and dynactin [Helfand et al. 2002] [Helfand et al. 2004]. The association of microtubule-based motor proteins with mature intermediate filaments
and intermediate filament precursors is required both for their correct assembly and their retrograde and anterograde movements, as depicted in figure
3.1 [Chang & Goldman 2004].

3.1.2

Crosstalk through crosslinking proteins

• Plectin plays a key role in cytoskeletal crosstalk.
Among cytoskeletal crosslinking proteins, plectin is, to our knowledge, the
only one which has been reported to interact with the three cytoskeletal subsystems. Plectin isoforms have a conserved C-terminus but differ in their
N-terminus. Through its C-terminus, plectin is able to bind to several intermediate filament proteins, such as vimentin, keratin, desmin, etc. [Wiche &
Winter 2011]. It is often categorized as an intermediate filament-associated
protein. Regarding vimentin, plectin has been shown to have a dramatic influence on the networks of vimentin intermediate filaments in living cells. In
polarized fibroblasts, the vimentin network forms a cage surrounding the nucleus which is linked to actin-based fibrillar adhesions through plectin (see
figure 3.2.A). In plectin-deficient fibroblasts, the vimentin network spreads
within the whole cell which loses its polarity (see figure 3.2.B). Plectin has also
been shown to bind to actin filaments (both actin and myosin directly interact with plectin) and to microtubules, mostly through MAPs (e.g. MAP1/2,
tau) [Castañón et al. 2013]. Therefore, plectin can link vimentin intermediate
filaments with microtubules [Svitkina et al. 1996], vimentin intermediate filaments with actin filaments [Serres et al. 2020] [Osmanagic-Myers et al. 2015],
but also actin filaments with microtubules [Goldmann 2018] (see figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.2: Influence of plectin on vimentin network organization in fibroblasts.
A: Schematic representation of a WT fibroblast. Plectin mediates cell polarity by anchoring the
vimentin cage around the nucleus to fibrillar and focal adhesions. The squiggles going to the
cell periphery attach to focal adhesions and can eventually link to the central vimentin cage. B:
Schematic representation of a plectin-deficient fibroblast. Cell polarity is lost as the vimentin
network is not restricted to the central part of the cell, preventing it from correctly encasing the
nucleus. From [Wiche & Winter 2011].

Much more than a cytoskeletal crosslinking protein, plectin is involved in many
cellular functions as it also interacts with numerous proteins present at the
nuclear membrane (lamin B, nesprin), the plasma membrane (spectrin, dystrophin, etc.), the centrosome (BRCA2) and at cell junctions (desmoplakin,
utrophin, integrin, etc.). Mutations in the plectin gene are thus implicated
in a wide range of diseases, such as muscular distrophy, neuropathy and skin
blistering [Castañón et al. 2013] [Winter & Wiche 2013].
• Many cytoskeletal crosslinkers connect actin filaments and microtubules.
Microtubule Plus-end tracking proteins (+TIPs) refer to a heterogeneous
group of proteins that specifically accumulate at (mostly growing) microtubule plus-ends. Microtubule +TIPs are involved in many cellular functions
and interact with a lot of cellular structures: organelles, vesicles, cytoskeleton, etc. [Akhmanova & Steinmetz 2010]. Some of them have been shown to
interact with actin filaments, such as MACF, CLASP, Adenomatous Polyposis Coli (APC), CLIP-170, Kar9, RhoGEF2, p140CAP, etc. [Akhmanova &
Steinmetz 2010] [Huber et al. 2015]. Among them (e.g. MACF), we can mention the peculiar case of spectraplakins. They belong to the spectrin family,
today considered as the fourth cytoskeletal subsystem. Because of their structure which includes a conserved amino acid sequence close to the N-terminus,
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Figure 3.3: Plectin crosslinks vimentin, microtubule and actomyosin networks.
A: Electron microscopy image of the residual cytoskeleton of a rat embryo fibroblast after
dissolution of actin filaments with gelsolin. Pseudocolored elements are microtubules (orange),
vimentin intermediate filaments (green), plectin (red). Gold particles (yellow) also mark plectin.
B: Schematic representation of the links between plectin and the cytoskeletal subsystems. From
[Fuchs & Cleveland 1998].

spectraplakins can directly bind to actin filaments. Many of them link actin
to other cytoskeletal filaments (sometimes another actin filament) and are
therefore described as cytoskeletal crosslinking proteins, while also being part
of the cytoskeleton [Zhang et al. 2017]. For instance, because of their ability
to link microtubules to focal adhesions, spectraplakins are particularly important in the context of cell migration [Etienne-Manneville 2013].
While there are many proteins connecting microtubules and actin filaments,
only a few proteins specifically link vimentin to the other two cytoskeletal
subsystems. Fimbrin have been shown to crosslink vimentin intermediate filaments and actin filaments [Correia et al. 1999]. Microtubules are mostly connected to vimentin intermediate filaments through MAPs, like tau [Capote &
Maccioni 1998] or MAP2 [Etienne-Manneville 2013]. A recent study showed
that in endothelial cells, Rudhira/Breast Carcinoma Amplified Sequence 3
(BCAS3) binds both microtubules and vimentin intermediate filaments and
bridges these cytoskeletal subcomponents [Joshi & Inamdar 2019]. The authors also demonstrated that this cytoskeletal protein stabilizes microtubules
and enhances cytoskeletal crosstalk by regulating the association and dynamics of vimentin intermediate filaments and microtubules.

Figure 3.4 gives an overview of the cytoskeletal crosstalk and recapitulates some of
the results mentioned in this section.
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Figure 3.4: Physical interactions between the three cytoskeletal subsystems.
Note that plectin is involved in actin/microtubule, actin/intermediate filament and intermediate
filament/microtubule crosstalks. Adapted from [Huber et al. 2015].

3.2

3.2.1

Impact of cytoskeletal crosstalk on network organization and cell mechanics
Synergistic organization of cytoskeletal networks

Considering the numerous physical links within the cytoskeleton presented above,
the understanding of one given cytoskeletal subsystem needs to take into account
the existence of the other two. For instance, the fact that vimentin particles and
squiggles are transported along microtubules is reflected in the global organization
of the vimentin intermediate filament network: in many cell lines, vimentin intermediate filaments and microtubules are often colocalized [Goldman 1971] [Prahlad
et al. 1998]. One of the first publications which studied the three cytoskeletal
subsystems in living cells reported that BHK-21 cells (baby hamster kidney cells)
treated with colchicine - a drug preventing microtubule elongation and which has
a similar effect to that of nocodazole - exhibit a typical retraction of the intermediate filament network onto the nucleus [Goldman 1971]. The same effect was
observed with the microinjection of antibodies against α-tubulin and β-tubulin:
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the intermediate filament network was found to collapse into the perinuclear region [Klymkowsky 1981] [Blose et al. 1984].
Blose et al. hypothesized that the antibodies, due to their very high affinity for
tubulin, drastically disrupted the interactions between microtubules and intermediate filaments. Interestingly, the collapse has been shown to be reversible as regrowing microtubules in cells previously treated with nocodazole induces the rapid
realignment of vimentin intermediate filaments with stabilized microtubules [Gurland & Gundersen 1995]. In the same work, the authors establish that tyrosination, a microtubule PTM, plays an important role in the process of intermediate
filament retraction. By specifically targeting detyrosinated and tyrosinated microtubules, Gurland & Gundersen demonstrate that detyrosinated microtubules are
mostly involved in the vimentin network collapse, unlike tyrosinated microtubules.
Conversely, vimentin intermediate filaments preferentially reform along detyrosinated microtubules. Deacetylated microtubules have also been shown to induce the
collapse of the vimentin intermediate filament network: overexpression of the microtubule deacetylase HDAC6 is sufficient for the vimentin intermediate filaments
to collapse in human fibroblasts. Inhibiting HDAC6 with tubacin also decreases the
fraction of cells with collapsed vimentin [Rathje et al. 2014].
However, as stated in [Gurland & Gundersen 1995]: "Vimentin IFs were not stabilizing the Glu3 Microtubules (MTs) since collapse of the IF network to a perinuclear
location, induced by microinjection of monoclonal anti-IF antibody, had no noticeable effect on the array of Glu MTs." Together, these data suggest that while the
presence of an extended microtubule network is crucial for the organization of the
vimentin network, the converse is not true. Yet, more recent studies have provided
evidence that the presence of the vimentin network plays a role in the organization
of the microtubule network. In micropatterned MEFs, the loss of vimentin leads
to a reorganization of the microtubule network which becomes denser around the
nucleus, whereas it has no effect on the actin network (see figure 3.5.A) [Shabbir
et al. 2014]. In breast cancer cells, the distribution of microtubules and actin filaments was characterized by acquiring 3D images with a confocal microscope in
control and vimentin knockdown stable clones [Liu et al. 2015]. Unlike Shabbir
et al., the authors found that the organization of the actin network was modified
by the absence of vimentin: instead of forming regular stress fibers in the cytosol,
actin filaments formed spikes next to the cell membrane and irregular stress fibers.
Regarding microtubules, Liu et al. showed that they are found at the top and at the
bottom of the cell in vimentin knockdown cells, whereas they are only positioned
at the bottom of control cells (see figure 3.5.B).
More than just modifying the organization of the microtubule network, vimentin
intermediate filaments are now thought to template microtubule growth due to
their longer turnover [Gan et al. 2016]. Altogether, these results suggest that microtubules and vimentin intermediate filaments are involved in a positive feedback
loop: while microtubules transport vimentin particles and squiggles and thus me3

detyrosinated
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Figure 3.5: The absence of vimentin intermediate filaments disturbs the organization of the
microtubule network.
A: Immunofluorescence/phase contrast images of micropatterned wild-type and vimentin-null
MEFs cells in which MTs, Actin Filaments (MFs) and nuclei (blue) were stained. Scale bar:
5 µm. n: number of cells used to generate the heat map. The used color scale appears below,
with dark/blue colors corresponding to the lowest probability of presence and pink/red to the
highest one. The shapes (tear drop and dumbbell) of the corresponding micropatterns are
shown in orange on the left images. Adapted from [Shabbir et al. 2014]. B: Images of top and
bottom sections in control (shLuc) and vimentin knockdown clones (shVim). Left panels: XYZ projection images of vimentin and merged images of the three cytoskeletal subcomponents.
The horizontal white dashed line indicates the lateral view section. Middle and left panels:
microtubule staining, lateral view and section intensity profile at cell top (middle) and bottom
(right). Arrows indicate microtubule staining at cell top. Red: actin, green: microtubule, blue:
vimentin. Scale bars: 10 µm. From [Liu et al. 2015].

diate the establishment and the maintenance of the vimentin network in cells, vimentin intermediate filaments, as they disassemble much slower than microtubules,
exhibit a templating function for microtubules. These interactions are very important to preserve cell polarity, specially during migration events. Besides, the
vimentin network has been recently shown to regulate the actin retrograde flow by
reorienting actin-based forces [Costigliola et al. 2017], enhancing its key role in cell
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migration.

3.2.2

Mechanical reinforcement mediated by cytoskeletal interactions

• Mechanics of heterogeneous reconstituted networks.
Among the cytoskeleton, actin filaments and (vimentin) intermediate filaments are known to be the main contributors to cell mechanics, and specially
to cell stiffness [Mendez et al. 2014] [Huber et al. 2015]. Intracellular measurements allow to discriminate between cytoplasmic stiffness - mostly determined
by vimentin intermediate filaments - and cortical stiffness - driven by the actin
network [Guo et al. 2013].
The interactions between actin and vimentin intermediate filaments were first
studied in vitro. By using networks of actin and vimentin mixed in different proportions, Esue et et al. could compare the mechanical properties of
vimentin gels, actin gels and mixed gels [Esue et al. 2006]. At a given total concentration, the frequency-dependent shear modulus in a mixed gel is
significantly higher than those of both pure actin or pure vimentin gels. The
authors also demonstrated that the tail domain of vimentin is crucial for direct
interactions between these two different filaments (see figure 3.6.A). Indeed,
mixed networks of actin and tailless vimentin intermediate filaments exhibit
a lower shear stress modulus compared to the condition with full-length vimentin. This originates from much weaker inter-filament interactions inside
the gel.
A similar study was conducted in vitro on reconstituted networks made of
actin filaments and microtubules [Lin et al. 2011]. The results show that the
storage modulus G0 of an actin network is almost constant with the shear
strain γ - like that of a solid - before reaching a critical shear strain where G0
decreases while γ increases: pure actin gels strain-weaken. Interestingly, with
the addition of microtubules, the first plateau-like region remains unchanged
but the second region exhibit a typical strain-stiffening behaviour (see figure 3.6.B). Microtubules seem to be involved in the mechanical reinforcement
at high strain, whilst playing an insignificant role at low strains. A recent
work in vitro has confirmed that, depending on the microtubule fraction in
mixed actin/microtubule gels, strain-softening and strain-stiffening can be
measured [Ricketts et al. 2018]. A large fraction of microtubules is needed
to substantially increase the measured force, supporting the fact that microtubules do not contribute much to cell stiffness in living cells.
Although a recent work has studied how vimentin intermediate filaments stabilize microtubules in mixed networks made of purified vimentin and tubulin [Schaedel et al. 2021], there is not, to our knowledge, any study on similar
networks that focuses on the mechanical properties of these networks, by
varying e.g. protein concentration, crosslinking, etc.
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Figure 3.6: Heterogeneous reconstituted networks exhibit peculiar mechanical behaviours.
A: Normalized shear storage modulus G0 of actin networks mixed with full-length (FL, closed
squares) or tailless (∆T , open squares) vimentin plotted as a function of protein concentration.
The absence of a peak in the storage modulus indicates that the tail domain of vimentin is
essential for direct interactions between vimentin and actin filaments. From [Esue et al. 2006].
B: Storage modulus G0 as a function of shear strain γ. Addition of microtubules in actin
networks (solid symbols) at different concentrations and crosslink densities always leads to
a strain-stiffening response of these networks. Corresponding networks without microtubules
(open symbols) exhibit a typical strain-weakening behaviour, like microtubule networks alone
(solid and dashed lines). From [Lin et al. 2011].

• In cells: regulations and compensations in a complex network.
In living cells, we already mentioned that both actin and vimentin intermediate filaments protect microtubules against compressive forces (see figure
2.10). They act as an elastic background network that provides a mechanical
reinforcement and decreases the buckling wavelength, enabling microtubules
to bear increased compressive loads [Brangwynne et al. 2006]. The presence
of the surrounding cytoskeleton and of crosslinking proteins is crucial in cell
mechanics. For instance, plectin has been found to significantly influence the
mechanical properties of living cells [Na et al. 2009]. As expected, plectindeficient cells, despite being of similar shape and size, are less stiff than control
cells and are not able to propagate forces at the whole-cell-scale, unlike control cells.
Recently, the pivotal role of vimentin in the context of cell migration and
cell mechanics has been investigated [Li et al. 2019] [De Pascalis et al. 2018]
[Sharma et al. 2017] [Gregor et al. 2013] [Hu et al. 2019]. These studies have
shed light on its integration into the cytoskeleton, some of them leading to
unexpected and surprising results. For instance, vimentin knockout human
mesenchymal cells have been measured to be less deformable than control
cells (see 3.7.A-B), which seems to contradict most of the results presented
above [Sharma et al. 2017]. By using drugs to specifically disrupt microtubules
(colchicine) and actin filaments (cytochalasin D), the authors showed that the
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Figure 3.7: Vimentin-dependent cell deformability is compensated by actin filaments but not by
microtubules.
A: Deformability of cells undergoing a uniaxial compression is calculated by measuring the major
axis and the minor axis of the fitted ellipse . Deformation of untransfected cells, transfected
control cells (shLacZ) and vimentin-deficient cells (shVim) at different strains without drugs
(B), with cytochalasin D (C) and with colchicine (D). Asterisks represent statistically significant
differences (p < 0.05). Adapted from [Sharma et al. 2017].

deformability of shVim cells remained higher than that of shLacZ (control)
cells upon colchicine treatment (see figure 3.7.D). On the contrary, cytochalasin D treatment reduced the deformability of shVim cells, making it not
significantly different from that of control cells (see figure 3.7.C). Altogether,
these results suggest that this complex mechanical behaviour originates from
compensatory mechanisms between actin filaments and vimentin intermediate
filaments.
In the previous work, deformations were measured at the whole-cell-scale.
At the intracellular scale, vimentin intermediate filaments have been shown
to extend deformation fields under local loading [Hu et al. 2019]. Hu et al.
demonstrate that vimentin intermediate filaments increase both stretchability and strength in cellulo. In addition, the effect of microtubules and actin
filaments on the apparent vimentin stiffness has been characterized in living
cells by tracking vimentin intermediate filaments [Smoler et al. 2020]. Using
vinblastine to reduce the rate of microtubule polymerization and depolymerization events, the authors show that treating cells with vinblastine does not
significantly affect the organization of the vimentin network. However, the
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Figure 3.8: Effect of network disruptions on the persistence lengths of vimentin intermediate
filaments and microtubules.
A&B: Apparent persistence lengths of vimentin intermediate filaments of cells treated with drugs
disrupting the microtubule network (A) or the actin network (B). Hashes indicate significant differences in apparent persistence lengths (p < 0.05). Adapted from [Smoler et al. 2020]. C: Apparent persistence lengths of microtubules for cells transfected with enhanced Green Fluorescent
Protein (eGFP) α-tubulin (T), eGFP-XTP cells (X), eGFP-XTP cells treated with latrunculin
A to disrupt the actin network (L) and eGFP-XTP cells transfected with a dominant-negative
construct of eGFP-vimentin that disrupts the vimentin intermediate filament network. Note
that XTP is part of the MAPs. From [Pallavicini et al. 2014].

apparent persistence length of vimentin intermediate filaments is increased
by 65% (see figure 3.8.A). Similarly, Smoler et al. use latrunculin B to depolymerize actin filaments. At high concentrations, actin depolymerization
leads to the well-characterized collapse of the vimentin network but at low
concentrations, the organization of the vimentin network is not affected even
though the number of stress fibers and the cell spreading area are reduced.
Surprisingly, they find that the apparent persistence length of vimentin is increased by 20% in latrunculin B-treated cells (see figure 3.8.B). Whilst the
spreading area of the cells is reduced, increased compressive forces do not lead
to a higher curvature of vimentin intermediate filaments due to a compaction
of the vimentin network [Smoler et al. 2020]. Here again, this result shows
that vimentin and actin networks exhibit compensatory mechanisms, perhaps
through feedback loops reflected in cell mechanics. Besides, an earlier study
by the same group reported that disruption of the vimentin network decreases
microtubule persistence length (see figure 3.8.C).
Vimentin intermediate filaments have also been shown to be involved in
mechanotransduction at focal adhesions: in vimentin-deficient fibroblasts and
plectin-deficient fibroblasts, mechanosensing through focal adhesions is reduced [Gregor et al. 2013]. The actomyosin network can be an efficient
mechanosensing structure because vimentin intermediate filaments store most
of the energy coming from mechanical stresses. The authors also show that
loss of vimentin perturbs the ability of the cell to migrate and protrude. This
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point has been further investigated in astrocytes where it has been found that
the vimentin network is crucial for collective directed migration [De Pascalis
et al. 2018]. Altogether, the results suggest that vimentin intermediate filaments control traction forces by limiting them to the front of leader cells and
are also involved in sustaining contacts between cells.

Chapter 4

Aims of the PhD project

The mechanical properties of the cytoskeleton has been extensively studied in vitro
but is still largely unexplored in living cells. In particular, few measurements and
comparisons of the rheological properties of cytoskeletal filaments have been carried out in cellulo. If in vitro minimal systems have provided great insights on
the mechanics of the cytoskeleton, experiments in living cells give the opportunity to highlight the importance of the coupling between the different cytoskeletal
subcomponents in the context of cell mechanics. Before detailing the aims of the
PhD project, we summarize here the most important elements - mentioned in the
previous chapters - of the scientific context in which this thesis PhD work fits:
• the mechanical properties of the cytoskeleton are crucial for cell functions and
mechanotransduction. For instance, intermediate filaments play a key role
in nuclear mechanics and cell migration [Dupin & Etienne-Manneville 2011]
[Etienne-Manneville 2018] [Keeling et al. 2017];
• while cytoplasmic intermediate filaments are stable long-lived structures that
assemble in several steps [Hohmann & Dehghani 2019], microtubules are
highly dynamic and exhibit frequent polymerization and depolymerization
evnets, following a process called dynamic instability [Mauro et al. 2019].
They are decorated by numerous PTM, like K40 acetylation [Janke & Montagnac 2017] [Janke & Magiera 2020];
• to measure mechanical properties of single cytoskeletal filaments, passive
(imaging the fluctuations of filaments to deduce their persistence length) or
active (elongating filaments, bending filaments) approaches can be used [Felgner et al. 1996] [Felgner et al. 1997] [Guzmán et al. 2006] [Kreplak et al. 2008].
Historically, the first studies on the cytoskeleton were conducted on reconstituted gels and networks [Janmey et al. 1991] and macroscopic rheometers
were used to perform the measurements [Esue et al. 2006] [Pujol et al. 2012];
• intermediate filaments have been the least studied cytoskeletal subsystem.
Intermediate filaments are the most deformable structures of the cytoskeleton
as they can withstand strains up to 100% [Janmey et al. 1991]. In vitro, they
exhibit a strain-stiffening behaviour at high forces [Charrier & Janmey 2016]
which depends on the loading-rate in a non-linear fashion [Block et al. 2017].
Vimentin intermediate filaments are sometimes seen as the safety belt of cells
[Kreplak et al. 2005] [Qin et al. 2009] [Block et al. 2017];
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• the mechanics of microtubules have been more investigated, essentially in
vitro, either by studying single microtubules or by performing bulk rheology experiments on microtubule networks. Due to their anisotropic stiffness,
microtubules can have very different responses according to the way their mechanical properties are measured [Schaap et al. 2006] [Hawkins et al. 2010].
Microtubules associate a high longitudinal stiffness and a high lateral deformability [Huber et al. 2013]. One of the most measured mechanical parameter in
the literature is the flexural rigidity κ, and its values vary on 3 orders of magnitude, typically from 10−25 N m2 to 10−22 N m2 [Hawkins et al. 2010]. The
effects of MAPs and taxol on microtubule flexural rigidity are still unclear
and debated;
• the effects of repeated mechanical stress on microtubules [Schaedel et al. 2015]
[Xu et al. 2017] and intermediate filaments [Kraxner et al. 2021] have been
studied in vitro: softening of both filaments were measured under appropriate
experimental conditions;
• in cells, different mechanical parameters have been measured: the persistence
length lp of microtubules was estimated by microtubule buckling [Pallavicini
et al. 2017]. Two studies estimated the flexural rigidity of microtubule bundles following opposite hypothesis regarding the crosslinks within microtubule
bundles [Baba 1972] [Battle et al. 2015]. A Fourier analysis of the shape of
cytoskeletal led to persistence length measurements [Pallavicini et al. 2014]
[Smoler et al. 2020];
• the cytoskeleton features many direct interactions between microtubules, actin
filaments and intermediate filaments [Huber et al. 2015]. Microtubules and
intermediate filaments colocalize [Prahlad et al. 1998] and kinesin and dynein
transport vimentin along microtubules [Prahlad et al. 1998] [Chang & Goldman 2004]. Microtubules and vimentin intermediate filaments are crosslinked
via a protein called plectin [Wiche & Winter 2011] [Winter & Wiche 2013].
While microtubules are required for the organization of the intermediate filament network [Gurland & Gundersen 1995] [Blose et al. 1984], a depletion of
vimentin, conversely, disturbs the microtubule network [Shabbir et al. 2014]
[Liu et al. 2015]. Also, intermediate filaments appear as a stable scaffold for
microtubule growth [Gan et al. 2016];
• the role of the intermediate filament network in cell mechanics at large deformaations has been characterized: the dependence on the loading rate during
cycles of loading and unloading depends on the interactions between the different cytoskeletal elements [Hu et al. 2019]. In vitro, vimentin intermediate
filaments stabilize microtubules in mixed vimentin/tubulin networks [Schaedel
et al. 2021]. In cells, vimentin knockout reduces cell deformability through
cytoskeletal crosstalk [Sharma et al. 2017].
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This PhD work aims at quantifying the mechanical properties of vimentin intermediate filaments and microtubules in living cells. The specific questions I have addressed are:
1. What is the stiffness of vimentin intermediate filaments and of microtubules in living cells?
The aim here is to deduce from optical tweezers-based intracellular rheological experiments a mechanical parameter that allows to quantitatively compare
the mechanics of vimentin intermediate filaments and microtubules.
2. What is the effect of repeated mechanical stress on vimentin intermediate filaments and microtubules in living cells?
By performing sequences of deflections on a given cytoskeletal bundle, I have
aimed at determining whether softening of vimentin bundles and microtubules
is also observed in living cells, as suggested by the litterature on in vitro reconstituted systems.
3. How does the vimentin network impact on microtubule mechanics?
I have used a vimentin-KO cell line to quantify the influence of vimentin intermediate filaments on the mechanical properties of microtubules undergoing
single or sequential deflections.
4. How does the microtubule network impact on vimentin bundle mechanics?
By using drugs that specifically target microtubules (nocodazole to partially
depolymerize microtubules, taxol to stabilize them, and tubacin to induce microtubule acetylation), I have measured the effects of stabilizing or destabilizing microtubules and the effects of PTM on vimentin mechanics, in particular
when vimentin bundles undergo sequential deflections.
To our knowledge, it is the first time that these questions are addressed in living
cells. As opposed to in vitro approaches, in which defined components are studied,
we chose here to study the cell with all its complexity (variability, out-of-equilibrium
activity, etc.). This novel approach aims at better understanding the mechanics of
cytoskeletal filaments, their interactions, and the potential applications of these
findings in mechanotransduction.
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Cell culture

• Cell lines
Because it mainly expresses three intermediate filament proteins (nestin, GFAP
and vimentin), we use a human malignant glioma cell line known as U-373 MG
(Uppsala)1 . Gliomas - like each central nervous system tumour - have long
been classified into four groups according to the pathologic evaluation of the
tumour [Louis et al. 2016]. The U373 cell line is derived from an anaplastic
astocytoma, a grade III glioma [Westermark et al. 1973]. This type of tumour
is malignant and associated with a bad prognosis.
In collaboration with Juliana Geay, former research engineer, and Emma
Van Bodegraven, postdoctoral researcher in the lab of Sandrine EtienneManneville, we use a vimentin-KO cell line established by a Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)-Cas9 strategy from
U373 cells.
• Supplemented medium
The U373 cell line is cultured in MEM, GlutaMAX™ with Earle’s Salts
(Gibco™-41090-028) supplemented with 10% of Fetal Calf Serum (FCS) (EurobioCVFFCS00-01) and with 1% of MEM Non-Essential Amino Acids Solution
(100X) (Gibco™-11140-050).
1

For simplicity, we will refer to it as U373 in this manuscript.
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Cells are standardly split at 1/10 each 4 or 5 days when the confluence is about
80%-90%.

5.2

Immunofluorescence staining and fixed cell imaging

To stain cytoskeletal subcomponents and nuclei, we seed cells on 18 mm-diameter
coverslips in a 12-well plate. The protocol has four main steps that are described
in appendix A. The antibodies listed in table 5.1 are used. Fixed cell imaging is
performed with a spinning disk confocal microscope (objective 100X).
Antibody against
Vimentin
α-tubulin
Acetyl-tubulin
Rabbit/Mouse/Rat

Species
Rabbit
Rat
Mouse
Donkey

Reference
Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc-6260
Bio-rad MCA77G YL1/2
Sigma-Aldrich T7451
Jackson ImmunoResearch

Dilution
1/100
1/500
1/10000
1/400

Table 5.1: List of used antibodies.

5.3

Live cell imaging of vimentin and tubulin in cellulo

In U373 cells, we label both vimentin and/or tubulin by using two different strategies. While tubulin is stained with commercial probes2 (SiR-tubulin or SPY™655tubulin), a GFP-vimentin plasmid is nucleofected to induced overexpression of
GFP-vimentin in U373 cells by using the Basic Nucleofector™ Kit for Primary
Mammalian Glial Cells provided by Lonza®. The corresponding protocols appear
in appendix A.

5.4

Drugs targeting microtubules

Microtubules are targeted with specific drugs according to table 5.3. All drugs do
not need to be washed out before imaging the cells.
Drug
Nocodazole
Taxol
Tubacin

Effect on microtubules
Partial depolymerization
Stabilization
Increased acetylation

Incubation time
20 min
20 min
4h

Concentration
0.5 µM
10 µM
2 µM

Table 5.2: Drugs targeting microtubules: experimental procedures

I tried to label tubulin by nucleofecting a Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP)-tubulin construct,
but the signals were much noisier than those obtained with the probes mentioned above.
2

5.5. ATP depletion

5.5
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ATP depletion

To deplete ATP in U373 cells, they were incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2 for 30 min
in 2 mL of the solution prepared with the following compounds.
Condition
ATP depletion
Control

Chemical compound
2-Deoxy-D-glucose
Sodium azide
DPBS, Ca2+ , Mg2+
D-glucose
DPBS, Ca2+ , Mg2+

Reference
Sigma-Aldrich D6134
Sigma-Aldrich S2002
Gibco™-14190
VWR 101175P
Gibco™-14190

Concentration
10 mM
10 mM
Solvant
5 mM
Solvant

Table 5.3: ATP depletion protocol

5.6

Optical tweezer-based microrheology

• Description of the experimental setup.
The setup I have used combines optical trapping and confocal imaging and
was described in a previous publication of the team [Guet et al. 2014].
Imaging was performed with a Nikon® A1R confocal scanning head mounted
on a Nikon® Eclipse Ti-E inverted microscope. Four lasers could be used,
emitting at 405 nm, 488 nm, 561 nm and 640 nm. The corresponding output
powers are respectively 360 mW, 150 mW, 480 mW and 500 mW. Image acquisition was made thanks to the software Nikon® NIS-Elements. The resonant
mode of the confocal head was used at a frame rate between 1.28 fps and
1.93 fps. Resolution was 62.15 nm/px and the images are 512 px × 512 px.
An optical trap had previously been installed on the setup by focusing a
1063 nm Nd:YAG laser (IPG Photonics 2 W) through a 100X oil immersion
objective (1.45 NA, apochromatic objective, Nikon®), as represented in figure
5.1. The typical laser power at the objective is 200 mW.
Optical tweezers consist in a highly focused laser beam. This laser beam exerts
two forces on a micrometric particle: first, due the high number of photons,
the micrometric particle is subject to radiation pressure. The force associated
to this pressure is the scattering force and tends to repulse the micrometric
particle away from the laser beam. Second, the waist3 of the laser beam has
a minimal value that corresponds to the point where the electric field is the
strongest. Hence, there is an important gradient of electric field and it can
be shown that dielectric particles are strongly attracted towards this point
through a force called gradient force [Killian et al. 2018]. In optical tweezers,
particles are submitted to one attractive force and one repulsive force. If the
expression of both forces will not be displayed here, it is important to menThe waist can be seen as the radius of the laser beam along the axis perpendicular to its
propagation.
3
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the optical tweezers.
The optical trap set up in our laboratory was designed following an earlier method publication
[Lee et al. 2007].

tion that, as long as the distance ∆x between the particle and the trap center
→
−
(where the waist is minimal) remains low, the resulting force F trap depends
linearly on this distance:
→
−
−
F trap = −ktrap ∆x→
u

(5.1)

where ktrap is a constant called the trap stiffness dependant on the laser
parameters and the bead size, ∆x is the distance between the bead and the
−
trap center and →
u is the unit vector originating from the trap center and
pointing towards the bead. In this regime, the bead is elastically linked to
the center of the trap that represents its resting position, following Hooke’s
law (see figure 5.2).
• Calibration of the optical tweezers.
The laser used in our device emits in the infrared wave range (λe = 1063 nm)
and its power is adjustable and can be set between 0 W and 2 W. The minimal
waist w0 of the laser beam is between 2 µm and 3 µm. Unless specified, we
work at a constant laser power equal to 1 W. To be able to perform an
accurate quantitative analysis of the recorded images, we previously calibrate
the optical trap. The principle is as follows: in a dish filled with water, we trap
a 2 µm fluorescent bead at a given laser power. By imposing a displacement of
the stage at a constant speed U , the distance between the center of mass of the
bead and the trap center increases and quickly reaches a steady-state value
∆x∞ . The bead is subjected to two forces: the attractive force of the optical
→
−
→
−
trap F trap and a viscous drag force F drag exerted by the flowing fluid on the
bead. A quick calculation of the Reynolds number gives Re = 2 × 10−3  1,
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Figure 5.2: Optical tweezers: analogy with a hookean spring.
Left: Force-displacement curves for two sample sizes (dots) and linear fits (dashed lines). From
[Farré et al. 2016]. Right: Schematic representation of the optical tweezers seen as an elastic
spring.

→
−
which allows us to identify the expression of F drag to Stokes’ drag force:
→
−
−
F drag = −6πηR→
v

(5.2)

where η is the dynamic viscosity of water, R = 1 µm the radius of the bead
−
and →
v is the velocity of the water relative to the bead. At steady state, the
−
bead remaining at a constant distance to the trap, k→
v k = U . Also at steady
state, the principle of inertia states that forces exerted on the bead are such
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
as F trap + F drag = 0 . By using the expression of F trap given by equation
5.1, we have:
ktrap ∆x∞ = 6πηRU
(5.3)
We repeat the experiment by varying the speed of the stage between 100 µm s−1
and 4000 µm s−1 for powers ranging from 0.25 W to 1.5 W (see figure 5.3).
Using this calibration method, we did not observe any significant difference
between the X- and Y-directions, so that kX,trap ≈ kY,trap ≈ ktrap . For most
experiments presented in this manuscript, ktrap = 240 ± 40 pN µm−1 for a
power (of the optical trap) of 1.00 W. Also, the left panel of figure 5.3 shows
that the hookean expression of Ftrap corresponding to equation 5.1 is valid at
least until ∆x = 0.5 µm. Because we mostly study the small forces/small deformations domain in our experiments, we did not aim at precisely measuring
the limits of the spatial domain in which this equation was valid.
• Microrheology experiments.
In all experiments, 2 µm-diameter fluorescent beads were introduced in the
culture dish 48 hours prior to the microscopy experiment. These beads are
internalized by endocytosis and then distributed within the cytoplasm, some
of them being close to a fluorescent cytoskeletal bundle. In this case, such
beads are selected to perform microrheology experiments (see figure 5.4.A).
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Figure 5.3: Calibration of the optical trap.
Left: Calibration curves for several power values of the laser of the optical trap. The force
6πηRU is represented as a function of the distance between the center of mass of the bead and
the trap center at steady state ∆x∞ . Right: The spring constant of the optical trap ktrap is
calculated for each power value by fitting linearly the curves of the left panel. This fit gives a
spring constant per unit of power ktrap,p = 250 pN µm−1 W−1 .

Thanks to the optical tweezers, a bead is trapped and the sample is displaced
in order to create a force - exerted by the cytoskeletal bundle - that tends to
take the bead out of the trap. Sample displacements are controlled by a piezoelectric stage monitored by the software Nano-Route®3D (Mad City Labs).
For most experiments, the stage displacement is set at 2.5 µm over an interval
of 60 s at a constant speed. To detach the internalized bead from potential
linkers to the cytoskeleton or internal membrane, a step of typically 0.2 µm
is applied to the bead by a short pulse of the trap laser prior to the experiment.

5.7

Data analysis: from the movies to the effective stiffness

The confocal microscopy images acquired contained several informations: by tracking the bead, the force exerted on the optical trap by the bead is calculated thanks
to the calibration that was previously done. In parallel, the images of the cytoskeleton of interest (see figure 5.4.B) make it possible to quantify the deformation - called
deflection - of the filament which the bead exerts a force on thanks to an analysis
based on kymographs. Force and deflection are thus separately plotted as functions
of time, to eventually give a force-deflection curve.
• Tracking of the bead.
This first step is performed using a MATLAB programme. After converting
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Figure 5.4: Scheme and images of an optical tweezer-based intracellular microrheology experiment.
A: After trapping a bead which was in contact with a cytoskeletal bundle of interest, the stage
was displaced towards the right. The chosen bundle is progressively deflected and the force
F exerted by the bead on the bundle (towards the left on the scheme) increases linearly with
the distance between the center of mass of the bead and the center of the trap ∆x following
F = ktrap ∆x where ktrap is the trap stiffness. B: 4 images of a typical movie of the experiment are shown. GFP-vimentin appears in green and the bead appears in red. The white cross
represents the center of the trap. Below each image, the value of the force F and of the time
of the image after the beginning of the stage displacement are indicated.

the movie to AVI format and cropping it to have a 162 px × 162 px square
around the bead, a single-particle tracking programme is used to detect the
center of the bead at subpixel resolution. This programme gives the evolution
of x and y coordinates as a function of time. As the trap is immobile, and
assuming that the bead is in the center of the trap at t = 0, we can adapt the
expression of the force as followed:
→
−
F = F trap (t) = ktrap (x(t) − x(0))2 + (y(t) − y(0))2
q

(5.4)

where the force and coordinates are expressed as a function of time. This
equation gives the temporal evolution of the force exerted by the cellular
micro-environment on the bead. As long as the bead remains in the vicinity
of the trap, the force gradually increases with time. Yet, the computed force
often exhibits a strong increase at a given point: this corresponds to the
moment when the bead gets ejected from the trap because of the real shape
of the force against sample displacement curve (see figure 5.2 as a reminder).
When the bead is ejected from the trap, it is not linked anymore to the trap,
thus leading to a null value: the force vs. time curve can only be plotted before
the bead ejection. Typically, in most experiments, the bead ejects from the
trap before reaching F = 300 pN.
• Measuring the deflection of cytoskeletal bundles.
The stage displacement induces a cell movement that appears on the recorded
images: an overall motion is added to the deflection of the probed filament. In
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order to remove this global displacement, an ImageJ plugin called Template
Matching is used. The steps listed in appendix A are followed under ImageJ
and MATLAB. Finally, a movie in which the cell is immobile is created and
a kymograph is created from a perpendicular line drawn where the deflection
occurs.
• Force/deflection curves and effective stiffness.
After these steps, a MATLAB code created with the help of David Pereira,
postdoctoral fellow in the team (2018-2020) was used (see appendix C). This
code needs three input files to work: the table with the positions of the bead
(.mat), the kymograph mentioned above and (optional) a reference kymograph that can be useful if there is a wide-range deformation inside the cell
(this case is quite rare). The user chooses whether the reference kymograph
is necessary and select a few points (typically 5) to roughly follow the deflection of the filament on the kymograph. The code then detects the maximal
intensity in the neighbouring pixels and automatically infers the deflection of
the filament. The programme plots deflection against time, force against time
and eventually the force/deflection curve corresponding to the experiment,
excluding all the points after ejection if necessary .
A linear fit of this curve is made in the regime of small forces using MATLAB
Curve Fitting Toolbox. The slope of this linear fit is the effective stiffness k
(see figure 5.5), which is expressed in pN µm−1 and which links the force F
and the deflection δ at small forces (linear regime):
F = kδ

(5.5)

Note that due to the resolution of the confocal microscope which is used,
subpixel deflections can not be detected with our analysis method: δlim =
0.062 µm. As the bead often escapes from the trap before reaching F =
300 pN, it is impossible to measure effective stiffnesses greater than typically
F
klim =
≈ 5 × 103 pN µm−1 .
δlim

5.8

Statistical tests

• Non-paired data.
To compare the effective stiffness values in two different biological conditions,
statistical tests were chosen depending on the number of stiffness values N
in each condition. These values are taken from at least three independent
experiments.
If in both cases, N ≥ 30, the equality of variances for the two conditions (homoscedasticity) was assessed with a Levene’s test (with a level of significance
α = 0.05). If the null hypothesis can not be rejected, variances are considered
as equal and a standard Student’s t-test was used to compare the means in
the two conditions. If the null hypothesis is rejected, then variances are different between the two conditions and a Welch’s t-test was used to compare
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Figure 5.5: The effective stiffness is calculated from linear fits of force-deflection curves at small
deformations.
The force exerted by the bead on the cytoskeletal bundle F (t) is plotted as a function of time
by analyzing the bead displacement (top left). Independently, the deflection of this bundle δ(t)
is automatically detected by using kymographs (bottom left). Force-deflection curves F (δ) are
finally plotted from the F (t) and δ(t) curves, and the effective stiffness k corresponds to the
slope of a linear fit of this curve at small forces such that F (δ) = kδ (right).

the effective stiffness means.
Otherwise (N < 30), the normal distribution was checked with a Shapiro-Wilk
test (with a level of significance α = 0.05). If the null hypothesis can not be
rejected, it is assumed that the data is normally distributed and the procedure described in the previous paragraph was followed to choose the final test.
If the null hypothesis is rejected, the data is not normally distributed and a
Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the effective stiffness means.
• Paired data.
To compare the effective stiffness values before (first deflection) and after
(second deflection), statistical tests were chosen depending on the number of
stiffness values N in each condition. These values are taken from at least
three independent experiments.
If in both cases, N ≥ 30, the equality of variances for the two conditions (homoscedasticity) was assessed with a Levene’s test (with a level of significance
α = 0.05). If the null hypothesis can not be rejected, variances are considered
as equal and a paired Student’s t-test was used to compare the paired effective
stiffness values before and after. If the null hypothesis is rejected, then variances are different between the two conditions and a Wilcoxon signed-rank
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test was used to compare the paired effective stiffness values.
Otherwise (N < 30), the normal distribution was checked with a ShapiroWilk test (with a level of significance α = 0.05). If the null hypothesis can
not be rejected, it is assumed that the data is normally distributed and the
procedure described in the previous paragraph was followed to choose the final
test. If the null hypothesis is rejected, the data is not normally distributed
and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare the effective stiffness
values before and after.
Finally, paired data containing more than two time points (sequence of more
than two deflections) were analyzed with the Friedman test - a nonparametric
statistical test for matched data - to detect differences in repeated measurements of the effective stiffness. Post-hoc statistical tests to make comparisons between two time points were performed following a Conover’s test with
Benjamini-Hochberg’s procedure.
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Mechanics of vimentin bundles and microtubules

In this section, the effective stiffness of vimentin bundles and microtubules is measured in living cells using an optical tweezers-based microrheology technique. How
the bead micro-environment affects the measurements is discussed using high-resolution images. Similarly to some studies of vimentin bundles and microtubules carried
out in vitro, the effect of repeated mechanical stress on the stiffness is also investigated with the aim of comparing my in cellulo experiments with published in vitro
studies. Experiments probing the mechanical coupling within the cytoskeleton will
be presented in the next sections.

6.1.1

In cellulo, vimentin bundles are stiffer than microtubules

In order to perform measurements on the cytoskeleton in living cells, a force perpendicular to the bundle of filaments - is exerted by the trapped bead on a
bundle. The stage is displaced at a constant velocity (typically 2.5 µm min−1 ),
thus pushing the bead against and bending the bundle. By tracking the bead and
analyzing the shape of the bundle, force-deflection curves are plotted (see chapter
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Figure 6.1: The force-deflection curves exhibit an important variability.
The force-deflection curves of 28 vimentin bundles (A) and 22 microtubules (B) are plotted by
using a moving average on 5 points. The shape of these curves, the initial slope, the maximal
force and the maximal deflection vary a lot between experiments. The number of points for
each curve depends on the time at which the bead is ejected from the trap.

5 for more details). As mentioned in chapter 5, if ejection from the trap occurs,
such curves are drawn between the beginning of the experiment - corresponding to
a zero force - and the ejection of the bead from the optical trap.
• Comparison of microtubule and vimentin effective stiffness.
Figure 6.1 represents the force-deflection curves of N = 28 vimentin bundles
and of N = 22 microtubules on which I applied a mechanical stress. Because of
the heterogeneous mechano-responses of the cytoskeletal bundles undergoing
a deflection, the force-deflection curves exhibit different shapes: some are
well fitted by a linear model or a power law model (see appendix C), others
exhibit several regimes, that can also be fitted by linear models. For this
type of curves, the slope of the linear fits is generally decreasing with the
deflection (indicating a power law exponent slightly below 1, see appendix
C). As these curves have been obtained in the same experimental conditions
(cell line, laser power, stage displacement, type of cytosketal bundle tested),
plotting an average force-deflection curve to compare it to another average
curve obtained in a different condition could seem relevant. However, the
number of points for each curve depends on the time of ejection of the bead
from the optical trap: the sooner the bead was ejected, the lower the number
of points. It is thus difficult to provide an average force-deflection curve
without biaising it in favour of the softest bundles1 . Hence, it was necessary
to find another way of extracting a mechanical parameter that would allow a
1
When the bead micro-environment is rather soft and deformable, the bead is not displaced
far away from the center of the trap. In sharp contrast, when the bead micro-environment is very
rigid, it is quickly displaced and eventually escapes from the optical trap.
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comparison between different conditions. In order to do so, I have extracted
the effective stiffness k that links the deflection δ to the force F exerted by
the bead on the cytoskeletal bundle in the small forces/small deformations
linear regime:
F = kδ

(6.1)

Using this mechanical parameter, I can compare the properties of microtubules and vimentin bundles upon deflection in cellulo. The average effective
stiffness of vimentin bundles (N = 61) is 342 ± 30 pN µm−1 while the average
effective stiffness of microtubules (N = 52) is 195±21 pN µm−1 . The comparison of the means with a Student’s t-test gives a p-value equal to 1, 5 × 10−4
(see figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2: The effective stiffness of vimentin bundles is higher than that of microtubules.
The average effective stiffness of N = 61 vimentin bundles is compared to that of N = 52
microtubules. One point corresponds to one cell in which a cytoskeletal fiber was mechanically
probed. Points are laid over a 1.96 standard error mean (corresponding to 95% confidence
interval, in pink) and the standard deviation is represented with a blue line. The solid red line
represents the average value in each condition, whereas the median is highlighted as a dotted
line.

• From the effective stiffness to the flexural rigidity.
In my optical tweezers-based intracellular microrheology experiments, microtubules are significantly softer than vimentin bundles at low forces. In order to
compare the values I obtain to values found in the literature, it is necessary to
know a geometric parameter and to make some more hypothesis. By looking
at the images, we make the assumption that the probed cytoskeletal bundles
can be compared to fixed-fixed beams. It is supposed to be exposed to point
loading, and the bundle is deflected over a length L (the length between the
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Figure 6.3: Cytoskeletal fibers are not deformed in the same way if they are fixed to one or to
both ends.
Left: scheme of a fixed-fixed beam. Right: scheme of a cantilevered beam. These schemes
define the mechanical parameters used in this section.

two fixed points, see figure 6.3) such as:
δ=

F L3
192κ

(6.2)

This equation is valid in the linear elastic region, which corresponds to the
domain of the curve fits, i.e. small forces and small deformations. Equation
6.1 gives:
kL3
κ=
(6.3)
192
The minimum value for the length L over which the bundle is deflected is
the bead diameter : Lmin = 2.0 µm. The corresponding average flexural
rigidity for vimentin bundles is κ = 1.4 × 10−23 N m2 . For microtubules, κ =
8.1 × 10−24 N m2 . This value is in the range of values that have been measured
in several studies (from κ = 10−25 N m2 to κ = 10−22 N m2 , see section 2.2.2).
However, the key importance of the geometry of the cytoskeletal bundle (fixedfixed vs. cantilevered, see figure 6.3) and of the length L makes it challenging
to measure a precise value of flexural rigidity in each experiment. Hence,
I have chosen to compare the average effective stiffness k between different
conditions, rather than κ, in this PhD manuscript.
• High-resolution imaging of microtubules and vimentin intermediate
filaments.
The significant difference in effective stiffness between microtubules and vimentin bundles suggests that microtubules and vimentin intermediate filaments, even if they are known to be in close proximity [Huber et al. 2015],
do not always colocalize in the U373 cell line. By imaging N = 21 fixed cells
(with endocytosed beads) with a spinning disk confocal microscope, I used
line intensity profiles to determine if beads were systematically found next to
a composite structure in which a microtubule and a vimentin bundle colocalized (see figure 6.4.A). The analysis from 29 beads shows that slighty less
than half of the beads were found close to such a composite structure, others
localized next to a single cytoskeletal element: either a microtubule (see figure
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Figure 6.4: Beads can localize next to a single cytoskeletal subcomponent or next to a composite
structure made of vimentin bundles and microtubules.
Left: spinning disk confocal microscopy images of a cell in which beads are colored in blue,
vimentin in green and α-tubulin in red. The confocal slices shown correspond to the equatorial
plane of the beads. The corresponding line profiles are plotted along the white line shown on
the image, from right to left. Right: Line intensity profile of the corresponding image. The
color code used matches the colors of the image. The peak in the red (respectively green) signal
indicates that the selected bead is next to a microtubule (respectively a vimentin bundle). A:
Bead next to a composite structure made of a microtubule and a vimentin bundle. B: Bead
next to a microtubule. C: Bead next to a vimentin bundle.

6.4.B) or a vimentin bundle (see figure 6.4.C). Table 6.1 recapitulates how often these cases were found in the pool of fixed cells I analyzed. In section 6.2,
the mechanical coupling within the cytoskeleton will be studied experimentally. In this context, it is important to mention at this stage that table 6.1
does not provide any information on the mechanical coupling. For instance, a
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Bead micro-environment
Microtubule alone
Vimentin bundle alone
Composite: microtubule & vimentin bundle

Number of beads
9
7
13

Percentage
31%
24%
45%

Table 6.1: Nature of the bead micro-environment: quantification.

bead localized next to a vimentin bundle (without visible microtubule in the
bead-microenvironment) can probe mechanical interactions further away, e.g.
at crosslinking points of the cytokeleton. Conversely, when a bead deflects
a composite structure, microtubules and vimentin bundles can either exhibit
an identical deflection as a function of time, or they can deform in a different
way (see figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5: Simultaneous labelling of vimentin and microtubules shows that they can deform in
a different way in composite structures.
A: Force-deflection curves of 7 composite structures in which vimentin bundles (crosses) and
microtubules (circles) were labeled simultaneously. One colour correspond to one experiment.
B: Effective stiffness of vimentin bundles as a function of effective stiffness of microtubules.
The blue line represents the equality of effective stiffness values. The color code corresponds to
that of panel A.

• Discussion.
The experiments I have performed show that microtubules are less rigid than
vimentin intermediate filaments in the U373 cell line. This result needs to
be discussed since, as reported in 2.1.1, microtubules are described as rigid
biopolymers and vimentin intermediate filaments as flexible biopolymers. Vimentin bundles are stiffer than microtubules in my experiments, which seems
to challenge this distinction. It is important to remember that my results have
been obtained in a very specific configuration: cytoskeletal filaments are deformed perpendicular to their axis. Several studies report that microtubules
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exhibit anisotropic stiffness in vitro (see 2.2.1). It is precisely in the configuration of my experiments that microtubules deform the most: microtubules
have been compared to wood or bamboo, materials that associate a high longitudinal stiffness with a high lateral deformability [Hawkins et al. 2010]. This
result also echoes to one of the first mechanical comparison of the cytoskeletal
subcomponents in vitro [Janmey et al. 1991]. In this early work, microtubules
deformed more than vimentin intermediate filaments for the same level of applied shear stress. Even if both the scale of the study (gels of cytoskeletal
networks) and the type of applied stress (shear) differ from our experiments,
it is worth mentioning that the comparison of stress/deformation curves can
lead to results that apparently contradict mechanical parameters - such as
the persistence length - and therefore strongly depend on the experimental
procedure.
Finally, one can notice that the effective stiffness distributions of both microtubules and vimentin bundles are wide, reflecting an important variability in
the mechanical measurements. Along with other biological parameters, this
variability could relate to the variability of the localization of the bead in
relation to the cytoskeletal subcomponents.

6.1.2

Sequential deflections make vimentin bundles more rigid

For all the measurements presented in the previous section, each bundle was probed
only once: it is a single experiment on a given cytoskeletal element. As the literature
reports a role of mechanical repeated stress on the mechanics of the cytoskeleton
in vitro (see chapter 2), we have designed a protocol based on probing a given
cytoskeletal bundle with the same bead several times. After a 1 min stage displacement, a resting time of 20 min was observed. This bead was trapped and the same
displacement (same direction, same velocity) was applied to the stage. An additional cycle of 20 min-rest followed by a 1 min-displacement was also performed in
some experiments.
• Microtubule stiffness is not modified by repeated mechanical stress.
The comparison between the first and the second deflection on the same microtubule does not highlight any clear trend on the evolution of the effective
stiffness. Among the 17 deflected microtubules, 5 of them were softer during
the second deflection while 12 were slightly stiffer (see figure 6.6.A). For 13
out of 17 probed microtubules, the effective stiffness ratio is between 0.5 and
2, which means that no dramatic change in effective stiffness is observed for
the majority of experiments. By using a nonparametric paired statistical test,
I show that the effective stiffness can not be considered to be different in the
second experiment (p > 0.05, see figure 6.6.B).
• Vimentin bundles systematically stiffen upon sequential deflections.
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Figure 6.6: Microtubule effective stiffness does not change upon repeated mechanical stress.
A: The effective stiffness of 17 microtubules is deduced from force-deflection curves. Lines link
points that represent the same cell. Deflections number 1 and 2 are separated by a 20 min-long
waiting time. B: Stiffness values are plotted as in figure 6.2. The effective stiffness is not
statistically different between first and second experiments (p = 0.15).

– Two successive deflections of vimentin bundles.
In sharp contrast, vimentin intermediate filaments exhibit a clear stiffening upon sequential deflections. All tested vimentin bundles had an
effective stiffness higher in the second experiment than in the first (see
figure 6.7). The ratio of effective stiffness is between 1.32 and 15.82,
with only 3 out of 13 probed vimentin bundles that show less than a
2-fold stiffening. Upon a sequence of two defections, the average ratio
of effective stiffness is 4.79. The effective stiffness of the second experiment is significantly higher than that of the first experiment. The same
paired statistical test than for microtubules gives p < 0.001 (see figure
6.7). Interestingly, the initial pool of experiments contained 15 different
cells but for two of them, the stiffening was so high that it was impossible to measure a deflection during the second experiment due to the
resolution of the measurement of the deflection (see chapter 5). Here,
I choose to remove these two points from the plots. Again, this situation has not occurred with microtubules, and the maximum effective
stiffness I have measured (k = 1340 pN µm−1 ) for microtubules is much
lower than the effective stiffness corresponding to the resolution limit
(klim ≈ 5 × 103 pN µm−1 , see chapter 5).
– Three successive deflections of vimentin bundles.
While microtubules do not stiffen upon a sequence of two deflections
separated by 20 min, vimentin bundles show a clear increase in effective
stiffness. We thus asked whether vimentin filaments could further stiffen
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Figure 6.7: The effective stiffness of vimentin bundles increases upon repeated mechanical
stress.
A: Effective stiffness of 13 vimentin bundles. The experimental procedure is identical to figure
6.6. B: Stiffness values are plotted as in figure 6.2. The effective stiffness is statistically different
between first and second experiments (p = 0.00024).

upon an additional (third) deflection. Due to changes in cell morphology
that can occur during imaging, performing more than two microrheology
experiments on the same cytoskeletal subcomponent (and with the same
bead) is challenging. Yet, I have been able to further investigate the
mechanical behaviour of vimentin bundles under repeated mechanical
stress in a distinct pool of experiments. Except for one vimentin bundle, the effective stiffness during the third experiment was higher than
that during the second experiment, which was also higher than that of
the first experiment (see figure 6.8.A). Between the first and the second
experiment, 8 out of 13 vimentin bundles stiffen more than twice, with
an average ratio of 2.49. In contrast, between the second and the third
experiment, only one vimentin bundle exhibits more than a 2-fold stiffening. The average ratio of effective stiffness between the second and third
experiment equals 1.35, suggesting that the stiffening effect saturates after the third deflection. A nonparametric statistical test for matched
variables (Friedman test) was used to detect differences across multiple
test attempts. It gives p < 0.001, supporting the fact that first, second
and third experiments have significantly different effective stiffnesses (see
figure 6.8.B).
Altogether, these results suggest that: 1) vimentin bundles keep on stiffening
upon sequential deflections after the second experiment, 2) the most significant stiffening is observed between the first and the second deflection, and
3) some of the vimentin bundles probed in the experiments have reached a
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Figure 6.8: Increase in vimentin effective stiffness upon a sequence of three intracellular microrheology experiments.
A: Effective stiffness of 13 vimentin bundles. The experimental procedure is identical to previous
figures. B: Stiffness values are plotted as in figure 6.2. The effective stiffness is statistically
different between the three experiments. Post-hoc statistical tests are performed following a
Conover’s test with Benjamini-Hochberg’s procedure: p = 9.2 × 10−8 between first and second
deflections and p = 1.7 × 10−9 between the second and third deflections.

plateau in effective stiffness when they are deflected for the third time in a
row, while others keep on stiffening.
• Discussion.
In vitro, microtubules have been shown to soften under repeated mechanical
stress [Schaedel et al. 2015]. Similarly, cyclic loading decreases the stiffness of
individual vimentin intermediate filaments [Forsting et al. 2019]. Here, I have
shown that sequential deflections do not change microtubule effective stiffness
while they make vimentin bundles stiffer. These experiments in living cells
thus give different (if not opposite!) results to that obained with experiments
carried out in vitro. However, some crucial experimental differences need to
be further discussed before any comparison with the literature.
First, the timing of the experiments is known to influence their outcome. In
vitro, Schaedel et al. showed that a 100 s rest period was sufficient for microtubules to mechanically recover and therefore regain their initial persistence
length (these results are presented in more details in 2.2.3). Only a rest period of lower order of magnitude (typically 10 s) allows to observe microtubule
softening upon bending cycles [Schaedel et al. 2015]. This is probably due to
the rapid turnover of microtubules. In our experiments for which the waiting time between two mechanical stimulations was higher than 1000 s, it is
consistent not to observe any change in effective stiffness between the first
and the second deflection. However, the slight changes in effective stiffness
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that I measure could originate from microtubule turnover occurring during
this rest period that could affect the probed microtubule per se, its (physical)
links with the other cytosketal filaments or the surrounding cell environment.
However, as far as vimentin is concerned, Forsting et al. showed that individual vimentin filaments soften during cyclic loading, regardless of the rest
period (0 min to 60 min) [Forsting et al. 2019]. Intermediate filaments are
known to be very stable structures with a long turnover (typically 1 h). It is
likely that softening of vimentin filaments is observed because, unlike microtubules, the waiting time is not greater than the turnover. Consistently, in
the experiments I have performed, the waiting time (20 min) is smaller than
the physical turnover time. We can thus consider that the vimentin bundles
probably experienced very little structural changes between the end of one
intracellular microrheology experiment and the beginning of the next one.
While it is not surprising that we measure a systematic trend in the evolution
of effective stiffness upon sequential deflections, the fact that (individual) vimentin filaments soften during cyclic loading in vitro is much more intriguing.
Another important aspect that has to be taken into account in our experiments
in living cells is that we do not probe the mechanics of individual vimentin
filaments. Intermediate filament associated proteins crosslink vimentin filaments to form bundles. We can hypothesize that the interactions within the
bundle - e.g. lateral interactions between the individual vimentin filaments
- can impact on vimentin bundle mechanics, which may explain why intermediate filament bundles stiffen in cells in my experiments, while individual
intermediate filaments soften in vitro. Also, the studies that reported vimentin
softening during cyclic loading were based on elongating filaments [Forsting
et al. 2019], whereas intermediate filament bundles are bent perpendicular to
their long axis in our experiments. The stiffening of vimentin filaments upon
sequential deflections I observe might originate from these differences, and/or
from vimentin bundles being connected to the rest of the cytoskeleton, other
organelles, membranes, etc. in living cells.

6.2

Mechanical coupling between microtubules and vimentin intermediate filaments

I have next focused on how the vimentin and microtubule networks interact mechanically. Several recent studies addressed the question of the interactions between cytoskeletal elements in cells (see chapter 3). In this section, the aim is to
quantify the impact of the vimentin network on microtubule mechanics by using
vimentin-KO U373 cells. Conversely, the use of drugs targeting microtubules allows
to characterize their influence on the mechanical properties of vimentin intermediate
filament bundles, and especially their stiffening upon sequential deflections.
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6.2.1

The vimentin network does not play a key role in the mechanical properties of microtubules

To achieve a better understanding of the results on microtubule mechanics, the
contribution of the intermediate filaments was investigated. In collaboration with
the team of Sandrine Etienne-Manneville, I have used U373 cells that were
knocked-out for vimentin using CRISPR-Cas9. The goal was to: 1) compare the
effective stiffness of deflected microtubules in vimentin-KO cells and in control
cells, and 2) compare the effect of sequential deflections on microtubules in these
two conditions.
• Biological features of the probed cells.
Western blot analysis performed by our collaborators shows that vimentin-KO
cells not only show absence of vimentin filaments but also a strong decrease
in GFAP, nestin and synemin levels (see figure 6.9) which leads to a complete
disruption of the intermediate filament network. As far as vimentin is concerned, I have confirmed these results by performing immunostaining of both
control and vimentin-KO cells (see figure 6.10).
• Microtubule mechanics is not significantly affected by the loss of
vimentin.
To characterize the role of the vimentin network in microtubule mechanics,
the experiments described in the previous section have been performed in
vimentin-KO cells. I have shown that the absence of vimentin does not
modify the effective stiffness of microtubules. The average value is k =
168 ± 26 pN µm−1 , whereas k = 205 ± 46 pN µm−1 for control cells. The
Mann-Whitney U test, a nonparametric statistical test, was used to evaluate
the probability of the distribution of the effective stiffness being equal in the
two cell lines and gives p > 0.05 (see figure 6.11). The effect of vimentin on
the mechanics of microtubules undergoing sequential deflections has also been
characterized. Among 13 deflected microtubules in cells where vimentin was
knocked-out, 6 have a higher effective stiffness during the second experiment
and 7 have a lower one. Like in control cells, a paired statistical test shows
that the distributions of effective stiffness are equal (p > 0.05) in vimentin-KO
cells (see figure 6.11).
• Discussion.
Our results suggest that the vimentin network does not significantly affect
microtubule mechanics in living cells. However, when looking closely at the
distribution of effective stiffness, it is worth mentioning that the effective
stiffness in vimentin-KO cells has a lower standard deviation than in control
cells, due to the absence of outliers (note that control cells have 3 outliers out
of 17 cells). The mean value is closer to the median (see figure 6.11). This
more narrowly spread distribution in the absence of vimentin intermediate
filaments might indicate that high values of microtubule effective stiffness (in
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Figure 6.9: The expression of intermediate filament proteins is greatly reduced in vimentin-KO
cells.
A: Western blots of vimentin, nestin, GFAP and synemin in vimentin-KO cells from 4 independent experiments (labeled 1 to 4). B: Quantifications of the intensity of corresponding
intermediate filament proteins normalized by that of Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). The quantifications were made from 4 independent experiments. For each
intermediate filament protein, the decrease is statistically significant (p < 0.05). Courtesy of
Emma Van Bodegraven.

control cells) correspond to the few probed microtubules which are strongly
mechanically coupled to the surrounding vimentin network, which increases
microtubule stiffness.
The fact that the behaviour of microtubules upon sequential deflections is
unchanged is more expected. Whether vimentin is present or not, the data is
similar to what has been previously measured in vitro [Schaedel et al. 2015].
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Figure 6.10: Immunofluorescence images of control and vimentin-KO U373 cells.
Spinning disk confocal microscopy images of vimentin (green) and α-tubulin (red) immunostaining of U373 cells. Top: Control cells. Bottom: Vimentin-KO cells. Scale bars: 10 µm

6.2.2

Modifying microtubule stability affects vimentin mechanical
behaviour

After studying the impact of the vimentin network on microtubule mechanics in
cellulo, I have investigated how, conversely, microtubules may be involved in the
mechanical properties of vimentin bundles. Our approach relies on modulating the
dynamic instability of microtubules to quantify whether this affects the effective
stiffness of vimentin bundles. As vimentin stiffening upon sequential deflections
has not been observed previously, especially in vitro, we also aim at identifying a
potential role of microtubules in this process.
• Performing measurements on vimentin while targeting microtubules.
Due to the interactions between the vimentin and microtubule networks, inducing dramatic perturbations of the microtubule network, for instance by
using high doses of nocodazole to depolymerize microtubules, is not an appropriate strategy. Indeed, without an extended microtubule network, the
vimentin network is known to collapse into the perinuclear region (see section
3.2.1). In such a collapsed network, measuring force/deflection curves is not
relevant as vimentin does not form long elongated bundles of filaments, but
rather a very dense, thick and continuous layer around the nucleus. Instead,
I used low doses of nocodazole to affect microtubule dynamics and partially
depolymerize the microtubule network. This part of the work has been carried
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Figure 6.11: Knock-out of vimentin has no effect on microtubule mechanics.
The effective stiffness of microtubules was measured in 13 vimentin-KO cells and 17 control
cells. The difference is non-significant (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.74). A sequence of
two deflections was applied on microtubules in control cells (N = 17) and vimentin-KO cells
(N = 13). The comparison of the distributions of the second deflection gives a non-significant
difference (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.71). As for control cells, the distributions of first and
second deflections in vimentin-KO cells are not statistically different (Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
p = 0.64).

out with the help of Tanguy Chocat, a former Master student in the lab.
Figure 6.12 shows that treatment with 0.5 µM nocodazole induces a partial
depolymerization of the microtubule network, without the collapse of the vimentin network around the nucleus. Cells were also treated with 10 µM taxol
to study the impact of a stabilized microtubule network on vimentin bundle
mechanics (see figure 6.12).
• Microtubule-targeting drugs do not dramatically change vimentin
stiffness.
To measure the effect of microtubule-targeting drugs on the effective stiffness
of vimentin bundles, I incubated drugs for 20 min before intracellular microrheology experiments. In cells treated with 0.5 µM nocodazole, deflected
vimentin bundles have a similar effective stiffness distribution compared to
that in control cells treated with DMSO (p > 0.05, see figure 6.13). Partial
depolymerization of microtubules using 0.5 µM nocodazole does not lead to
any significant change in vimentin bundle effective stiffness. Regarding cells in
which microtubules have been stabilized with 10 µM taxol, a weak increase of
the effective stiffness of vimentin bundles is measured: k = 494 ± 76 pN µm−1 ,
compared to k = 353 ± 33 pN µm−1 (see figure 6.13). The p-value is just over
the limit of significance (p = 0.061). Overall, both treatments do not induce
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Figure 6.12: Immunofluorescence images of U373 cells treated with microtubule-targeting drugs.
Spinning disk confocal microscopy images of vimentin (green) and α-tubulin (red) immunostaining of U373 cells. Top row: Control cells treated with solvant (Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO)).
Middle row:Cells treated with 0.5 µM nocodazole. Bottom row: Cells treated with 10 µM taxol.
Scale bars: 10 µm

major changes in the mechanical outcome of single deflections of vimentin
bundles.
• Partial depolymerization of microtubules greatly reduces vimentin
bundle stiffening upon sequential deflections.
In order to decipher the contribution of microtubules to the process of vimentin bundle stiffening upon sequential deflections, I have chosen to perform
sequences of two deflections on vimentin bundles. Indeed, the sequences of
three deflections performed in section 6.1.2 do not provide more information
on the mechanical behaviour of vimentin bundles. I have followed the following protocol: immediately after the first deflection, a microtubule-targeting
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Figure 6.13: Microtubule-stabilizing drugs have no major effects on vimentin bundle effective
stiffness.
The effective stiffness of vimentin bundles is measured in 9 cells treated with 0.5 µM nocodazole,
17 cells treated with 10 µM taxol and 49 control cells treated with DMSO. The difference
between cells treated with nocodazole and control cells is non significant (Mann-Whitney U test,
p = 0.86). The difference between cells treated with taxol and control cells is non significant
but only slightly above the limit of significance (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.061).

drug (0.5 µM nocodazole or 10 µM taxol) was added in the culture dish. The
second deflection was performed 20 min after the first one. I have chosen this
protocol rather than incubating cells with drugs before the first experiment
in order to avoid any change in the effective stiffness of the first deflected
vimentin bundles. I have checked that the distributions of stiffness values
during the first deflection (i.e. before treatment with either DMSO as a control, nocodazole or taxol) are similar in the three conditions (p > 0.05 in both
cases, see figure 6.14).
Taxol-treated cells are mechanically very similar to control cells (see figure
6.14). Like in control cells, each vimentin bundle has an effective stiffness
which is higher during the second deflection. The effective stiffness distribution during the second deflection is significantly higher in taxol-treated cells
compared to that during the first deflection (p < 0.001, like for control cells).
The effective stiffness during the second deflection for taxol-treated cells is not
significantly different to that of control cells (p > 0.05), suggesting that stabilizing microtubules does not affect the ability of vimentin bundles to stiffen
upon a sequence of two deflections.
In contrast, the vimentin network of nocodazole-treated cells exhibits an interesting mechanical behaviour. The effective stiffness during the second deflection is significantly different from that of control cells (p < 0.01): k =
670 ± 135 pN µm−1 versus k = 1570 ± 350 pN µm−1 in control cells. In
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nocodazole-treated cells, vimentin bundles still stiffen upon sequential deflections, but much less than in control cells (see figure 6.14). Partially depolymerizing microtubules thus prevents a strong increase of the effective stiffness
during the second microrheology experiment on the same probed vimentin
bundle, suggesting that microtubules are involved in vimentin stiffening upon
repeated stress in living cells.
• Discussion.
While perturbing microtubule dynamics does not change the stiffness of vimentin bundles undergoing a single deflection, we show here that the increase
in the effective stiffness of vimentin bundles upon sequential deflections originates from its mechanical coupling with another cytosketon: the microtubule
network. This finding could explain why this effect has not been observed
in vitro. This result raises the question of the mechanism that allows such a
strengthening in presence of a non-disrupted microtubule network (and that,
conversely, is impaired in its absence). One hypothesis could be that deflecting
microtubules leads to a reinforcement of the vimentin bundle due to vimentin
recruitment during the 20 min waiting time between the first and the second
deflection. Microtubules could be required in this recruitment by transporting vimentin particles and squiggles, as described in chapter 3. Alternatively,
vimentin bundles could experience structural changes during the first deflection and microtubules could play a role in their structural and mechanical
recovery.
Besides, the off-target effects of the drugs I have used add to the difficulty of
interpreting the results. As nocodazole is known to lead to increased contractility of the actin cytoskeleton, it is also possible that the reduced vimentin
bundle stiffening results from a coupling between actin and vimentin. However, the beads used to deflect vimentin bundles are located into the perinuclear region and vimentin deformations are local (and far from the actin
cortex). It thus seems rather unlikely that the actin network plays such a
dramatic role in vimentin bundle stiffening. Also, the usual concentrations
(and incubation time) at which nocodazole induces a strong increase in actin
contractility are higher than in our experiments (typically 10 µM for 1 h to
induce a complete depolymerization of the microtubule network).
To confirm that microtubules are involved in the mechanics of vimentin bundles undergoing repeated mechanical stress, we have examined the effect of a
PTM on tubulin: acetylation.

6.3

Study of a post-translational modification: acetylation

Since destabilizing the microtubule network seems to impact our mechanical measurements, I have asked whether acetylation could impact intracellular mechanics.

6.3. Study of a post-translational modification: acetylation
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Figure 6.14: Destabilizing microtubules reduces vimentin bundle stiffening upon sequential deflections.
Top: Effective stiffness of 13 control cells, 12 cells treated with nocodazole and 16 cells treated
with taxol between the first and the second deflections. Lines join effective stiffness values
taken from the same vimentin bundle. Bottom: Distribution of effective stiffness values in each
condition. The difference between the first and the second deflections is significant (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test) for control cells (p = 2.4 × 10−4 ), nocodazole-treated cells (p = 0.034) and
taxol-treated cells (p = 3.1 × 10−5 ). Statistical tests comparing the second deflection with
control: p = 0.0058 for nocodazole ( t-test with Welch’s correction) and p = 0.35 for taxol
(Mann-Whitney U test).

By using tubacin, I have induced increased acetylation of microtubules and measured the effective stiffness of both types of microtubules and vimentin intermediate
filaments. The effect of acetylation on vimentin bundle stiffening upon sequential
deflections was also measured and is discussed in this section.
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Figure 6.15: Immunofluorescence images of U373 cells treated with tubacin.
Spinning disk confocal microscopy images of α-tubulin (red) and acetyl-tubulin (cyan) immunostaining of U373 cells. Top: control cells treated with solvant (DMSO). Bottom: cells treated
with 2 µM tubacin for 4 h. Scale bars: 10 µm.

6.3.1

Acetylation leads to microtubule softening

• The U373 cell line exhibits poorly acetylated microtubules.
To modify the average K40 acetylation of microtubules, two options are available: either a downregulation of acetylation is performed (e.g. by silencing
the gene coding for the acetyltransferase ATAT1), or acetylation can be upregulated. Selecting the appropriate strategy depends on the basal acetylation
level of the cell line in which experiments are carried out. U373 cells are known
to have a low level of acetylation (Sandrine Etienne-Manneville personal
communication). Accordingly, we chose to increase microtubule K40 acetylation using tubacin, a drug which inhibits the action of HDAC6, a deacetylase. Immunofluorescence experiments to confirm the increase in acetylation
in tubacin-treated cells compared to control cells are shown in figure 6.15. In
control cells, acetylated tubulin localizes mostly in the vicinity of the nucleus,
either forming elongated structures - suggesting that corresponding microtubules are acetylated along their length -, or appearing as dots. In sharp
contrast, tubacin-treated cells exhibit a microtubule network which is fully
acetylated (see figure 6.15). In our experiments, microtubule are labeled with
SiR-tubulin, a probe based on the microtubule binding drug docetaxel, an
analagous to taxol. As microtubule acetylation and microtubule stabilization
are linked [Janke & Montagnac 2017], it was also important to ensure that

6.3. Study of a post-translational modification: acetylation
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SiR-tubulin did not induce a high increase of microtubule K40 acetylation,
so that the action of tubacin became insignificant. To measure the effect of
SiR-tubulin and tubacin, I performed immunofluorescence experiments in 4
conditions: control cells (treated with DMSO), cells treated with tubacin and
DMSO, cells treated with SiR-tubulin and DMSO, cells treated with SiRtubulin and tubacin. Figure 6.16 shows that SiR-tubulin induces a smaller
increase in the K40 acetylation level as compared to tubacin, thus validating
our experimental procedure.

Figure 6.16: SiR-tubulin has a much weaker effect than tubacin on K40 acetylation.
Confocal microscopy images of acetyl-tubulin (white) immunostaining of U373 cells. Left:
images were stitched in 4 conditions (with or without tubacin, with or without SiR-tubulin).
Scale bars: 200 µm. Right: quantification of the average fluorescence per cell (SiR- Tuba-:
control cells treated with DMSO, SiR+ Tuba-: cells treated with SiR-tubulin and DMSO, SiRTuba+: cells treated with tubacin and DMSO, SiR+ Tuba+: cells treated with tubacin and
SiR-tubulin).

• Acetylation affects microtubule effective stiffness.
After incubating U373 cells with tubacin for 4 h, I have performed intracellular microrheology experiments and compared the effective stiffness of
microtubules in tubacin-treated cells and in control cells. The 27 deflected
microtubules in tubacin-treated cells are significantly softer than the 31 deflected microtubules in cells treated with vehicle (DMSO) (p < 0.05, see figure
6.17.A). As tubacin is a chemical inhibitor of HDAC6, this result suggests that
increased microtubule acetylation softens microtubules in living cells.
• Discussion.
Acetylated microtubules have been previously described to be softer than
non-acetylated microtubules in vitro [Xu et al. 2017]. In this paper, Xu et
al. measured the persistence length of microtubules made of enzymatically
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Figure 6.17: K40 acetylation reduces microtubule effective stiffness but does not affect that of
vimentin bundles.
A: The effective stiffness distribution of 27 microtubules of cells treated with tubacin is compared
to that of 31 microtubules of cells treated with vehicle (DMSO). B: The effective stiffness
distribution of 16 vimentin bundles of cells treated with tubacin is compared to that of 24
vimentin bundles of cells treated with vehicle (DMSO).

acetylated and deacetylated tubulin (see 2.2.3 for more details). With the
microfluidic setup the authors used, microtubules were subjected to forces
perpendicular to their axis, as in my experiments. Unlike other results in the
literature, this in vitro experiment can be directly compared to our in cellulo
experiments. In both cases, K40 acetylation leads to decreasing the rigidity
of microtubules. However, while a striking difference in persistence length
was measured in this study (p < 0.001), with at least a 2-fold reduction [Xu
et al. 2017], I only measure a 35% decrease in the average effective stiffness
(see figure 6.17.A). Admittedly, the measured mechanical parameter is not
the same, but the effective stiffness k is proportional to the persistence length
lp . Along with the possible contribution from the surrounding organelles and
cytoskeleton, the difference probably comes from the fact that we probe microtubules into the perinuclear region. Indeed, in control cells, microtubules
close to the nucleus are already (partially) acetylated. Tubacin-treatment increases this acetylation, but the most dramatic effect does not occur close to
the nucleus. However, even without knowing the precise level of K40 acetylation for each microtubule we measured, the number of deflections allows to
statistically detect a difference which minors that observed in vitro and which
would potentially be much more significant further away from the nucleus.
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Acetylated microtubules impact vimentin bundle mechanics

• In tubacin-treated cells, vimentin stiffening is reduced.
After performing the same treatment with tubacin to increase microtubule
acetylation, I have measured the effective stiffness of vimentin bundles in
order to get more insight into the mechanical coupling between vimentin intermediate filaments and microtubules in living cells. I have compared the
effective stiffness of 16 vimentin bundles in tubacin-treated cells with that of
24 vimentin bundles in control cells. The average stiffness of vimentin bundles
in tubacin-treated cells was k = 308 ± 66 pN µm−1 while that of control cells
was k = 343 ± 47 pN µm−1 . The difference between the two distributions is
not significant (p > 0.05, see figure 6.17.B), showing that increased microtubule acetylation does not change the effective stiffness of vimentin bundles.
As for microtubule stability, the effect of microtubule acetylation on vimentin
bundle stiffening upon sequential deflections was tested in cellulo. However,
due to the incubation time of tubacin2 , the protocol has been slightly adapted:
tubacin was not added just after the first deflection like nocodazole or taxol,
but 4 h prior to it. Over 16 deflected vimentin bundles in tubacin-treated cells,
4 of them softened and 12 stiffened. In this condition, I have tested the difference between the first and the second effective stiffness using a paired statistical test and the p-value is just below the significance level (p = 0.040, see figure
6.18). Consistently, while there is no significant difference in the effective stiffness of the first deflection, there is a significant difference (p < 0.001) when
I compare the effective stiffness of the second experiment in tubacin-treated
cells (k = 515 ± 105 pN µm−1 ) and in control cells (k = 1167 ± 222 pN µm−1 ).
We conclude that an increase K40 acetylation level induces a decrease in vimentin bundle stiffening upon sequential deflections.
• Discussion.
Similarly to a partial depolymeration of the microtubule network by low doses
of nocodazole (see figure 6.14), an increase in microtubule K40 acetylation
impairs the ability of vimentin bundles to stiffen when they are subjected to
repeated bending assays. This finding provides further indication that microtubules and vimentin intermediate filaments are mechanically coupled in
living cells. However, the fact that increased microtubule acetylation has a
similar effect as microtubule depolymerization challenges the interpretation
of the experiments. Indeed, acetylation is often correlated with stable and
long-lived microtubules. Microtubules in tubacin-treated cells being significantly softer, they potentially do not provide enough strength for the vimentin
network to stiffen as much as in control cells. This hypothesis must be tempered by the fact that vimentin bundles have similar effective stiffnesses in
both conditions, so that the softer microtubules of tubacin-treated cells do
An incubation time of 20 min would not be sufficient to see any increased acetylation between
the first and the second deflection.
2
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Figure 6.18: Microtubule acetylation reduces the stiffening of vimentin bundles upon sequential
deflections.
A: Effective stiffness of 16 vimentin bundles. Lines joint paired points (from the same bundle). B:
Effective stiffness of vimentin bundles undergoing sequential deflections in tubacin-treated cells
and control cells (treated with DMSO). Control cells: distributions are significantly different:
p = 6.7 × 10−6 (paired Student’s t-test). Tubacin-treated cells: distributions are significantly
different: p = 0.040 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). There is no significant difference between the
distributions of the first deflections in each condition: p = 0.40 (Mann-Whitney U test). The
distributions of the second deflections are significantly different: p = 0.00025 (Mann-Whitney
U test).

not seem to directly impact vimentin bundle stiffness, but only the stiffening
of vimentin upon repeated stress. In agreement, partial microtubule depolymerizaion did not perturb the effective stiffness of vimentin bundles (figure
6.13), but decreased this stiffening upon repeated stress.
There is also a common feature between these two experiments: both nocodazole and tubacin treatments reduce the number of deacetylated microtubules
compared to control cells. Another hypothesis could be that deacetylated microtubules are required for vimentin bundles to stiffen when they undergo a
sequence of two deflections in living cells. Like in fibroblasts where deacetylated and acetylated microtubules have very different effects on the integrity of
the vimentin network [Rathje et al. 2014], in my experiments, acetylated and
deacetylated microtubules might be dissimilarly coupled to vimentin bundles,
leading to different mechanical outcomes.

6.4. Preliminary results: role of ATP in cytoskeletal mechanics
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Preliminary results: role of ATP in cytoskeletal
mechanics

To investigate further the potential mechanical links coupling microtubules and
intermediate filaments, I have asked how cellular active processes modulate the
mechanical properties of vimentin bundles in living cells.
• Vimentin bundles are stiffer in ATP-depleted cells than in control
cells.
In order to check the efficiency of ATP depletion protocol in U373 cells, I
nucleofected a GFP-RAB63 plasmid to visualize the impact on intracellular
transport. Figure 6.19.A shows the average intensity and the maximum intensity projection of a 1 min-movie in ATP-depleted cells and in control cells. In
control cells, GFP-RAB6 proteins are transported along microtubules whereas
in ATP-depleted cells, vesicular transport is inhibited, so that the average and
maximum intensity are similar. Unlike in all other experiments presented in
this manuscript, the laser power of the optical tweezers was set at 1.50 W.
In ATP-depleted cells, the average effective stiffness of vimentin bundles is
k = 2220 ± 460 pN µm−1 whereas in control cells I measured k = 858 ±
377 pN µm−1 . The difference between these two conditions is significant
(p < 0.01, see figure 6.19.B) and shows stiffening upon ATP depletions.
• Discussion.
A recent study used mitochondrial fluctuations in mouse embryo cells to show
that ATP depletion induces a decrease of the measured creep compliance [Xu
et al. 2018]. Consistently, the same protocol was used in our group to show
that ATP depletion leads to stiffening of the cytoplasm [Mandal et al. 2016].
Here, I find a similar trend, as depleting ATP leads to a 2.6-fold increase of the
effective stiffness of vimentin bundles compared to control cells. This result
suggests that some active processes (which can not occur in ATP-depleted
cells) modulate the mechanical properties of the cytoskeleton, potentially by
downregulating its stiffness. In order to better characterize the coupling which
is at stake between microtubule and vimentin networks, it would also be interesting to measure the effect of depleting ATP on vimentin bundles undergoing
sequential deflections.

RAB6 is a GTPase involved in transport from the Golgi apparatus regulating (in particular)
exocytosis. It is known to move along microtubules [Miserey-Lenkei et al. 2017].
3
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Figure 6.19: Inhibiting active cellular processes by ATP depletion increases the effective stiffness
of vimentin bundles.
A: Live confocal microscopy images of U373 cells nucleofected with GFP-RAB6 of a 58 frames
movie (total duration: 1 min). Top: Control cell. Bottom: ATP-depleted cell. Average intensity
image (left), maximum intensity projection (right). Scale bars: 10 µm. B: The effective stiffness
of 8 vimentin bundles of control cells is compared to that of 13 vimentin bundles of ATP-depleted
cells.

Chapter 7

Conclusion and Perspectives

With this PhD work, I have given more insights into the mechanical properties
of the cytoskeleton in living cells. In particular, the mechanics of vimentin intermediate filaments and microtubules under deflection has been characterized. By
fitting force-deflection curves at small forces, I have shown that microtubules are
significantly softer than vimentin bundles in living cells. Besides, microtubules and
vimentin bundles do not respond in the same way to a sequence of deflections: while
vimentin bundles systematically stiffen upon sequential deflections, microtubules do
not exhibit the same mechanical behaviour, as their average effective stiffness remains unchanged.
I have investigated how microtubule and vimentin networks are mechanically coupled. The experiments highlight dissymetric interactions occurring when bending
filaments in living cells. The experiments in a vimentin-KO cell line show that
the mechanical outcome regarding the microtubule network in vimentin-KO and
in control cells is the same, whether single or sequential deflections are performed
on microtubules. Although vimentin bundles are stiffer than microtubules, their
absence does not modify microtubule stiffness. Conversely, I have used drugs to
perturb or modify the microtubule network and see how this affects the mechanics of vimentin bundles. If stabilizing microtubules, partially depolymerizing them
or increasing their K40 acetylation level does not change the stiffness of vimentin
bundles, there is a dramatic effect on their response to sequential deflections. In
nocodazole- and tubacin-treated cells, the ability of vimentin bundles to stiffen
upon sequential deflections is highly reduced, whereas no effect is observed in taxoltreated cells. Taken together, these results indicate that microtubules are involved
in the stiffening of vimentin bundles undergoing sequential deflections which has
been measured in living cells. Even if microtubules and intermediate filaments are
spatially separated, they may be linked via crosslinks. These crosslinks may have an
effect on the stiffening under repeated stress only and not on the effective stiffness.
In conclusion, the results of this work underline the importance of the coupling
and interactions between cytoskeletal filaments in the context of cell mechanics. If
the nature of these interactions remains unknown, vimentin bundles can however
be shown as mechanosensitive structures that exhibit history-dependent mechanoresponses in which microtubules are implicated.
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Due to the novelty of the work, there are several perspectives to its findings
which need to be discussed here. As I have used physical tools and analysis to answer
biological questions, I divide the following into two corresponding paragraphs.
• Physical perspectives
In order to be able to compare the different experiments between them, I
have fixed a number of physical parameters in all my experiments, such as
the stage velocity used to push cytoskeletal bundles against the bead held in
the optical tweezers, the power of the laser of the optical trap, the experiment
time, or the concentration of the drugs. Also, I have systematized the analysis
by studying the force-deflection curves in their linear regime at small forces.
Here I discuss the relevance of modifying some aspects of the experimental
protocol and analysis I have performed.
– The mechanical parameter I have used - the effective stiffness k - is calculated from linear fits at low forces. This parameter does not represent
all the information contained in force-deflection curves. Especially, the
evolution of force-deflection curves at higher forces has not been investigated in this PhD manuscript. It would thus be relevant to develop
other ways
the curves. For instance, a power law analysis
 ofanalyzing
δ α
( F = F0
) where F0 is the prefactor, δ0 a constant characteristic
δ0
length and α is the exponent of the power law, which is a typical tool in
rheology, could provide complementary mechanical information. I have
performed such an analysis for part of the data (see appendix C) and we
could not detect any difference in the values of the exponent α.
– As stated in chapter 6, in some cases (mostly when a sequence of deflections was performed and the cytoskeletal bundle became rigid) it was
not possible to extract the effective stiffness k from the curves due to
the resolution limit when measuring the deflection. Many studies, both
in vitro and in living cells, highlight the key importance of the speed at
which forces are applied (the so called pulling speed or loading rate). In
the experiments I have carried out, it is likely that the effective stiffness
depends on the stage velocity. Changing the loading rate probably allows to probe a wider range of mechanical behaviours, especially for the
stiffest cytoskeletal filaments.
– One of the most important results of this PhD thesis is the mechanical
behaviour of the cytoskeleton upon sequential deflections. The fact that
the turnover of microtubules and vimentin filaments occurs at totally
different time scales is an element that needs to be taken into account
when attempting to build a mechanistic model from the results. The
protocol of sequential deflections I have designed probably better suits
the study of vimentin mechanics than that of microtubules. Specific
experiments could thus be performed to study the effect of sequential
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deflections on microtubule mechanics at shorter time scales. For instance,
microtubules could be deflected for periods of 15 s separated by typically
a 1 min-waiting time. However, as the duration of the movie is divided
by 4, the precision of the extracted effective stiffness would certainly
decrease in this experiment, as imaging at a higher frame rate would
make confocal images noisier, and therefore the deflection more difficult
to measure.
– All the intracellular rheological experiments I have carried out are based
on bending cytoskeletal filaments. In the literature, in vitro mechanical
measurements on cytoskeletal filaments were mostly performed by elongating filaments. Comparing the results of this PhD work to some of
these studies can be challenging, as some phenomena may depend on
the type of applied stress and the geometry of the experiment. It could
therefore be worth designing an experimental protocol to try and stretch
cyroskeletal filaments in living cells. For instance, beads could be treated
in order to be physically coupled to a given cytoskeletal filament. If several beads bind the same filament, it could be stretched with a double
optical trap. The limit of this approach lies in the bead microenvironment: the lysosomal membrane surrounding the bead does not allow
a direct coupling between the bead and the cytoskeletal filament, and
interferes with the mechanical measurement [Guet et al. 2014].
• Biological perspectives
– During this PhD thesis, I have used two cell lines: the U373 cell line,
and a vimentin-KO U373 cell line. This raises the question of the generality of the conclusions I have drawn and whether they depend on the
cell type. In particular, U373 cells are known for only expressing four
intermediate filament proteins: vimentin, GFAP, nestin and synemin. It
would be interesting to carry out experiments in cells that feature a more
heterogeneous and complex intermediate filament network. For instance,
would increasing microtubule acetylation lead to such a clear reduction
of the stiffening effect of vimentin filaments in such cells?
– Another interesting question is whether the stiffening of intermediate
filaments upon repeated stress observed here depends on the composition of intermediate filaments. I have obtained preliminary results using
siRNA of GFAP, nestin, GFAP+nestin showing that the depletion of
either nestin, or GFAP, or both does not affect significantly the effective stiffess of vimentin bundles. However, whether the stiffening upon
sequential deflections is perturbed still has to be tested.
– Related to the above, the mechanical coupling between microtubules
and other intermediate filament types could be of interest. In other
cell lines, performing experiments on other well-characterized intermediate filaments, such as keratins or even nuclear lamins, and quantifying
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their mechanical interactions with microtubules could allow to determine
whether the mechanical coupling exhibited in this PhD work applies to
all intermediate filaments.
– This work focuses on the mechanical coupling between microtubules and
intermediate filaments. We have not looked at the role of actin filaments
here. The rationale is that, in the location where the beads are found, i.e.
the perinuclear region, polymerized actin is mostly absent, as opposed to
microtubules and intermediate filaments. However, studying the role of
the actin filaments in cytoskeletal coupling is obviously very important.
By using drugs that specifically target the actin filaments such as latrunculin A, cytochalasin D or jasplakinolide, it would be possible, with
our experimental setup, to study how disrupting the actin network impacts the mechanical properties of vimentin bundles and microtubules.
Due to the perinuclear localization of the beads used for deflecting the
cytoskeletal filaments and the mostly cortical localization of actin filaments, these experiments would potentially evaluate the contribution of
longer-range interactions within the cell compared to the ones presented
in this manuscript.
– While vimentin was fluorescently labeled with a GFP-vimentin construct, tubulin was stained with probes based on the microtubule binding
drug docetaxel (SiR-tubulin or SPY™655-tubulin). First, the effective
stiffness values measured for microtubules (respectively vimentin bundles) correspond to microtubules (respectively vimentin bundles) stained
with SiR-tubulin or SPY™655-tubulin (respectively by overexpressing
GFP-vimentin). Hence, k may be different from the non-labeled (respectively endogenous) cytosketal filament. Second, docetaxel (Taxotere) is
known to bind the β-tubulin subunit and is analogous to taxol. For
this reason, taxol and docetaxel compete in living cells. Therefore, I
was not able to measure the effective stiffness of taxol-treated cells as
microtubules staining by SiR-tubulin or SPY™655-tubulin quickly disappeared after taxol addition. In order to measure the mechanics of
microtubules in taxol-treated cells, resorting to a plasmid - e.g. a GFPtubulin construct - might be relevant. However, direct comparison with
the experiments carried out with docetaxel during this PhD is challenging because of the potential stabilizing effect of docetaxel.
– Preliminary results on ATP depletion are presented in this manuscript.
The fact that depleting ATP leads to a stiffening of vimentin bundles
raises the question of the active processes involved in the mechanoresponse of these bundles in living cells. Experiments on microtubule
mechanics in ATP-depleted cells and studying thes effect of ATP depletion on the response of cytoskeletal filaments to sequential deflections
should shed light on the contribution of ATP-dependent processes in
cytoskeletal mechanics.
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– As a complement to the previous point, exploring the nature of the coupling between vimentin intermediate filaments and microtubules which
is at stake in our work seems particularly crucial to understand the underlying molecular mechanisms. Several hypothesis could be tested by
following a similar protocol than the one I have used in the experiments.
First, the role of microtubule-based molecular motors such as dynein and
kinesins can be investigated by using drugs that specifically target these
motors, such as dynarrestin for dynein, or by specific depletion (siRNA,
CRISPR-Cas9) of motor proteins. Second, proteins which crosslink microtubules, intermediate filaments and actins such as plectin or APC
could be depleted by e.g. siRNA.
To conclude on the biological perspectives derived from this work, it is important to stress that this study was designed in the context of intracellular
mechanotransduction [Mathieu & Manneville 2019]. If we have shown that vimentin bundles exhibit mechano-responses that depend on the previous stress
they have undergone, how forces are transmitted from the cytoskeleton to intracellular organelles remains totally unclear. Different experimental strategies could be followed to monitor mechanotransduction events at a given intracellular organelle or at the nucleus, such as developing specific Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) sensors. These experiments should highlight
the role of the cytoskeleton in transmitting external and internal mechanical
inputs to several intracellular organelles (nucleus, Golgi apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, etc.) and give more insights on the mechanical
coupling, not only within the cytoskeleton, but with membranes, organelles
or the nucleus.
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Appendix A

Protocols

A.1

Cell culture

• Cell subculture
The ideal confluence before splitting U373 cells is about 80% − 90%. Starting
from a 75 cm2 -flask (T75), the following protocol is used:
– aspirate the medium,
– wash with about 8 mL of Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS),
– aspirate the PBS,
– introduce 1 mL of Trypsin (Gibco™-25300-054) and place the flask in
the incubator1 for 5 min until the cells are completely detached,
– add 5 mL of supplemented medium to inhibit the effect of trypsin,
– according to the desired dilution, take the appropriate volume,
– introduce in a new flask with supplemented medium in order to have
12 mL in total,
– place in the incubator.
• Freezing cells
To prepare three 1 mL-cryogenic vials starting from a T75 close to confluence:
– put 3 mL of FCS and one empty 15 mL-conical centrifuge tube in ice,
– aspirate the medium,
– wash with about 8 mL of PBS and aspirate it,
– introduce 1 mL of Trypsin and place the flask in the incubator for 5 min
until the cells are completely detached,
– add 5 mL of supplemented medium to inhibit the effect of trypsin, aspirate totally and insert in the centrifuge tube,
– centrifugate at 1200 rpm for 3 min at room temperature,
– aspirate the supernatant,
– resuspend the pellet in 3 mL of FCS with 5% of DMSO,
– dispense 1 mL into each cryogenic vial and immmediately place them at
−80 °C.
1

Cells are always incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2 .
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• Thawing cells
– bring the cryogenic vial to room temperature by rotating it in hands,
– add 1 mL of supplemented medium, aspirate and introduce in a 15 mLconical centrifuge tube,
– centrifugate at 1200 rpm for 3 min at room temperature,
– aspirate the supernatant,
– resuspend the pellet in 4 mL of supplemented medium,
– introduce 8 mL of supplemented medium in a T75 flask and add the
content of the tube,
– place in the incubator.
To remove any cell debris, the medium can be changed the day after the cells
are thawed.

A.2

Immunofluorescence staining

• Fixation
– aspirate the medium in each well,
– introduce 1 mL of pure Methanol (chilled at −20 °C) in each well,
– incubate the plate at −20 °C for 3 min,
– wash three times with PBS.
• Permeabilization
– introduce 1 mL of PBS Buffer 1X with 0.2% of bovin serum albumin
(BSA) and 0.05% of saponin in each well,
– incubate the plate at room temperature for 25 min in the dark,
– wash three times with PBS.
• Immunostaining
– prepare the primary antibody solution by mixing all desired antibodies
at the good dilution (see 5.1) with PBS with 2% BSA,
– drop 25 µL of this solution on Parafilm® for each coverslip and put them
on the drops,
– incubate coverslips at room temperature for 1 h in a humidified chamber
in the dark,
– wash three times with PBS,
– prepare the secondary antibody solution by mixing all desired antibodies
at 1/400 with PBS with 2% BSA,

A.3. Live cell imaging of vimentin and tubulin in cellulo
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– drop 25 µL of this solution on Parafilm® for each coverslip and put them
on the drops,
– incubate coverslips at room temperature for 1 h in a humidified chamber
in the dark,
– wash three times with PBS,
– optional: drop 25 µL of a solution of diluted Thermo Scientific™ Hoechst
33342 (1/500) on Parafilm® for each coverslip and put them on the drops,
– incubate coverslips at room temperature for 15 min in a humidified chamber in the dark,
– wash three times with PBS and once with water.
• Mounting
– wash once with Ethanol
– drop 17 µL of Mowiol® 4-88 on microscope slides and mount coverslips
on them,
– optional: seal coverslips with nail polish,
– dry at room temperature in the dark for at least 2 h,
– store in the dark at 4 °C.

A.3

Live cell imaging of vimentin and tubulin in cellulo

• Nucleofection of GFP-vimentin
– starting from a T75 flask, perform the first five steps of the "Cell subculture" protocol (see A.1),
– introduce 2 × 106 cells (per nucleofection) in a centrifuge tube,
– centrifugate at 1200 rpm for 3 min at room temperature,
– aspirate the supernatant,
– in the centrifuge tube, introduce 100 µL of the supplemented Nucleofector™ Solution for Primary Mammalian Glial Cells, 3 µg of GFP-vimentin
DNA and quickly resuspend the cell pellet
– introduce immediately in an aluminium cuvette and close it with its lid,
– insert the cuvette in the Nucleofector™ and select the T-020 program,
– take the cuvette out of the holder and immediately add 500 µL of supplemented medium,
– aspirate the sample with a single use pipette and introduce it in a new
centrifuge tube previously filled with 7.5 mL of supplemented medium,
– introduce typically 2 mL per FluoroDish™ or MatTek dish,
– place in the incubator,
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– six hours later: change the medium to eliminate cell debris,
– optional: add fluorospheres if required,
– place in the incubator.
Cells are ready to be imaged 48 hours after nucleofection, adding HEPES
(Gibco™-15630-056) at 20 mM just before performing microscopy experiments.

• Tubulin probes
To label tubulin, probes based on the microtubule binding drug Docetaxel
are used: SiR-tubulin and SPY™655-tubulin. The protocol for both probes
is identical:
– introduce the probe at 500 nM (dilution by 2000),
– optional: in case of using SiR-tubulin, add Verapamil at 10 µM,
– place in the incubator for 4 h.
Probes do not have to be removed before microscopy experiments.

A.4

Post-treatment of images before creating kymographs

The steps listed below are followed under ImageJ and MATLAB:
• open the raw movie and split channels,
• in one of the channels, select a rectangular zone2 and click "Template Matching" and then "Align Slices in Stack". Launch the procedure after checking
that "show align coordinates in result tables?" is ticked,
• save result tables as CSV and all the channels as TIF,
• under MATLAB, use the "recal.m" routine (see appendix B) to apply the same
transformations to all the other channels,
• under ImageJ, open the new channel corresponding to the cytoskeleton of interest, draw a line from the bead towards the deflected filament, perpendicular
to it, and click "Multi Kymograph". Choose a linewidth equal to 3 px,
• save the created kymograph as TIF.

2
Pixel values inside this rectangle have to be heterogeneous: it is the template the plugin will
search for in each frame to align the frames. In particular, it is crucial not to select a motif that
can exit from the recorded field in other frames.
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MATLAB codes

1
2

M (: ,: ,1) = imread ( ’F :\ Nathan \210113\15 W \ ATPdepletion \ Ctrl \ c4b . tif ’ ,1) ;
clear ans

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

for k =1: size ( resultsc4 ,1)
dy = resultsc4 (k ,1) ;
dx = resultsc4 (k ,2) ;
xmin =1;
xmax =512;
ymin =1;
ymax =512;
nxmin =1;
nxmax =512;
nymin =1;
nymax =512;
imread ( ’F :\ Nathan \210113\15 W \ ATPdepletion \ Ctrl \ c4b . tif ’ ,k +1) ;

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

if dx <0
nxmax = nxmax + dx ;
xmin = xmin - dx ;
elseif dx >0
xmax = xmax - dx ;
nxmin = nxmin + dx ;
end
if dy <0
nymax = nymax + dy ;
ymin = ymin - dy ;
elseif dy >0
ymax = ymax - dy ;
nymin = nymin + dy ;
end

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

M (: ,: , k +1) = zeros (512) ;
M ( nxmin : nxmax , nymin : nymax , k +1) = ans ( xmin : xmax , ymin : ymax ) ;
clear dx
clear dy
clear xmin
clear xmax
clear ymin
clear ymax
clear nxmin
clear nxmax
clear nymin
clear nymax
clear ans
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45
46
47
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end
clear k

48
49

50
51

52
53

imwrite ( M (: ,: ,1) , ’F :\ Nathan \210113\15 W \ ATPdepletion \ Ctrl \ c4outputb .
tif ’) ;
for j =1: size ( resultsc4 ,1)
imwrite ( M (: ,: , j +1) , ’F :\ Nathan \210113\15 W \ ATPdepletion \ Ctrl \ c4outputb .
tif ’ , ’ WriteMode ’ , ’ append ’) ;
end
clear j

Listing B.1: The code recal.m is used to have immobile cells before plotting the kymograph
required to determine the filament deflection.
1

% % analyse kymographe

2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17

18

19
20
21

22

23
24

25
26
27
28

% Copyright David Pereira 2018
%
%
Trois fichiers sont necessaires pour l ’ utilisation de ce code :
%
- le kymographe de la partie deflechie (. tif ) ( recale
de preference )
%
le fichier peut avoir n ’ importe quel nom ex : ’
kymo . tif ’
%
- le kymographe d ’ une zone de reference (. tif )
%
le fichier DOIT avoir le meme nom que le
kymographe
%
de la partie deflechie avec a la fin ’ _ref ’ ex
:
%
’ kymo_ref . tif ’
%
- les positions de la bille XY ( fichier . mat et non .
txt )
%
le fichier peut avoir n ’ importe quel nom ( ex :
%
’ niqn . mat ’)
%
%
a l ’ ouverture de la fenetre de recuperation des fichiers il faut
%
selecitonner le kymographe de la partie deflechie ( ex : ’ kymo . tif
’) et le
%
fichier des positions de la bille ( peut importe l ’ ordre de
selection )
%
%
%
Lorsque la fenetre avec une image s ’ ouvre il faut selectionner a
l ’ aide du
%
pointeur la zone a analyser . Plusieurs lignes successives peuvent
etre
%
tracees faire attention a ne pas tracer des lignes droites trop
%
courtes . Faire egalement attention a ne pas cliquer trop pres des
bords
%
horizontaux de l ’ image .
%
%
! Attention ! mettre le bon pas de temps ( ligne 74)
%
! Attention ! mettre le la bonne conversion pixel = > microm (
ligne 72)
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29
30
31

%
%
% Copyright David Pereira 2018

32
33
34

clear
close all

35
36
37
38

cd ’G :\ Nathan \200618\ Tubacine ’
% cd ’\\ zserver \ umr144 \ equipe_goud \ n_lardier \180302 ’
% cd ’C :\ Users \ Camilla \ Desktop \ analyse \ routine \ FI \ Alice \ GFP Vim +
siLuc ’

39
40
41

[ FileName , PathName ] = uigetfile ( ’ *.* ’ , ’ All Files (*.*) ’ , ’ MultiSelect ’
, ’ on ’) ;

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

pattern_tif = ’. tif ’;
pattern_mat = ’. mat ’;
trouve_tif = strfind ( FileName , pattern_tif ) ;
trouve_mat = strfind ( FileName , pattern_mat ) ;
tt_1 = isempty ( trouve_tif {1}) ;
tt_2 = isempty ( trouve_tif {2}) ;
cd ( PathName )

50
51
52
53
54
55

choix_ref = choix_image ;
% Pour Nathan
currentfolder = pwd ;
mkdir ([ PathName FileName {1}(1: trouve_mat {1} -1) ]) ;

56
57

while choix_ref ==0

58

choix_ref = choix_image ;

59
60
61

end

62
63
64
65
66
67

68
69
70
71

72
73

% %%%%%% test pour l ’ ouverture des fichiers %%%%
if tt_1 ==1 || tt_2 ==0
load ( FileName {1}) ;
kymo_recal = imread ( FileName {2}) ;
kymo_recal_ref = imread ([ FileName {2}(1: trouve_tif {2} -1) ’ _ref . tif ’
]) ;
else
load ( FileName {2}) ;
kymo_recal = imread ( FileName {1}) ;
kymo_recal_ref = imread ([ FileName {1}(1: trouve_tif {1} -1) ’ _ref . tif ’
]) ;
end
% %%%%%

74
75
76

77

% %%% donnees provenant du fichier (. mat ) GUI_v10 ( position de la
bille ) %%%
coordX =[ results . TrackingData . X ];
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78
79
80
81
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coordY =[ results . TrackingData . Y ];
newcoordX = coordX - coordX (1) ;
newcoordY = coordY - coordY (1) ;
% %%%

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

% %%%%% mettre la taille du pixel en microm %%%%
pixel_micron =0.0621; % conversion 1 pixel = > X . XXX microm
% %%%% mettre le pas de temps en seconde %%%%
pas =0.517
% pas =0.78;
% quand moyennage oublie :
% pas =0.12925;
% FI : 0.517 ( Alice ) ; 0.13 0.07 ( Yasmine ) % Nucleus : 0.26 % en
seconde
% %%%%% constante de raideur du piege %%%%
kk =240;
% % calcul distance parcourue par la bille %%
distance = sqrt ( newcoordX .^2+ newcoordY .^2) * pixel_micron ;
% %%%%% Force de rappel du piege %%%%%
Force = kk * distance ;
% %%%%%%% Temps converti en seconde %%%%%
temps =0: pas : pas *( size ( kymo_recal ,1) -1) ;
% %%%%%%% Temps sur lequel les graphes sont affiches %%%
% [ val , limit ]= max ( deflected ) ; voir ligne 321

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

% %%%%%%
% %%%%%%%%%%% Gaussian blur %%%%%%%
% uncomment if needed
HH = fspecial ( ’ gaussian ’ ,200 ,2) ;
kymo_recal = imfilter ( kymo_recal , HH , ’ replicate ’) ;
kymo_recal_ref = imfilter ( kymo_recal_ref , HH , ’ replicate ’) ;
% %%%%%%

110
111

% %%%%%%%% mesure de l ’ epaisseur de la ligne %%%%

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

hh (11) = figure (11) ;
% subplot (121)
% hold on
imshow ( kymo_recal ,[])
ylabel ( ’ time ( frame ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ deflection ( pixel ) ’)
title ( ’ Fibre thickness measurement ’)

120
121
122
123
124
125

126
127
128
129

[ xi , yi ]= getline ( hh (11) ) ;
subplot (122)
c = improfile ( kymo_recal , xi , yi ) ;
[ val , indice ]= max ( c ) ;
% taille =(1 - indice ) * pixel_micron : pixel_micron :( indice -1) * pixel_micron
;
taille =1: size ( c ) ;
taille =( taille - indice ) * pixel_micron ;
plot ( taille ,c , ’r . - ’) ;
[ pks , locs ,w , p ] = findpeaks (c , ’ WidthReference ’ , ’ halfprom ’) ;
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130
131
132

133
134
135
136
137
138

diametre = max ( w ) * pixel_micron ;
% hold on
% line ([0 ,0 ,0] ,[0.7* min ( val ) 100 1.2* max ( val ) ] , ’ Color ’ , ’ black ’ , ’
LineStyle ’ , ’ - - ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ ,1)
ylabel ( ’ pixel intensity ’)
xlabel ( ’ fibre thickness ’)
epaisseur = sprintf ( ’2 R = %0.2 f microm \ n ’ , diametre ) ;
title ( epaisseur )
axis square
box on

139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147

subplot (121)
% hold on
imshow ( kymo_recal ,[])
hold on
line ( xi , yi , ’ Color ’ , ’ red ’ , ’ LineStyle ’ , ’ - ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ ,3)
ylabel ( ’ time ( frame ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ deflection ( pixel ) ’)
title ( ’ deflected ’)

148
149
150
151
152
153

% %%%%%%

154
155
156
157
158
159
160

hh (1) = figure (1) ;
subplot (121)
imshow ( kymo_recal ,[])
ylabel ( ’ time ( frame ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ deflection ( pixel ) ’)
title ( ’ deflected ’)

161
162

[ xi , yi ]= getline ( hh (1) ) ;

163
164
165

% %%%%%%
% %%%%%% calcul des pentes et des distances des segments %%%%%

166
167

for dd =1: length ( xi ) -1

168
169

170

pente ( dd ) =( yi ( length ( xi ) - dd +1) - yi ( length ( xi ) - dd ) ) /( xi ( length ( xi ) - dd
+1) - xi ( length ( xi ) - dd ) ) ;
distanceY ( dd ) = yi ( length ( xi ) - dd +1) - yi ( length ( xi ) - dd ) ;

171
172

end

173
174

% %%%%%%

175
176
177
178

yi (1) =1;
yi ( end ) = size ( kymo_recal ,1) ;
pente = fliplr ( pente ) ;

179
180
181

% %%%%%%%%%%
% %%%% calcul des positions en X associer aux segments %%%%
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182
183

for nn =1: size ( pente ,2)

184

bb = yi ( nn ) - pente ( nn ) * round ( xi ( nn ) ) ;

185
186

for yyy = floor ( yi ( nn ) ) : floor ( yi ( nn +1) )

187
188

posX ( yyy ) = round (( yyy - bb ) / pente ( nn ) ) ;

189
190

end

191
192
193

end

194
195
196

% %%%% calcul des max autour des segments %%%%%

197
198

tolerance =3; % +/ - largeur ( en pixel ) de la recherche du max autour
de posX

199
200

for ii =1: size ( kymo_recal ,1)

201
202

[ pks , locs ]= max ( double ( kymo_recal ( ii , posX ( ii ) - tolerance : posX ( ii ) +
tolerance ) ) ) ;

203
204
205
206

pos_kymo_recal (: , ii ) = locs + posX ( ii ) -( tolerance +1) ;
end
% %%%%%%%%%%%

207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217

subplot (121)
hold on
plot ( posX ,1: size ( posX ,2) , ’b . ’)
hold on
plot ( pos_kymo_recal ,1: size ( pos_kymo_recal ,2) , ’r . ’)
hold off
ylabel ( ’ time ( frame ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ deflection ( pixel ) ’)
title ( ’ deflected ’)

218
219
220
221

% %% Repetition sequence precedente pour image reference %%

222
223

if choix_ref ==1

224
225
226
227
228
229

subplot (122)
imshow ( kymo_recal_ref ,[])
ylabel ( ’ time ( frame ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ deflection ( pixel ) ’)
title ( ’ reference ’)

230
231

clear xi yi pente

232
233

[ xi , yi ]= getline ( hh (1) ) ;
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234
235
236

for dd =1: length ( xi ) -1

237
238

239

pente ( dd ) =( yi ( length ( xi ) - dd +1) - yi ( length ( xi ) - dd ) ) /( xi ( length ( xi ) - dd
+1) - xi ( length ( xi ) - dd ) ) ;
distanceY ( dd ) = yi ( length ( xi ) - dd +1) - yi ( length ( xi ) - dd ) ;

240
241

end

242
243
244
245

yi (1) =1;
yi ( end ) = size ( kymo_recal ,1) ;
pente = fliplr ( pente ) ;

246
247

for nn =1: size ( pente ,2)

248

bb = yi ( nn ) - pente ( nn ) * round ( xi ( nn ) ) ;

249
250

for yyy = floor ( yi ( nn ) ) : floor ( yi ( nn +1) )

251
252

posX ( yyy ) = round (( yyy - bb ) / pente ( nn ) ) ;

253
254

end

255
256
257

end

258
259
260
261
262

for ii =1: size ( kymo_recal_ref ,1)
%
floor (( max ( xi ) ) + jj / pente ) -10: floor (( max ( xi ) ) + jj / pente ) +10)
[ pks , locs_ref ]= max ( double ( kymo_recal_ref ( ii , posX ( ii ) - tolerance : posX (
ii ) + tolerance ) ) ) ;

263
264
265

po s_kymo_recal_ref (: , ii ) = locs_ref + posX ( ii ) -( tolerance +1) ;
end

266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276

subplot (122)
hold on
plot ( posX ,1: size ( posX ,2) , ’b . ’)
hold on
plot ( pos_kymo_recal_ref ,1: size ( kymo_recal_ref ,1) , ’r . ’)
hold off
ylabel ( ’ time ( frame ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ deflection ( pixel ) ’)
title ( ’ reference ’)

277
278

else

279

disp ( ’ no ref ’)

280
281
282

end

283
284
285

% %% Fin de Repetition sequence precedente pour image reference %%
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286
287
288
289

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %% analyse des donnees ( Force , deflexion , deplacement ) %%

290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298

deflected = pos_kymo_recal - mean ( pos_kymo_recal (1:10) ) ;
if choix_ref ==1
reference = pos_kymo_recal_ref - mean ( pos_kymo_recal_ref (1:10) ) ;
else
reference = deflected *0;
pos_kymo_recal_ref = pos_kymo_recal *0;
end

299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317

hh (2) = figure (2) ;
subplot (131) ;
imshow ( kymo_recal ,[]) ;
ylabel ( ’ time ( frame ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ deflection ( pixel ) ’)
title ( ’ deflected fibre ’)
hold on
plot ( pos_kymo_recal ,1: size ( temps ,2) , ’b . ’)
subplot (132) ;
imshow ( kymo_recal_ref ,[]) ;
hold on
plot ( pos_kymo_recal_ref ,1: size ( temps ,2) , ’r . ’)
ylabel ( ’ time ( frame ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ deflection ( microm ) ’)
title ( ’ reference fibre ’)

318
319
320
321
322
323
324

325
326
327
328

subplot (133)
plot ( temps , deflected * pixel_micron , ’b . - ’)
hold on
plot ( temps , reference * pixel_micron , ’r . - ’)
hold on
plot ( temps ,( deflected - reference - mean ( deflected (1:10) - reference (1:10) )
) * pixel_micron , ’k . - ’)
axis square
xlabel ( ’ time ( s ) ’)
ylabel ( ’ deflection ( microm ) ’)
legend ( ’ deflected ’ , ’ reference ’ , ’ substracted ’ , ’ Location ’ , ’ northwest ’)

329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338

hh (4) = figure (4) ;
subplot (221)
plot ( temps , newcoordX * pixel_micron , ’b . ’)
axis square
ylabel ( ’X displacement ( microm ) ’)

123

339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354

xlabel ( ’ time ( s ) ’)
subplot (222)
plot ( temps , coordX * pixel_micron , ’b . ’)
axis square
ylabel ( ’X displacement ( microm ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ time ( s ) ’)
subplot (223)
plot ( temps , newcoordY * pixel_micron , ’b . ’)
axis square
ylabel ( ’Y displacement ( microm ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ time ( s ) ’)
subplot (224)
plot ( temps , coordY * pixel_micron , ’b . ’)
axis square
ylabel ( ’Y displacement ( microm ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ time ( s ) ’)

355
356
357
358
359
360

figure (5) ;
plot ( temps , distance , ’b . ’) ;
axis square
ylabel ( ’ distance travelled by the bead ( euclidian ) ( microm ) ’)
xlabel ( ’ time ( s ) ’)

361
362
363
364
365
366

367
368
369
370

% %%%%%%%% moyenne glissante %%%%%%%%%
aa =20;
deflected2 =( deflected - reference - mean ( deflected (1:10) - reference (1:10) )
) * pixel_micron ;
% movingAverage = conv ( deflected2 , ones ( aa ,1) / aa , ’ same ’) ;
movingAverage = smooth ( deflected2 ,20) ;
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[ val , limit ]= max ( abs ( movingAverage ) ) ;

371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386

hh (6) = figure (6) ;
subplot (231)
plot ( deflected2 , Force , ’b . ’) ;
hold on
plot ( movingAverage (1: end -10) , Force (1: end -10) , ’k . ’)
axis square
xlabel ( ’ deflection \ delta ( microm ) ’)
ylabel ( ’ Force ( pN ) ’)
title ( ’ Force vs Deflection ’)
XMIN = min ( movingAverage ) *1.2;
XMAX = max ( movingAverage ) *1.2;
YMIN = -5;
YMAX = max ( Force ) *1.2;
axis ([ XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX ])
box on

387
388
389
390
391

subplot (232)
plot ( temps , deflected2 , ’b . ’)
hold on
plot ( temps (1: end -10) , movingAverage (1: end -10) , ’k . - ’)
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392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
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axis square
xlabel ( ’ time ( s ) ’)
ylabel ( ’ deflection \ delta ( microm ) ’)
title ( ’ Deflection vs Time ’)
XMIN = -0.5;
XMAX = max ( temps ) *1.2;
YMIN = min ( deflected2 ) *1.2;
YMAX = max ( deflected2 ) *1.2;
axis ([ XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX ])
box on

402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410

subplot (233)
plot ( temps , Force , ’b . - ’) ;
hold on
axis square
xlabel ( ’ time ( s ) ’)
ylabel ( ’ Force ( pN ) ’)
title ( ’ Force vs Time ’)
box on

411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428

subplot (234)
plot ( deflected2 (1: limit ) , Force (1: limit ) , ’b . ’) ;
hold on
plot ( movingAverage (1: limit ) , Force (1: limit ) , ’k . ’)
axis square
xlabel ( ’ deflection \ delta ( microm ) ’)
ylabel ( ’ Force ( pN ) ’)
% legend ( ’ aligned ’)
title ( ’ Force vs Deflection ’)
XMIN = min ( movingAverage (1: limit ) ) *1.2;
XMAX = max ( movingAverage (1: limit ) ) *1.2;
YMIN = -5;
YMAX = max ( Force (1: limit ) ) *1.2;
axis ([ XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX ])
box on

429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443

subplot (235)
plot ( temps (1: limit ) , deflected2 (1: limit ) , ’b . ’)
hold on
plot ( temps (1: limit ) , movingAverage (1: limit ) , ’k . - ’)
axis square
xlabel ( ’ time ( s ) ’)
ylabel ( ’ deflection \ delta ( microm ) ’)
title ( ’ Deflection vs Time ’)
XMIN = -0.5;
XMAX = max ( temps (1: limit ) ) *1.2;
YMIN = min ( deflected2 (1: limit ) ) *1.2;
YMAX = max ( deflected2 (1: limit ) ) *1.2;
axis ([ XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX ])
box on

444
445

subplot (236)
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446
447
448
449
450
451
452

plot ( temps (1: limit ) , Force (1: limit ) , ’b . - ’) ;
hold on
axis square
xlabel ( ’ time ( s ) ’)
ylabel ( ’ Force ( pN ) ’)
title ( ’ Force vs Time ’)
box on

453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468

hh (7) = figure (7) ;
plot ( deflected2 (1: limit ) /( diametre /2) , Force (1: limit ) , ’b . ’) ;
hold on
movingAverage = conv ( deflected2 /( diametre /2) , ones ( aa ,1) / aa , ’ same ’) ;
plot ( movingAverage (1: limit -10) , Force (1: limit -10) , ’k . ’)
axis square
xlabel ( ’\ delta / R ’)
ylabel ( ’ Force ( pN ) ’)
title ( ’ Force vs Deflection Nondimensionalized ’)
XMIN = min ( movingAverage ) *1.2;
XMAX = max ( movingAverage ) *1.2;
YMIN = -5;
YMAX = max ( Force (1: limit ) ) *1.2;
axis ([ XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX ])
box on

469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478

479
480
481

482
483
484
485
486

487

% Sauvegarde standard
if choix_ref ==1
saveas ( hh (1) ,[ PathName ’ ima ge _l ig ne_ de fl ect io n . fig ’ ]) ;
saveas ( hh (2) ,[ PathName ’ im a ge _ gr ap h e_ d ef le c ti o n . fig ’ ]) ;
saveas ( hh (4) ,[ PathName ’ deplacement_bille_xy . fig ’ ]) ;
saveas ( hh (6) ,[ PathName ’ force_deflection . fig ’ ]) ;
saveas ( hh (7) ,[ PathName ’ f orce _defl ecti on_a dim . fig ’ ]) ;
saveas ( hh (11) ,[ PathName ’ fibre_thickness . fig ’ ]) ;
save ([ PathName ’ data_analysed ’] , ’ deflected ’ , ’ reference ’ , ’ Force ’ , ’
deflected2 ’ , ’ temps ’ , ’ distance ’ , ’ movingAverage ’ , ’ limit ’ , ’ diametre ’ ,
’ kk ’ , ’ pixel_micron ’ , ’ pas ’)
else
saveas ( hh (1) ,[ PathName ’ i m a g e _ l i g n e _ d e f l e c t i o n _ w i t h o u t R e f . fig ’ ]) ;
saveas ( hh (2) ,[ PathName ’ i m a g e _ g r a p h e _ d e f l e c t i o n _ w i t h o u t R e f . fig ’ ])
;
saveas ( hh (4) ,[ PathName ’ d e p l a c e m e n t _ b i l l e _ x y _ w i t h o u t R e f . fig ’ ]) ;
saveas ( hh (6) ,[ PathName ’ f o r c e _ d e f l e c t i o n _ w i t h o u t R e f . fig ’ ]) ;
saveas ( hh (7) ,[ PathName ’ f o r c e _ d e f l e c t i o n _ a d i m _ w i t h o u t R e f . fig ’ ]) ;
saveas ( hh (11) ,[ PathName ’ f i b r e _ t h i c k n e s s _ w i t h o u t R e f . fig ’ ]) ;
save ([ PathName ’ d at a _ a na l y s ed _ w i th o u t R ef ’] , ’ deflected ’ , ’ reference
’ , ’ Force ’ , ’ deflected2 ’ , ’ temps ’ , ’ distance ’ , ’ movingAverage ’ , ’ limit ’ ,
’ diametre ’ , ’ kk ’ , ’ pixel_micron ’ , ’ pas ’)
end

Listing B.2: This code written by David Pereira is used to plot force-deflection curves.

Appendix C

Power law analysis

In the fields of rheology and mechanics of materials, power law analysis are frequently used to analyze the behaviour of a given solid or fluid. As mentioned
earlier, the force-deflection curves were systematically analyzed by fitting them at
small deformations. The advantage of such a technique is that comparisons between the different conditions are easy to perform. Yet, these fits do not take into
account the variability of mechanical behaviours that cytoskeletal bundles exhibit
at higher forces. Here, we postulate a simple power law equation to fit the whole
force-deflection curves without selecting a particular regime:
F = F0



δ
δ0

α

(C.1)

where α is the exponent, F0 is a prefactor that has the dimension of a force and
δ0 = 1 µm. If α > 1, the bundle is strain-stiffening and if α < 1, the bundle is
strain-softening.
I carried out a power law analysis for all the experiments presented in section 6.2.2.
The corresponding plots for α and F0 can be found in figure C.1.
Conditions
Sequential deflections DMSO
Sequential deflections nocodazole
Sequential deflections taxol
Second deflection nocodazole vs. DMSO

p-value (F0 )
4.9 × 10−4
0.021
6.1 × 10−4
0.0070

Statistical test
Wilcoxon signed-rank
Wilcoxon signed-rank
Wilcoxon signed-rank
Mann-Whitney U

Table C.1: List of p-values that are below the level of significance for the prefactor F0 .
All the p-values calculated that do not appear in this table are above the level of significance
(α = 0.05).

In conclusion, the power law analysis I performed on the results shown in 6.2.2
does not allow to see significant differences when the exponent α of the power law fit
is compared between different conditions. That could imply that there is no global
strain-stiffening (or strain-softening) induced by any treatment or by repeated mechanical stress.
The only statistical differences I measured (see table C.1) are obtained when comparing the prefactor F0 which is proportional to k if the exponent α is close to 1.
Consistently, these differences are identical to that obtained with comparing the
effective stiffness k (see section 6.2).
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Figure C.1: Power law analysis of the force-deflection curves of vimentin bundles in DMSO-,
nocodazole- and taxol-treated cells.
Top: exponent α (dimensionless) for each condition. Statistical tests were used to perform
all the comparisons that appear in section 6.2.2. All p-values are greater than 0.05. Bottom:
prefactor F0 expressed in pN for each condition. Statistical tests were used to perform the
comparisons as in section 6.2.2. p-values that are not greater than 0.05 appear in table C.1.
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RÉSUMÉ
Bien que largement étudiée in vitro, la mécanique du cytosquelette reste encore peu explorée dans les cellules vivantes.
Nous utilisons une technique de micromanipulation intracellulaire basée sur des pinces optiques pour appliquer des forces
directement sur les filaments du cytosquelette afin de sonder la mécanique des microtubules et des filaments intermédiaires et de nous intéresser à leur interaction mécanique. En mesurant simultanément la force appliquée aux filaments et
leur déflexion, c’est-à-dire la déformation des filaments perpendiculairement à leur axe longitudinal, en fonction du temps,
nous pouvons déduire les courbes force-déflexion des filaments et caractériser la rigidité des filaments intermédiaires de
vimentine et des microtubules. Par un ajustement linéaire des courbes force-déflexion dans le régime des faibles forces,
nous montrons que les microtubules ont une rigidité effective plus faible que la vimentine lors de la déflexion.
Nous appliquons ensuite des forces deux fois sur le même faisceau de cytosquelette pour montrer que les filaments
de vimentine, mais pas les microtubules, se rigidifient d’un facteur supérieur à trois lors de déflexions répétées. Nous
caractérisons plus en détail le couplage mécanique entre les filaments de vimentine et les microtubules en utilisant des
agents déstabilisateurs et stabilisateurs des microtubules et en augmentant l’acétylation des microtubules. De façon
intéressante, nous constatons que ces modifications n’affectent pas la rigidité effective des filaments de vimentine alors
que la déstabilisation ou l’acétylation des microtubules réduit significativement la rigidité des filaments de vimentine lors
de déflexions répétées. Dans l’ensemble, ces résultats suggèrent que les microtubules favorisent la rigidification des
faisceaux de vimentine lors de contraintes mécaniques répétées.
En revanche, dans les cellules où la vimentine est inactivée, les propriétés mécaniques des microtubules sont inchangées.
Nos résultats soulignent l’importance des interactions entre les microtubules et les filaments intermédiaires dans la mécanique cellulaire et suggèrent que les filaments intermédiaires de vimentine sont des structures mécano-sensibles qui
présentent des réponses dépendantes des contraintes mécaniques passées.

MOTS CLÉS
Mécanique cellulaire ; micro-rhéologie ; pinces optiques ; cytosquelette ; vimentine ; microtubules

ABSTRACT
Although extensively studied in vitro, the mechanics of the cytoskeleton is still largely unexplored in living cells. We use
an intracellular optical tweezers-based micromanipulation technique to apply forces directly on cytoskeletal filaments in
order to probe microtubules and intermediate filament mechanics and focus on how they interact mechanically. Measuring
simultaneously the force applied to the filaments and their deflection, i.e. the deformation of the filaments perpendicular
to their axis, as a function of time, allows us to deduce the force-deflection curves of the filaments and to characterize the
rigidity of vimentin intermediate filaments and microtubules. By fitting the force-deflection curves at small forces, we show
that microtubules have a lower effective stiffness than vimentin upon deflection.
We then apply forces twice on the same cytoskeletal bundle to show that vimentin filaments, but not microtubules, stiffen
more than three times upon repeated deflections. We further characterize the mechanical coupling between vimentin
filaments and microtubules by using microtubule destabilizing and stabilizing drugs and by increasing microtubule acetylation. Interestingly, we find that these modifications do not affect the effective stiffness of vimentin filaments while destabilizing or acetylating microtubules significantly reduces vimentin filament stiffening upon repeated deflection. Altogether,
these results suggest that microtubules promote stiffening of vimentin bundles under repeated mechanical stress.
In sharp contrast, in cells knockout for vimentin, the mechanical properties of microtubules are unchanged. Our findings highlight the importance of the interactions between microtubules and intermediate filaments in cell mechanics and
suggest that vimentin intermediate filaments are mechanosensitive structures which exhibit history-dependent mechanoresponses.
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